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Abstract
Studies of bent-core liquid crystals have provided a fascinating insight
into these systems, not only for their potential use in applications but
also for fundamental research. It is known that the elastic behaviour
in bent-core liquid crystals is different than in calamitic liquid crystals;
the splay elastic constant K11 < K33 (bend elastic constant) in bent-
cores, compared to K33 < K11 in calamitics. This thesis will investigate
the elastic behaviour in oxadiazole based bent-core liquid crystals and
in their mixtures, aiming to gain an insight into the phase behaviour
that is exhibited in these systems.
An oxadiazole based bent-core liquid crystal was found to exhibit
anomalously low twist (K22) and bend elastic constants. Computa-
tional and theoretical calculations were carried out on this material;
the elastic behaviour was explained by considering the contributions
of spontaneous chirality and polarity. Fluctuations of the chiral con-
formers of the molecule cause a negative correction to K22 which was
found to be large in this material. In a similar fashion, fluctuations
in the local polar order cause a negative correction to K33 which was
also found to be large in this material.
Binary mixtures of two bent-core liquid crystals were created and the
elastic constants measured. It was found that the values measured
for the mixtures lie in between those measured for the two pure
materials, as expected when considering simple mixing rules. Mixtures
of calamitic liquid crystals doped with 10% of bent-core mesogens
were also investigated. In all of these mixtures the splay constant was
unaffected by the bent-core dopant, with the bend constant reducing
by 10-20% and the twist constant reducing by up to 40%. The splay
results are explained by considering that the bent-core dopants have
no scope to exhibit any wedge-shaped conformers, thus having no
significant impact on K11. The bend results are in line with simple
mixing rules and existing literature. The twist results suggest that the
fluctuations in chiral conformers of the bent-core molecules enhance
fluctuations of chirality in the conformers in the calamitic host, thus
providing a large negative correction to K22.
Investigating the phase behaviour of the binary mixtures of two bent-
core liquid crystals showed that two different underlying phases were
exhibited, dependent on the concentrations of the bent-core materials.
It was found that the elastic behaviour in the nematic phases of
the mixtures had no discernible influence on the formation of the
underlying phases, and thus the elastic constants are not the sole
driving factor in the formation of the underlying phases. In mixtures
of calamitic liquid crystals doped with bent-core mesogens, it was
found that some of the mixtures exhibited self-assembling filament
structures that grow in phases below the isotropic phase. Results
showed that the filament growth is dependent on the director, and
exhibited time-dependent behaviour that is analogous to that observed
in certain lyotropic systems.
This thesis forms part of a project funded by the EPSRC CASE award
with Merck Chemicals Ltd., aiming to investigate the potential of
bent-core liquid crystals for both display and non-display applications.
The results described here aid in understanding the novel elastic and
phase behaviour in bent-core liquid crystals and their mixtures.
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The aim of this thesis is to provide an understanding of novel phase behaviour
exhibited by bent-core liquid crystals; more specifically how the elastic behaviour
in the nematic phase can give an insight into the formation of underlying phases,
as well as show the potential of bent-core liquid crystals in applications.
This chapter will go into the detail on the physical properties of liquid crystals
before delving into bent-core liquid crystals and the phase behaviour that have been
investigated so far in literature. The chapter will conclude with an explanation of
the thesis plan, including a brief overview of the content of each of the following
chapters, as well discussing the motivation for the research presented in this thesis.
1.1 Introduction to Liquid Crystals
Liquid crystals are materials which are anisotropic that exhibit phases with a
partially ordered structure whilst maintaining a level of fluidity. The first liquid
crystal compounds were discovered by Friedrich Reinitzer in 1888 when he observed
one particular compound (a cholesteric derivative) exhibit two melting points.[1]
It was later found by Otto Lehmann that certain phases from these compounds
affected polarised light and thus the term ”liquid crystals” was given these phases.
Since then a considerable number of liquid crystalline phases have been discovered
with various different structures.[2]
The most common liquid crystalline materials can be categorised into two
groups; thermotropics and lyotropics.[3, 4] Thermotropic liquid crystals are meso-
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gens that exhibit phases that be controlled via temperature. Lyotropic liquid
crystals on the other hand exhibit phases that can be controlled by the concen-
tration of the mesogen in a solvent. This thesis will only consider thermotropic
liquid crystals. Thermotropics can be further categorised based on the molecular
shape; calamitics, bent-cores and discotics.[2] The general shape of these types of
thermotropics are shown in figure 1.1. Calamitic liquid crystals will be used as
the main example in the rest of this chapter to help explain the basics of liquid
crystals.
Figure 1.1: Simple representation of the three known types of thermotropic liquid
crystals; calamitic (left), bent-core (middle), and discotic (right).
The most common and widely-used liquid crystal phase is the nematic phase,
shown in figure 1.2. In this phase the liquid crystal molecules align with the
molecular long axes oriented on average in a specific direction defined by a unit
vector known as the director[5] and denoted as n. The nematic phase exhibits
long range orientational order with no positional order. It is generally the phase
exhibited at temperatures just below that of the isotropic phase (where the
material exhibits no ordering of any sort). As the material is cooled, other liquid
crystal phases can be formed. One collection of underlying phases are known as
smectic phases, with two examples of smectic phases shown in figure 1.3. Here
the liquid crystal molecules exhibit positional ordering by forming layers. The
most common smectic phases are the smectic A and C phases, where the director
is parallel to the layer normal or at an angle respectively.
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Figure 1.2: Representation of director orientation in a nematic phase.
Figure 1.3: Repesentation of the director orientation (n) in a smectic A phase
(left) and a smectic C phase (right). The layer normal is denoted as L and θC is
the angle of the director from the layer normal in the smectic C phase.
3
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As liquid crystal phases are ordered, it necessary to define an order parameter
S. In the bulk nematic cylindrical symmetry is assumed with the liquid crystal
being uniaxial, so S is defined by the following equation, derived from the second






where θd is the angle between the long axis of the liquid crystal molecule and the
director. The angle brackets denote that a statistical average is taken over the
ensemble. S is 0 for a fully isotropic system and 1 for a perfectly ordered system.
1.2 Elasticity in Liquid Crystals
Deformations to the nematic director cause an elastic restorative force to be induced
within the liquid crystal to bring the director back to its equilibrium orientation.
The elastic constant of a liquid crystal can be modelled mathematically as a tensor
(see section 2.2 for more details). The three elastic constants that are relevant to
the bulk nematic phase are the splay, twist, and bend elastic constants denoted
as K11, K22, and K33[6, 7]. Figure 1.4 shows a simple representation of how the
director is distorted in each case respectively. There is a fourth elastic constant
known as the saddle splay constant, denoted as K24. Whilst initially thought to
be important for the formation of defects[8–10] and distortions[11, 12] within the
director field in certain geometries, more recently K24 has been suggested to be
important for the formation of the dark conglomerate (DC) phase, which will
be looked at in more detail later on in section 1.3. The elastic constants K11,
K22 and K33 can be measured by investigating the Fre´edericksz transistion in
devices, which will be discussed in more detail in section 2.2 in chapter 2.
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Figure 1.4: Simple representation of the three elastic distortions; splay (left), twist
(middle), and bend (right).
1.3 The Dark Conglomerate Phase
This chapter has so far introduced concepts that apply to all types of thermotropic
liquid crystals, but has used calamitic liquid crystals as the main example for the
explanations. There are a number of interesting phases exhibited in bent-core
liquid crystals, including the B phases, the twist-bend nematic (NTB) phase, and
the helical nano-filament (HNF) phase. More information about these phases can
be found in review articles by Ja´kli et al.,[13] and by Takezoe and Takanishi.[14]
This section will instead focus on the dark conglomerate (DC) phase which is
exhibited by a bent-core liquid crystal investigated in this thesis, denoted as
VBG93.
The DC phase is an optically isotropic phase that is typically exhibited directly
below the isotropic phase,[15–20], however in VBG93 the DC phase is exhibited
below the nematic phase. The phase has an optically isotropic structure under
crossed polarisers as the correlation length of the structure (polar smectic layers)
is less that the wavelength of visible light (∼100 nm).[21] Some optical activity
can be observed such as chiral domains of opposite handedness when the phase is
viewed under slightly uncrossed polarisers.
The behaviour of the dark conglomerate phase has been studied in detail
by several groups.[15, 18, 22–24] It was found that under the application of an
electric field the optical isotropy turns into optical anisotropy, i.e. birefringent.
The birefringent texture remains even after the field is removed, with the optically
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isotropic texture only returning only once the sample is heated to the isotropic
phase before being cooling back into the DC phase.
The structure of the dark conglomerate phase has been studied by several
groups using X-ray diffraction and freeze-fracture transmission electron microscopy
(FFTEM).[21, 24–28] These studies revealed the presence of 20-100 nm size
domains with saddle-splay type layer structures, similar to the sponge phase of
lyotropic systems.[29] The saddle-splay structure is thought to arise due to the
mismatch of the in-plane area of the tails and cores of the bent-core molecules,
that can be relieved by a tilt of the molecules.[21] This in-layer frustration of
the tilting produces a strong tendency for the negative Gaussian curvature of
the layers, which occurs via the coupling of the polar order and the tilt. The
saddle-splay curvature of the layers is believed to contribute to the large optical
activity of the phase, which cannot be explained by the layer chirality of the tilted
polar phase alone.[17, 21]
In the context of the bent-core materials investigated in this thesis, one material
(denoted as VBG93) exhibits a DC phase. Unlike the DC phases described earlier
in this section, the DC phase in VBG93 is exhibited below the nematic phase,
with the transition into the DC phase occurring at ∼170 °C. The DC phase does
not exhibit chiral domains of opposite handedness in the ground state. Instead
the chiral domains appear under application of an electric field, above a certain
threshold field (∼12 V/µm) and only under slightly uncrossed polarisers. As the
electric field increases beyond this threshold the chiral domains grow to from larger
domains until at another threshold (∼15 V/µm) the chiral domains disappear,
leaving a uniform achiral texture.[30, 31] The emergence of the chiral domains
and their subsequent disappearance coincides with an interesting decrease in the
average refractive index of the DC phase, varying from ∼1.66-1.61.[31, 32] The
unusual behaviour exhibited by the DC phase in VBG93 provided a basis to
investigate the phase behaviour of bent-core liquid crystals. One aim of this
thesis is to understand the driving factors into the formation of bent-core phases,
including this DC phase, by investigating the elastic behaviour in the nematic
phases of bent-core materials. This work will be discussed in chapter 5. Another
aim is to find out if this DC phase can be formed at lower temperatures using
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binary liquid crystal mixtures of VBG93 with another bent-core liquid crystal
denoted as DT12 in this thesis. This work will be discussed in chapter 6.
1.4 Roadmap of Thesis
This section will provide brief information on what each of the following chapters
on this thesis will entail.
Chapter 2 will detail the elastic theory of liquid crystals, more specifically
the origins of the equations used to measure the elastic constants. The chapter
with also discuss the concept of spontaneous chirality and polarity and how they
arise in bent-core liquid crystals, using the twist-bend nematic phase as one of
the key examples of chiral symmetry breaking occurring in liquid crystals.
Chapter 3 will provide details on the materials and devices used to obtain the
results discussed in this thesis, along with the methods in which the experiments
were carried out.
Chapter 4 will go into detail on the elastic properties of an oxadiazole-based
bent-core liquid crystal we denote as DT12. More specifically the chapter will
show the anomalously low twist and bend elastic constants measured in this liquid
crystal along with the computational and theoretical calculations that back up the
experimental data as well as changes to the molecular mean theory on spontaneous
chirality and polarity that involve corrections to the equations that calculate the
twist and bend constants respectively.
Chapter 7 will provide details on the elastic behaviour in mixtures of bent-
core liquid crystals; showing that the low twist and bend constants measured in
DT12 persist in mixtures of DT12 and VBG93, as well how the elastic constants
can be affected in calamitic systems when they are doped with bent-core liquid
crystals. This chapter will introduce the concept of filaments seen in the bent-
core/calamitic mixtures, but the phase behaviour of the filament structures will
be discussed further in chapter 7.
Chapter 6 will discuss the optically isotropic and smectic phases observed
in the mixtures of DT12 and VBG93 (introduced in chapter 5). This chapter
discusses results of X-ray scattering carried out on the mixtures to understand
the phase behaviour and uses the elastic behaviour discussed in chapter 5 to learn
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more about the driving factors in the formation of the underlying phases in the
bent-core mixtures.
Chapter 7 will discuss the filament phases introduced in chapter 5, looking
into the phase behaviour. More specifically this chapter will present data about the
birefringence and director field measurements that were carried out to understand
the mechanism of the filament growth, as well images taken using atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) that were carried
out to gain information of the microscale structure of the filaments.
Chapter 8 will conclude the results presented in this thesis whilst also
providing a look at some of the future work and potential that can come from
this work on bent-core liquid crystals.
1.5 Motivation
The motivation for the research presented in this thesis comes from earlier work
on an oxadiazole-based bent-core liquid crystal that exhibits a DC phase. It was
found that the DC phase in this particular material could exhibit a change in the
average refractive index upon application of an electric field.[32] The change in
refractive index occurs whilst the phase remains optically isotropic, a phenomenon
which has rarely been seen previously in literature. The electro-optical properties
of the DC phase provide potential for non-display applications such as liquid
crystal lenses, waveguides and diffraction gratings. However the draw-back to the
material is that the phenomenon occurs at ∼170 °C, which is much higher than
what would be preferred for any real-life applications. One method in reducing
the transition temperature into the DC phase is by mixing this material with
other liquid crystals. This thesis showcases the results and work carried out with
this aim in mind.
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Chapter 2
Elastic Theory of Liquid Crystals
2.1 Introduction
This chapter will go into detail on the theory of liquid crystals, initially showing
the derivation of the equations which allow one to measure the splay, twist and
bend elastic constants. The chapter will then introduce the concept of polar and
chiral order in nematic liquid crystals before detailing how spontaneous polarity
and chirality arises in bent-core liquid crystals. Lastly, using the twist-bend
nematic phase as an example, the chapter will show how spontaneous polarity
and chirality can explain the behaviour of elastic constants in bent-core liquid
crystals and how they are a driving factor in the formation of more exotic phases.
2.2 Elastic Constant Theory
The derivations detailed in this section are based on the assumption that we have a
planar rubbed (nematic director parallel to substrates) device (of thickness d) filled
with a positively dielectric liquid crystal, i.e. when a sufficiently strong electric
field (above the threshold) is applied across the device, the nematic director will
tend to a state that is more parallel to the electric field (see figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Representation of Fre´edericksz transition in a liquid crystal device.
The left hand image is when the electric field is off and the right hand image is
when the electric field is on and above the threshold field. The axes show the
coordinate system that is used for the derivations in this section.
As mentioned briefly in section 1.2, electric fields can interact with nematic
liquid crystals to produce deformations in the nematic director. The electric field
vector E normally can not be considered parallel to the electric displacement
vector D. This results in a non-uniform electric field in the sample.[33] In a







D · E dτ. (2.1)
When considering a deformation in the sample, the condition ∇× E = 0 requires
that Ey = Ez = 0, because φ(x) (where φ is the angle of the nematic director from
the electric field direction) is a deformation depending only on the x-direction.
The additional condition ∇ ·D = 0 gives the following relationship between the
electric field and the deformation;
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where the dielectric anisotropy ∆ε = ε‖ - ε⊥, ε‖ and ε⊥ are the dielectric per-
mittivities measured parallel and perpendicular to the director, V is the voltage
applied to the device, and 〈d〉 is the statistical average over the thickness of the
device. The electric field clearly depends on the location in the device. From














Dx is uniform throughout the sample. Substituting equations 2.3 and 2.2 into











































































Equation 2.4 expresses the total electric energy per unit area in terms of the
deformation angle φ(x). By considering that the total energy of the system is
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where K11 and K33 are the splay and bend elastic constants respectively. Account-
ing for strong anchoring (φ(0) = φ(d) = 0) equation 2.5 can be solved to provide















































































At the threshold voltage, V = V0, and φ = φM = 0 which gives the following
equation, using equations 2.6 and 2.7;






where V0 is the threshold voltage, φM is the maximum deformation angle, and
η = (K33 −K11/K11).
Equation 2.8 allows one to directly calculate the splay elastic constant from
measuring the threshold voltage of a liquid crystal device. This is crucial to
begin to fully understand the elastic behaviour of any liquid crystal material.
Equation 2.7 shows that the deformation above the threshold voltage depends on
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the additional parameter ∆ε/ε⊥, and thus K33 can be calculated from measuring
the change in dielectric permittivity of the liquid crystal device as the voltage
applied is increased. By knowing the behaviour of K11 from equation 2.8 one can
use equation 2.7 to determine the behaviour of K33 analytically. Next I provide
how one can determine K33 by considering that the deformation of the liquid
crystal under an applied electric field is related to the retardance of the liquid
crystal device.
To determine the equation defining the bend constant K33, one can remember
that the deformation can be measured from a change in birefringence, which
occurs due to the voltage applied to the sample. Nematic liquid crystals are
uniaxial thus a normally incident polarised monochromatic light beam splits inside
the liquid crystal into an ordinary beam and extraordinary beam. The electric
field vector of the ordinary beam is always perpendicular to the optical axis, and
therefore propagates with a velocity determined by the ordinary refractive index
no. The extraordinary ray is polarised perpendicular to this direction and its











where ne is the extraordinary index of refraction. It is clear from equation 2.9
that neff depends on the deformation angle φ throughout the sample. The phase





(neff − no). (2.10)
The maximum value of δ(V ) occurs at V = 0. Saupe[36] defined a phase difference
δ where δ = δ(0)− δ(V ), which can be related to the normalised voltage, V/V0
(where V0 is the threshold voltage) by;
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where ν = (n2e − n2o)/n2o. Considering small angles of φ which occur close to the










It is clear that measurements of δ at various fields can give K33, provided that one
already knows K11 from the threshold voltage from equation 2.8. Equations 2.8
and 2.12 can also apply to a homeotropic device in which case ne and no, K11 and
K33, and ε⊥ and ε‖ have to be interchanged in the respective derivations.
To summarise, the splay elastic constant K11, can be calculated directly from
the threshold voltage of the liquid crystal device. The bend elastic constant K33 can
be calculated by measuring the extend of the director deformation. Equation 2.7
allows the director deformation to be measured by considering the change in the
dielectric permittivity in the liquid crystal device. The dielectric permittivity can
be calculated from measurements of the capacitance; the methodology is described
in full in section 3.6.2 of chapter 3. The other method to measure K33 is by
using equation 2.12 which considers the change in retardance when a voltage is
applied to the liquid crystal device. The methodology for measuring K33 optically
is described in full in section 3.6.1 in chapter 3. Next I provide how one can
determine the equation and conditions to measure the twist elastic constant K22.
In order to derive the equation for K22, one can consider the Fre´edericksz
transition in the in-plane switching (IPS) mode. For a nematic liquid crystal
with a positive dielectric anisotropy, the nematic director should be parallel to
the electrodes in order for switching to occur. A representation of the electrode
design in an IPS device is shown in figure 2.2.
14
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Figure 2.2: Example of the interlocking finger pattern used for the electrodes
(shown in orange) in an IPS device, with the nematic director direction shown by
the arrow. Figure not to scale.
By using the continuum elastic theory[37] and assuming strong anchoring on
















where K22 is the twist elastic constant and E is the magnitude of the electric field.





2sinφ cosφ = 0. (2.14)
With the assumption that the twist angle is small and the boundary condition
φ(0) = φ(d) = 0, it has been shown that
√
ε0∆ε/K22 Ed = pi.[38] This equation
corresponds to the point at which the twist angle φ just begins to change. Thus
the threshold field, E0 and subsequent threshold voltage, V0 is;
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where l denotes the electrode spacing.
To summarise, the equations to determine the splay, twist and bend elastic
constants from the behaviour of the director in an electric field have been derived in
this section. The elastic constants can be measured either optically or dielectrically;
the methodology required to carry out both sets of experiments will be discussed
in more detail in the next chapter. The next sections of this chapter will introduce
the concept of polarity and chirality, and how spontaneous polarity and chirality
arises in bent-core liquid crystals, and can be used to explain the elastic behaviour
in these systems.
2.3 Types of Order
2.3.1 Polar order
In general in the nematic phase of calamitic liquid crystals, the polarity of the
molecules is in the direction of the nematic director nˆ. However, in the nematic
phase of bent-core liquid crystals, the long axes of the molecules are aligned along
the local director nˆ, with the polarity of the molecules aligned randomly in the
plane perpendicular to nˆ (figure 2.3a). A bent-core nematic phase with polar
order would have a polarity defined by a vector P⊥, which is perpendicular to nˆ
(figure 2.3b).
The concept of polar order in a nematic phase of bent-core molecules was first
investigated by Meyer[39] when he proposed that the polar order P⊥ coupled
with the bend in nematic director nˆ. This coupling arises through a mechanism
called the bend flexoelectric effect (figure 2.4). This bend creates an anisotropic
environment in the plane perpendicular to nˆ, in one particular direction, with P⊥
aligning in that direction.
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Figure 2.3: Phases of bent-core liquid crystals where the left-hand diagram is (a)
a uniaxial nematic with director nˆ and the right-hand diagram is (b) a nematic
with uniform nˆ and polarity P⊥.
Figure 2.4: Phase of bent-core liquid crystals with polar order P⊥ and bend in
the nematic director nˆ.
17
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In addition to polar order perpendicular to nˆ, Meyer also investigated polar
order parallel to nˆ.[39] Polar order P‖ is coupled with splay in nˆ through a
mechanism called the splay flexoelectric effect. If the nematic liquid crystal has a
splay in nˆ, this splay creates an asymmetry between the two directions upward
and downward along nˆ, and P‖ tends to align in the direction with lower free
energy. As a consequence, the nematic director nˆ is not uniform but instead has
a specific splay (figure 2.5).
Figure 2.5: Phase of bent-core liquid crystals with polar order P‖ and splay in
the nematic director nˆ.
P⊥ and P‖ are electrostatic polarisation vectors that characterise the statistical
order of the molecular orientations perpendicular and parallel to nˆ, respectively.
The total electrostatic polarisation arising from the combination of splay and
bend effects becomes;[40, 41]
P = e1nˆ(∇ · nˆ)− e3(nˆ×∇× nˆ), (2.16)
where e1 and e3 are the splay and bend flexoelectric coefficients, respectively.
Over the years, numerous theoretical studies have calculated e1 and e3 in specific
model systems, beginning with the early work of Helfrich,[42] and Derzhanski
and Petrov.[43]. Recently Kaur et al. measured the flexoelectric coefficients
(both experimentally and computationally) for an oxadiazole based bent-core
18
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nematic liquid crystal.[40] They found that the value exhibited were a factor
of 2-3 times higher than those reported in most calamitic liquid crystals, but
were comparable to those reported in other bent-core materials using similar
experimental methodologies.
2.3.2 Chiral order
One particular property in bent-core liquid crystals is chiral symmetry breaking.
Even if the individual bent-core molecules are not chiral (this is the case for the
bent-core liquid crystals that are described in this thesis), the arrangement of the
molecules can become spontaneously chiral. The chirality can be either left- or
right-handed, or the system can form domains of left- and right-handed chirality.
Mathematically, the spontaneous chirality can be understood through the theory
of Lubensky and Radzihovsky[44] as a combination of quadrupolar and octupolar
order parameters. Physically, it can be described as seen in figure 2.6 taken from
a paper by Longa et al.[45] In this structure, pairs of bent-core molecules come
together, with an oblique angle between the molecular planes to form a chiral
dimer. In particular, dimers that are mirror images of each other cannot be
superimposed on each other through any proper rotations or translations.
Figure 2.6: Representation of chiral dimers of bent-core liquid crystals taken from
a paper by Longa et al.[45]
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2.4 Spontaneous Polarity and Chirality
2.4.1 Polar and chiral order considerations
In this section, a detailed discussion is presented of how polarity and chirality can
induce a transition from a uniform liquid crystal phase to a non-uniform phase.
This is particularly important in the theory of bent-core liquid crystals, because
it predicts the formation of the twist-bend nematic phase.
The initial ground work was carried out by Robert Meyer[39] when he proposed
the possibility of spontaneous polar order leading to spontaneous splay or bend.
First consider the Frank free energy density for elastic distortions in the director





K11(∇ · nˆ)2 + 1
2
K22(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ)2 + 1
2
K33(nˆ×∇× nˆ)2. (2.17)
The third term can be expressed in terms of the bend vector b = nˆ × ∇ × nˆ,
which shows the magnitude and direction of the bend in the plane perpendicular
to nˆ. Likewise, the second term can be written in terms of the twist pseudoscalar
t = nˆ · ∇ × nˆ, which represents the magnitude and sign of the twist. One might
be tempted to characterise the first term in equation 2.17 by the scalar ∇ · nˆ.
However, this quantity is not uniquely defined, because the nematic director nˆ is
equivalent to −nˆ. Hence, the splay vector can be defined instead as s = nˆ(∇ · nˆ),
which is parallel to nˆ and thus is uniquely defined. The free energy for a nonchiral,














Minimising FFrank corresponds to a uniform nematic phase with no splay, twist
nor bend. Next consider the liquid crystal to be composed of chiral molecules,
which favours twist. In this case, the chirality of the molecules is characterised
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where the minimum corresponds to a cholesteric phase. It exhibits no splay nor
bend, but a non-zero twist t0. If one considers a liquid crystal which favours splay











which is analogous to equation 2.19.
Because s is a vector parallel to nˆ, the only way for s and s0 to couple is if s0
is also a vector parallel to nˆ, i.e. s and s0 are parallel to each other. Likewise,
because b is a vector perpendicular to nˆ, the only way for b and b0 to couple is if
b0 is also a vector perpendicular to nˆ, i.e. b and b0 lie on the same plane. Hence,
one can write them as the parallel and perpendicular components of the vector P,
with s0 = (x‖/K11)P‖ and b0 = (x⊥/K33)P⊥. With these coefficients, the Frank
















where x‖ and x⊥ are arbitrary constants assigned to P‖ and P⊥ respectively. It
is important to note that P‖ and P⊥ are vectors with polarity and thus, are not
equivalent to their negatives, in contrast to nˆ which is equal to −nˆ.
In addition to the Frank free energy, the system must have additional contribu-
tions to represent the free energy cost or benefit for developing polar order. These
additional contributions can be written as a Ginzburg-Landau expansion[46, 47]
in powers of P‖ and P⊥. Based on these theoretical considerations, one can begin
to understand the coupling between the director and polar/chiral order.
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Considering polar order, one can impose a splay s or bend b and then measure
the resulting polar order of the system. By minimising the free energy from











(nˆ(∇ · nˆ)) + x⊥
y⊥
(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ), (2.22)
where y‖ and y⊥ are arbitrary constants similar to x‖ and x⊥. It can be seen that
equation 2.22 is analogous to the expression for the flexoelectric effect in equation
2.16, where e1 = x‖/y‖ and e3 = x⊥/y⊥.
Considering chiral order, one can impose a twist t and measure the resulting
pseudoscalar order parameter. This type of consideration was carried out in recent
work by Basu et al.[48] which found that macroscopic twist induces conformational
deracemisation (the difference in concentration between right- and left-handed
conformations), just as macroscopic splay and bend induce polar order. In
considering chiral order, the population difference between the left- and right-
handed conformers provides a favoured twist t0. When considering polar order,
one needs to apply an electric field which couples to the polar order through the
free energy Ftotal = FFrank − E ·P. Minimising the free energy over polar order,







E⊥, b = x⊥y⊥K33−x2⊥
E⊥.
(2.23)
An applied electric field parallel to the director induces a splay, whilst an applied
electric field perpendicular to the director induces a bend. The ratios x‖/(y‖K11−
x2‖) and x⊥/(y⊥K33− x2⊥) are the susceptibilities of splay and bend to the applied
field. One should notice that each of these susceptibilities involves a characteristic
denominator, and thus it can be deduced that the susceptibilities diverge when
the denominator approaches zero. If the denominator becomes zero, one must
then consider spontaneous polar or chiral order.
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2.4.2 Twist-bend nematic phase
A good example of chiral symmetry breaking with spontaneous polarity and
chirality is the twist-bend nematic phase. Whilst none of the bent-core materials
investigated in this thesis exhibit the NTB phase, they do exhibit interesting
elastic behaviour in the nematic phase which can be explained by considering
spontaneous polarity and chirality (see chapter 4). This subsection will go into
detail on how the polarisation theory can be used to explain the formation of the
NTB phase, as well as the reduction in K33 that has been observed in bent-core
liquid crystals previously. Thus this section is only included for completeness in
understanding the effect of spontaneous polarity and chirality.
In the context of polarity, spontaneous polar order is disfavoured by entropy
and electrostatic interactions. However, it might be favoured by steric packing
considerations, which can occur in bent-core molecules when the polar order is
perpendicular to the director (figure 2.4). When this happens, one can induce
spontaneous bend. In the context of chirality, spontaneous symmetry breaking
has been studied in many liquid crystals and related systems. Calculations have
shown that a domain of left-handed chirality will have one sign of twist, whilst
a domain of right-handed chirality will have the opposite sign of twist. In some
cases, a material can show alternating stripes of left- and right-handed chirality,
which are accompanied by alternating twist in the director field.
Splay and bend are different from twist in an important way; a cholesteric
liquid crystal can have pure uniform twist everywhere, but a liquid crystal cannot
have pure uniform splay or bend everywhere. Hence, a liquid crystal with sponta-
neous splay or bend is not able to form the ideal structure because of geometric
constraints. Instead, it must make some compromise between different terms in
the free energy.
When considering spontaneous bend, which is more relevant to bent-core liquid
crystals, one finds that the liquid crystal cannot fill space with uniform bend
everywhere. However, it can fill space with a combination of bend and twist by
forming the twist-bend nematic (NTB) phase (figure 2.7, taken from a paper by
Dozov[49]).
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Figure 2.7: Representation of the twist bend nematic phase in bent-core liquid
crystals, taken from a paper by Dozov.[49]
The theoretical work of Dozov on what is now known as the NTB phase,
was motivated by considering the bend elastic constant K33 of bent-core liquid
crystals.[49] Initially, without considering polar order, Dozov proposed that bent-
core liquid crystals can have an anomalously small value of K33, compared with
other nematic liquid crystals. In the case where K33 becomes negative, the free
energy would need to include higher-order terms of the director field in order to be
stable. The competition between the negative K33 term and the positive higher-
order terms would favour a certain spontaneous bend. Because it is impossible to
have pure bend everywhere, the liquid crystal could form either a twist-bend phase
(with a heliconical structure) or a splay-bend phase (with alternating domains).
Quantitatively, Dozov’s theory predicts that the nematic phase becomes un-
stable when forming the twist-bend phase at the critical point when K33 = 0. If
one considers K33 to be a temperature-dependent coefficient, where
K33(T ) = K
′
33(T − TC), then the transition occurs at the critical temperature TC .
At this transition, the system enters the twist-bend phase if K11 > 2K22.
The theory of Dozov was especially influential because it suggested that the
formation of the twist-bend phase is related to molecular shape of the liquid
crystal. Thus it seemed intuitive that highly bent liquid crystals would be more
likely to form the NTB phase. As a result, a number of liquid crystal dimers were
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synthesised, for example CB7CB (figure 2.8).[50–53]
Figure 2.8: Molecular structure of CB7CB which forms the twist-bend nematic
phase.
One can apply the polarisation theory (introduced earlier in this section) to
the twist-bend phase by minimising over P‖ and P⊥. Assuming P‖ and P⊥ are





















|B|2 + . . . . (2.24)
This free energy is the Frank free energy seen in equations 2.21 and 2.22, but with
effective, renormalised Frank constants;
KR11 = K11 −
x2‖
y‖




There is an important difference between K33 and the renormalised constant K
R
33;
K33 gives the energy cost of a bend if one constrains P⊥ = 0 during the bend,
whilst KR33 gives the energy cost of a bend if P⊥ relaxes to its optimum value
during the bend. The same is true for K11 and P‖. Usually when one measures
elastic constants, no constraints are imposed on the polar or chiral order. Instead,
the experiment normally allows the elastic constants to relax. Hence, KR11 and
KR33 are usually the relevant elastic constants when one does not consider polar
order.
In bent-core liquid crystals, it is reasonable to suppose that x⊥ is particularly
large, and y⊥ is anomalously small. If this is the case, then the polarisation theory
provides an explanation as to why the effective bend constant KR33 can become
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anomalously small. Indeed, if x⊥ becomes large enough and y⊥ becomes small
enough, the polarisation theory can explain why KR33 might become negative.
2.5 Fluctuations in Polarity and Chirality
The twist-bend nematic phase is a good example of how spontaneous polarity and
chirality arises in achiral molecules,[54–56] and how it can affect the behaviour
of the elastic constants as the nematic to twist-bend nematic phase transition is
approached.
It is important to note that in the bent-core molecules discussed in this thesis,
the pure materials exhibit fluctuations in both polarity and chirality throughout
the nematic phase, which provide a negative correction leading to a reduction
in the bend and twist elastic constants respectively.[57] Corrections to the bend
elastic constant can be explained using the theory already discussed in this chapter
and have shown to be a factor in the formation of the twist-bend nematic phase.[56]
However the nature of the negative correction in the twist elastic constant has
yet to be explained. Earl et al. showed that chiral conformations of bent-core
molecules induced some deracemisation, contributing to a higher helical twisting
power in the cholesteric doped with bent-core molecules.[58] It can be shown that
the same chiral conformers can also reduce the twist constant and thus affect the







where p is the pitch of the cholesteric, K22 is the twist elastic constant, and λ is
a constant related to the helical twisting power. From equation 2.26 that both
a higher helical twisting power and a lower K22 would reduce the pitch, thus
explaining the results Earl et al. measured. The derivations of the corrections in
both the twist and bend elastic constants will be discussed in chapter 4 to explain




To summarise, this chapter introduces the elastic constant theory and spontaneous
polarity and chirality in liquid crystals, in particular how spontaneous polarity
and chirality arises in bent-core liquid crystals. This chapter also details how
phenomena such as the reduction in the bend elastic constant can give rise to the
formation of more exotic phases such as the twist-bend nematic phase.
The theory of elastic constants is important in understanding how one can
measure the level of distortion that occurs when an external field is applied to a
liquid crystal device. In this thesis only electric fields are considered and thus the
derivations in this chapter cover how the application of electric fields can allow
one to calculate the elastic constants from experiments. Equations 2.7, 2.8, 2.12,
and 2.15 will be used throughout this thesis and are adapted for bent-core liquid
crystals.
Understanding polarity and chirality in liquid crystals is essential to under-
standing the phase behaviour in bent-core liquid crystals. This chapter shows the
manner in which spontaneous polarity and chirality arises in bent-core mesogens
due to the particular shape of the molecules, and how more exotic phases can
form using the twist-bend nematic phase an example.
The next chapter, chapter 3, will detail the experimental methodology described





In this chapter I will discuss the experimental methods used in this thesis. The
chapter begins by detailing the materials and devices used and then discussing
the methodology carried out as part of the project. Throughout this chapter I
will provide context to the methods by referencing which results chapters contain
the appropriate methodology used to obtain the corresponding results.
3.2 Materials and Devices
3.2.1 Materials
Five pure liquid crystal compounds were used as part of this project; two bent-
core mesogens and three calamitic mesogens. The molecular structures, with
the corresponding phase transition temperatures, of the bent-core liquid crystals
are shown in figure 3.1, and for the calamitic liquid crystals in figure 3.2. The
transition temperatures were measured using differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) and confirmed using polarising optical microscopy (POM). The transition
temperatures reported in both figures are from POM. The two bent-core liquid
crystals were synthesised by the Goodby group at the University of York. 5CB
and 8CB were synthesised by Merck, with BAAB2 obtained from a collaboration
with S. V. Serak and V. A. Grozhik, funded through INTAS-BELARUS N97-0635
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(2001). Two other materials were also used; one was a nematic mixture, referred
to as ZLI 1132, synthesised by Merck, and the other was a mixture, referred to as
TM 1001, synthesised by Merck which exhibited chiral nematic and blue phases.
ZLI 1132 is nematic at room temperature, with a nematic to isotropic transition
temperature of TNI = 71.2 °C. TM 1001 has the following phase transitions on
cooling (determined using DSC); isotropic-blue phase 1 at 43.5 °C, blue phase
1-blue phase 2 at 43.4 °C, blue phase 2-chiral nematic at 43.3 °C and chiral
nematic-smectic A at 24.3 °C.
As mentioned at the end of chapter 1, VBG93 was used as the main basis of
the research for this project. DT12 was used as it has a much lower nematic to
isotropic phase transition temperature TNI compared with VBG93, making it a
suitable material to create mixtures that exhibit lower temperature DC phases.
5CB was used to mix with VBG93 to create filament structures (see chapter 7 for
more information). 8CB was used as another host calamitic material to create
filaments in the SmA phase. BAAB2 was used as a photochromic material to
induce lower temperature nematic to isotropic transitions in the filament mixtures.
ZLI 1132 was used as a higher temperature calamitic host to check if filaments
could still form. TM 1001 was used to check if filaments could form in other
phases such as the chiral nematic phase, or blue phase.
VBG93 has been investigated thoroughly and has shown to exhibit unusual
properties, for example in the phase behaviour[30–32, 59–61] and in the elastic
properties.[62, 63] DT12 had not been characterised before this work; it was
investigated at the point of synthesis. Chapter 4 will go into more detail on
the elastic properties of DT12, both experimentally and theoretically. 5CB and
8CB are common nematic mesogens and have also been thoroughly investigated
since they were first synthesised in the 1970s.[64, 65] BAAB2 is an azo-benzene
based photochromic material; it undergoes a trans-cis isomerisation under the
illumination of light of wavelength ∼350 nm, and a cis-trans isomerisation at a
wavelength of ∼432 nm (see figure 3.3).[66, 67] The relaxation from the cis state
to trans state can also occur thermally. The transition temperatures taken for
BAAB2 were taken in the dark to avoid any isomerisation.
Mixtures were created from these pure materials in varying concentrations in
order to understand the effect of the elastic behaviour and any interrelationship
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VBG93
Iso 230 N 170 DC 100 Cr
DT12
Iso 115 N 88 SmX 64 Cr
Figure 3.1: Molecular structures and phase transition temperatures for the pure
bent-core liquid crystals described in this thesis. Temperatures are recorded in °C
where Iso = isotropic phase, N = nematic phase, DC = dark conglomerate phase,
Cr = crystalline phase, and SmX = smectic phase of unknown type.
between that and the phase behaviour of the mixtures. The mixtures used are
shown with their respective compositions and phase transition temperatures in
table 3.1. All results detailed in this thesis were taken on cooling. Mixtures 6-9
and 13-16 exhibit filaments and data is provided on both heating and cooling
phase transitions to highlight the thermal hysteresis observed in these mixtures.
The behaviour of the filaments and investigations into their elastic behaviour and
structure will be discussed in further detail in chapters 5 and 7.
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5CB
Iso 35 N 18 Cr
8CB
Iso 40 N 33.5 SmA 21.5 Cr
BAAB2
Iso 83 N 33 Cr
Figure 3.2: Molecular structures and phase transition temperatures for the pure
calamitic liquid crystals described in this thesis. Temperatures are recorded in
°C where Iso = isotropic phase, N = nematic phase, Cr = crystalline phase, and
SmA = smectic A phase.
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Figure 3.3: Representation of how the molecular shape of BAAB2 changes as it
undergoes trans-cis (top) and cis-trans isomerisation (bottom) respectively.
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Mixture Number Composition Phase Transitions T/°C
Mixture 1 10:90 DT12:VBG93 Iso 224 N 164 OI 94 Cr
Mixture 2 25:75 DT12:VBG93 Iso 200 N 144 OI 95 Cr
Mixture 3 50:50 DT12:VBG93 Iso 190 N 140 SmX 90 Cr
Mixture 4 70:30 DT12:VBG93 Iso 170 N 117 SmX 80 Cr
Mixture 5 90:10 DT12:VBG93 Iso 140 N 100 SmX 70 Cr
Mixture 6 10:90 VBG93:5CB
N+F 40.5 I+F 51.8 Iso
Iso 49.0 N 26.1 N+F
Mixture 7 10:90 VBG93:8CB
SmA+F 36.0 N+F
45.6 I+F 60.1 Iso
Iso 52.0 N
40.0 N+F 38.4 SmA+F
Mixture 8 5:95 VBG93:5CB
N+F 39.7 I+F 49.1 Iso
Iso 41.9 N 28.0 N+F
Mixture 9 10:90 VBG93:ZLI 1132
N 80.7 Iso
Iso 84.9 N
Mixture 10 10:90 DT12:5CB Iso 42.0 N
Mixture 11 10:90 DT12:8CB Iso 46.3 N 29.8 SmA
Mixture 12 10:90 DT12:ZLI 1132 Iso 72.5 N
Mixture 13
10.4:1.2:88.4 N+F 42.7 I+F 53.7 Iso
VBG93:DT12:5CB Iso 51.6 N 28.4 N+F
Mixture 14
9.9:3.3:86.8 N+F 44.5 I+F 55.1 Iso
VBG93:DT12:5CB Iso 54.3 N 30.6 N+F
Mixture 15
10:10:80 N+F 48.8 I+F 58.4 Iso
VBG93:BAAB2:5CB Iso 56.2 N 30.6 N+F
Mixture 16 8:92 VBG93:TM 1001
SmA+F 24.6 N*+F 32.0
BPII+F 42.6 BPI+F
45.5 I+F 68.1 Iso
Iso 52.6 BPI 49.3
BPII 45.5 N* 35.4
N*+F 26.4 SmA+F
Table 3.1: Compositions of mixtures used in this thesis with the corresponding
phase transitions and transition temperatures, where Iso = isotropic phase, I+F
= isotropic phase with filaments, N = nematic phase, N+F = nematic phase with
filaments, N* = chiral nematic phase, N*+F = chiral nematic phase with filaments,
OI = optically isotropic phase, BPI = blue phase 1, BPI+F = blue phase 1 with
filaments, BPII = blue phase 2, BPII+F = blue phase 2 with filaments, SmX =
smectic phase of unknown type, SmA = smectic A phase, SmA+F = smectic A
phase with filaments and Cr = crystalline phase.
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3.2.2 Devices
Devices were constructed using two parallel glass substrates separated by spacer
beads. Whilst spacer beads can range in size from 2 µm to upwards of 50 µm, the
size used to obtain the results discussed in this thesis were all 5 µm in size. UV
curable glue was used to create a seal to ensure uniform thickness.
Ordinarily both glass substrates are coated on one side with a transparent
layer of indium tin oxide (ITO) of thickness ∼0.02 µm; another type of device
was used which had the ITO layer on only one of the glass substrates, known as
an in-plane switching device which will be discussed later. The ITO side faced
in towards the centre of the device, ie. adjacent to with the liquid crystal layer.
By soldering wires onto the ITO coated substrate, an electric field can be applied
across the device (perpendicular to the glass substrates). The ITO layer is usually
etched (using dilute hydrochloric acid) to obtain a specifically desired electrode
area. It is important that the glue seal is not included in the electrode area as
that will influence the capacitance measurements due a voltage drop across the
glue (see sections 3.5 and 3.6). This is carried out for more accurate dielectric
measurements of the capacitance of the device.
An alignment layer is added on top of the ITO layer on the glass substrate.
This allows a preferential direction of the liquid crystal nematic director to be
obtained. Alignment layers tend to be composed of a polymer (or mixture of
polymers). The polymers interact with the liquid crystal molecules and anchor
the molecules to the alignment layer. There are two types of alignment; planar
and homeotropic. With planar alignment the director lies parallel to the glass
substrates, whereas with homeotropic alignment the director lies perpendicular to
the glass substrates. Usually when planar alignment is applied, the substrate is
rubbed in a particular direction. This causes the director to lie in one preferred
direction. When an electric field is applied to the device the director reorientates
in one particular manner. Figure 3.4 shows a schematic of how the director lies in
planar and homeotropic devices.
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Figure 3.4: Examples of how the liquid crystal nematic director lies in both a
planar (left) and homeotropic (right) device. nˆ represents the nematic director
direction in each device. Figure not to scale.
For the devices described in this thesis, the planar devices achieved alignment
using a rubbed high-temperature (SE130) polyimide layer. Homeotropic alignment
was achieved using trichloro(octadecyl)silane (C18), the structure of the silane
is shown in figure 3.5. Homeotropic alignment of bent-core liquid crystals is a
particular challenge and thus measurements were taken only when the alignment
was deemed good enough by viewing the alignment using polarising optical
microscopy (and through comparison with known data in literature) and the
experimental uncertainties take account of this.
Figure 3.5: Molecular structure of trichloro(octadecyl)silane (C18).
Planar aligned devices allow switching of liquid crystals with positive dielectric
anisotropy, whilst homoetropically aligned devices allow switching of liquid crystals
with negatively dielectric anisotropy. A third type of device was used as part
of this thesis, known as an in-plane switching (IPS) device. In this device, the
alignment is planar rubbed however only one of the glass substrates has a layer of
ITO on it. The ITO is etched in a specific interlocking finger pattern (shown in
figure 3.6). This allows a Fre´edericksz transition to occur that induces only a twist
deformation in the nematic director at the threshold. It is important to note the
direction of rubbing in order to achieve a Fre´edericksz transition to occur. For a
material with positive dielectric anisotropy the rubbing needs to be perpendicular
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to the electric field, whereas for a material with negative dielectric anisotropy the
rubbing needs to be parallel to the electric field.
Figure 3.6: Example of the interlocking finger pattern used for the ITO layer
(shown in orange) in an IPS device. The rubbing direction can be either parallel
(left) or perpendicular (right) to the electrodes. Figure not to scale.
In this thesis the homoetropic devices were created in house by myself whilst
the planar aligned and IPS devices were commercially made.
3.3 Polarising Optical Microscopy
Polarizing optical microscopy (POM) is one of the fundamental tools used to
understand liquid crystal properties by observing liquid crystal textures and
inferring the structure.[2, 68–70] The most important aspect of POM is having
crossed polarisers, ie. two linear polarisers (the second is usually denoted the
analyser) that are aligned perpendicular to each other. When placed between
the two polarisers, liquid crystals will retard the light such that the polarised
light passes through the analyser. The retardance that the light experiences is
related to both the birefringence of the liquid crystal and the thickness of the
liquid crystal device. The retardance can be measured using a Berek compensator,
which will be discussed later on in this chapter in section 3.8. Using a white light
source, the birefringence of the liquid crystal allows only certain wavelengths to
pass through the system. This gives liquid crystal textures their characteristic
colourful images. More information on liquid crystal textures and how they can
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be imaged can be found in references [2] and [122]. An example of a liquid crystal
texture is shown in figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Example of a schlieren texture observed in the nematic phase of 5CB.
By coupling a hot stage and temperature controller to the microscope one
can change the temperature of a liquid crystal device and observe any changes in
the liquid crystal texture. This is important for identifying when specific phase
transitions occur. By using a function generator and multimeter one can also
apply electric fields across their devices and a change in the birefringence/director
orientation is readily visible through POM. The change in director orientation can
be used to measure the elastic constants of the liquid crystal, through a change in
the retardance of the liquid crystal device. More details on the measuring elastic
constants will be discussed later on in this chapter in section 3.6
3.4 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Another method to measure transition temperatures of liquid crystals is to use
differential scanning calorimetry, more commonly referred to as DSC. Using DSC,
the heat flow through the liquid crystal is measured as a function of temperature,
both on heating and on cooling. The phase transitions that occur, in the materials
mentioned in section 3.2, can be characterised by peaks/troughs in the DSC traces.
An example of a DSC trace is shown in figure 3.8, taken for DT12.
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Figure 3.8: DSC trace obtained for DT12 at a rate of 5 °C/min.
The transition temperatures were taken to be the onset temperatures from the
DSC traces; in the plot from figure 3.8, the transition temperatures on cooling
are:
Cooling Iso → N N → SmX SmX → Cr
5 °C/min 113.8 °C/min 86.5 °C/min 67.1°C/min
Table 3.2: Transition temperatures on cooling for DT12.
3.5 Measuring Dielectric Anisotropy
The dielectric anisotropy (∆ε) of the liquid crystals was measured using an Agilent
Precision LCR Meter E4980A, with the temperature controlled by a Linkam LTS
350 hot stage connected to a TMS 94 temperature controller. The hot stage and
temperature controller allowed the temperature to be determined to an accuracy
of ±0.1 °C. The Precision Meter measured the capacitance of a liquid crystal
device as a function of frequency at a specific voltage and temperature. A value for
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the capacitance at a specific frequency was then chosen to avoid any relaxations.
For the results discussed in this thesis, the frequency chosen was 10 kHz to avoid
any relaxations. An example of a frequency scan using the LCR Meter is shown
in figure 3.9, taken for 5CB at 1 VRMS at room temperature.
Figure 3.9: Capacitance as a function of frequency for 5CB at 1 VRMS at room
temperature.
The capacitance was measured for both an empty device and a filled device.
This allows one to calculate the dielectric permittivity of the liquid crystal, denoted
as ε in equation 3.2. Equation 3.2 comes from considering the capacitances of the








where d is the device thickness, A is the electrode area, CLC is the capacitance mea-
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sured for the filled device, and Co is the capacitance measured for the empty device.
It should be noted that Cs takes into account any contribution to the capacitance
due to the alignment layers or the wires. Subtracting the two capacitances allows
one to arrive at equation 3.2;






(CLC − Co) + 1, (3.2)
which accounts for stray capacitance. Here The dielectric anisotropy was then
calculated by finding the difference between the perpendicular (ε⊥) and parallel
(ε‖) components of ε as shown in equation 3.3;
∆ε = ε‖ − ε⊥. (3.3)
This thesis provides two methods to calculate ∆ε; one was used for DT12, VBG93,
and mixtures 1-5, all of which exhibited high temperature nematic phases (>
100 °C), and thus was carried out to avoid applying voltages across these samples
for long periods of time; the samples were found to degrade when held in the
nematic phases for too long. The other method was used for the other materials
(5CB, 8CB, and mixtures 6, 7, and 9-12) that exhibited close to room temperature
nematic phases, which were stable under the effect of electric fields for long periods
of time.
Using the first method a probe voltage of 0.1 VRMS was applied to the liquid
crystal device to measure ε for both a planar and homeotropic device. A probed
planar device will give ε⊥ whilst a probed homeotropic device will give ε‖. Thus
∆ε can be calculated easily using equation 3.3 for one specific temperature. This
method was then carried out for a number of temperatures to determine how
∆ε varies with temperature. This method was carried out for VBG93, DT12
(results shown in chapter 4), and mixtures 1-5 (results shown in chapter 5).
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Using the second method a planar device was used and voltages up to 20 VRMS
were applied. This method was used for mixtures that exhibited positive ∆ε, and
so a planar device was used to allow switching of the liquid crystal to occur. Voltage
steps of 0.05 VRMS were used between 0.1-2 VRMS and steps of 0.5 VRMS were
used between 2.5-20 VRMS. This allowed a larger number of data points around
the threshold voltage Vth to be obtained. An example showing the how ε varies
with VRMS is shown in figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: Dielectric permittivity ε as a function of VRMS for mixture 6 at a
reduced temperature T-TNI = −5 K. The blue crosses represent the experimental
data with the red line showing a fit to the data. ε was measured to an accuracy
of 5%, which are not included in this plot to provide more clarity of the fit on the
raw data.
From the data ε⊥ was measured at voltages below Vth whereas ε‖ was measured
at voltages much larger than Vth. ∆ε was then calculated as before using equation
3.3. These measurements were repeated for a range of temperatures to determine
how ∆ε varies with temperature. As part of this method, a fit to the ε-VRMS curve
was applied to accurately calculate values of ε⊥ and ε‖. Section 3.6.2 goes into
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more detail of how this fit is calculated and used. This method was carried out
for 5CB, 8CB, and mixtures 6, 7, and 9-12, the results of which are shown in
chapter 5. It should be noted that if this method is used on a negative ∆ε liquid
crystal then a homeotropic device would need to be used, which would allow ε‖ to
be observed at voltages below Vth and ε⊥ at voltages much larger than Vth.
Both methods discussed in this section allow the dielectric anisotropy to be
measured to an accuracy of ∼10% or 0.5 (whichever is larger). This value takes
into account the stray capacitance associated with measuring the capacitance
(using the LCR Meter), and the thickness and electrode area of the liquid crystal
device.
3.6 Measuring Elastic Constants
It was mentioned in section 3.5 that two methods were used to measure ∆ε.
Similarly, two methods were used to measure the elastic constants. One method
was carried out optically whereas the other method was carried out dielectrically.
Both methods were used for measuring the splay (K11) and bend (K33) elastic
constants, however the twist constants of all samples were only measured using
the optical method. This section references equations that have been derived in
section 2.2 in chapter 2.
3.6.1 Optical measurements of the splay and bend elastic
constants
The optical method for measuring K11 and K33 was used for VBG93, DT12, and
mixtures 1-5 and these results are discussed in chapters 4 and 5. The optical
method allowed for the homeotropic alignment to be checked to ensure that reliable
measurements of the optical Fre´edericksz transition can be obtained. VBG93,
DT12, and mixtures 1-5 exhibit a negative ∆ε in their nematic phases, thus a
homeotropic device was used to analyse the electric-field induced Fre´edericksz
transition. A monochromatic laser of wavelength 675 nm was used as the light
source for the optical measurements. The laser light was transmitted through
the liquid crystal device and the transmitted light intensity was measured using
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a photodiode mounted on a polarising microscope with crossed polarisers. The
device was oriented in the microscope such that director was at 45° to both
polarisers which allowed the maximum light intensity to be transmitted through
the device. In order to measure K11 and K33 the intensity I transmitted as a




where Io is the maximum transmitted intensity. K33 is directly related to the
threshold voltage of the homeotropic device;




Equation 3.5 is analogous to equation 2.8 in chapter 2, however equation 3.5
applies to a liquid crystal with a negative dielectric anisotropy in a homeotropic
device, whilst equation 2.8 applies to a liquid crystal with positive dielectric
anisotropy in a planar device. Equation 3.5 allows K33 to be measured with an
accuracy of ∼10% or 0.2 pN (whichever is larger). See appendix A on how this
error was assigned. The splay and bend elastic constants influence the steepness
of the retardance above threshold and thus the splay constant can be deduced










where ν = (n2e−n2o)/n2e and η = (K11−K33)/K33. no and ne are the ordinary and
extra-ordinary refractive indices, λ is the wavelength of monochromatic light and
V is the applied voltage. By considering the steep section of the retardance just
above the threshold, the splay elastic constant can be deduced by substituting
the gradient (m) of the steep section into equation 3.6;
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m =
2pidnoν
λ(η + 1)V K33th
. (3.7)
Rearranging for η + 1 gives;











Rearranging for K11 gives us the equation to determine K11 using the gradient of





Equation 3.6 allows K11 to be measured with an accuracy of ∼15% or 2 pN
(whichever is larger). See appendix A on how this error was assigned.
The assumption with equation 3.10 is that the transmitted light intensity
increases as a function of VRMS from a minimum light intensity to a maximum
light intensity, analogous to the plot in figure 3.10. An example of this is seen in
figure 3.11. The plot in figure 3.11 was taken close to TNI when the birefringence
is low. The retardance δ can be easily calculated from the light intensity using
equation 3.4.
However as the temperature decreases the birefringence of the nematic phase in
a liquid crystal device increases such that the retardance becomes degenerate
and the liquid crystal device exhibits multiple full-wave plate and half-wave plate
conditions. An example of how the transmitted light intensity varies as a function
of VRMS in this case is shown in figure 3.12;
The degeneracy in δ can be removed by including sign information when
square-rooting the sin2, and including phase information when taking the inverse
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Figure 3.11: Transmitted light intensity as a function of VRMS for DT12 at T-TNI
= -2.5 K.
sine to obtain δ/2. When considering sign information it is important to remember
that calculations only return positive roots. To account for this every second peak
was inverted to provide the correct sinusoidal variation of δ/2, as seen in figure
3.13.
When considering phase information, it is important to remember that the
sin function is not only repetitive, but that calculations typically return values
between −pi/2 and pi/2. Thus the δ/2 data must be added to or subtracted from
multiples of pi. The choice of addition or subtraction depends on the region of the
data point in the plot shown in figure 3.13. Figure 3.14 shows these regions using
the same plot shown in figure 3.13.
When both the sign and the phase are accounted for, the resulting plot of
δ as a function of VRMS is as shown in figure 3.15. It can be seen that figure
shows a similar trend to figure 3.11, from which the gradient of the steep section
of the plot can be obtained, and thus a value for K11. It can be seen from figure
3.15 that the threshold is not as sharp as the threshold seen in figure 3.11. This
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Figure 3.12: Transmitted light intensity as a function of VRMS for mixture 1 at
T-TNI = -42.5 K.
Figure 3.13: sin(δ/2) as a function of VRMS for mixture 1 at T-TNI = -42.5 K.
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Figure 3.14: sin(δ/2) as a function of VRMS for mixture 1 at T-TNI = -42.5 K,
including the regions of manipulation to calculate δ/2.
would obviously affect how the threshold is measured, which would affect the
measurement of K33 and thus the measurement of K11. The assignment of the
uncertainties on K11 and K33 takes this into account, and appendix A goes into
more detail as to how the assignment is carried out.
Although the optical method described in this section does not take account
of any contributions from flexoelectric effects, it has been determined that in
VBG93, the flexoelectric coefficients are only a factor of 2 greater than in calamitic
liquid crystals[40], so this omission is justified. It should be noted that the errors
assigned to both K11 and K33 using this method refer to the absolute accuracy of
the measurement, with the relative accuracy being much better within data sets.
3.6.2 Dielectric measurements of the splay and bend elas-
tic constants
This method was used for 5CB, 8CB, and mixtures 6, 7, and 9-12 and these
results are discussed in chapter 5. These samples all have a positive ∆ε and
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Figure 3.15: δ as a function of VRMS for mixture 1 at T-TNI = -42.5 K.
so a planar device was used to analyse the electric-field induced Fre´edericksz
transition. The capacitance across the liquid crystal device was measured using
the Agilent Precision LCR Meter E4980A, which was then converted into the
dielectric permittivity using equation 3.2. The splay and bend elastic constants
were deduced by using a computer fitting program (see figure 3.10 for an example
of the fit to the data), which employs the following equation (adapted from















where Fk(φ) = 1 + ksin
2(φM), Fζ(φ) = 1 − sin2(φM), Fγ(φ) = 1 + γsin2(φM),
k = (K11/K33)− 1, γ = (ε⊥/ε‖)− 1, and φM is the director angle in the centre
of the liquid crystal layer.[35] K11 is calculated from the threshold voltage V
K11
th
(see equation 2.8, repeated here for clarity), whilst K33 is calculated from the
steepness of the curve above the threshold. This is analogous to measuring
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K11 and K33 optically. This methodology allowed K11 and K33 to be deduced
with an accuracy of ∼5%. Again, as with the optical measurements, flexoelectric
contributions were not taken into account, as the coefficients are only a factor of
2 greater than in calamitic liquid crystals.[40]





3.6.3 Optical measurements of the twist elastic constant
An IPS device was used to measure K22. For this measurement, the IPS device was
oriented such that the director was parallel to one of the polarisers. This meant
that with no voltage applied to the device, no light would be transmitted through
it. However due to the twist deformation induced by the applied voltage, the
light intensity measured using the photodiode increased as the voltage increased.








where d is the device thickness and l is the electrode separation in the in-plane
device; for the devices discussed in this thesis, the separation was 20 µm. This
method allows K22 to be determined with a relative accuracy of ∼20% for each
data set measured in this way, though the absolute accuracy of this method is no
better than ∼33% because of the non-uniform electric fields in the geometry.[63, 73]
3.7 X-Ray Scattering
For the materials used in this thesis, small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) was used
to determine the lattice spacing in the various liquid crystal phases investigated.
SAXS was carried out using a Bruker D8 Discover which was equipped with a
temperature controlled, bored graphite rod furnace, custom built at the University
of York which allowed the temperature to be measured to an accuracy of 0.1 °C.
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The radiation used was a copper Kα (wavelength of 0.154 nm) source. Samples
were filled into 1 mm diameter capillary tubes and the system was used in
transmission. The detector was placed 127 mm from the sample, which allowed
spacings between 4-100 nm to be determined with an accuracy of 0.1 A˚. The liquid
crystal was heated to the isotropic phase and readings were taken as the sample
was cooled. All the measurements were carried out under an applied magnetic
field of ∼0.7 T.
This methodology allowed the intensity of the X-ray scattering to be measured
as a function of dx, which allows one to understand how the periodicity and
FWHM of the samples varied as a function of temperature. Here dx refers to
the lattice spacing of the sample. With the detector placed 127 mm away from
the sample, the maximum lattice spacing that could be measured was 100 A˚. An
example of the plot of intensity against dx for VBG93 is shown in figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Example plots of intensity as a function of dx for VBG93. For both
bent-core liquid crystals and the mixtures, the red plots represent the isotropic
phase, the blue plots represent the nematic phase, the green plots represent the
underlying phase, and the black plots represent the crystal phase. In the case of
DT12 and mixtures 3-5 the underlying phase is a SmX phase, and for VBG93 it is




The plots of intensity against dx were obtained by integrating an average
over the whole detector i.e. integrating in rings. Using the Bragg equation
2dxsinθ = nλ, the spacings that are of interest can be determined. For the
measurements on the bent-core mixtures described in this chapter, the spacings
that were of interest were ∼30 A˚. The chosen peaks around 30 A˚ were fitted
using MATLAB in order to obtain the peak position and the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the peak. The fit chosen was a Gaussian fit. Figure 3.17
shows an example of this fit applied to an X-ray spectrum taken for VBG93. The
Gaussian fit allowed the spacing to be measured to an accuracy of 0.1 A˚ and the
FWHM to 0.2 A˚, however the instrument limited the resolution to 3 A˚. X-ray
scattering was carried out on VBG93, DT12 and mixtures 1-5 with the results
discussed in chapter 6.
Figure 3.17: X-ray scattering intensity as a function of periodicity dx for VBG93
5 °C into the DC phase. The blue data points represent the experimental data




The birefringence ∆n of the nematic phase was measured using a Berek com-
pensator. Ordinarily an Abbe refractometer is used to measure the ordinary
and extraordinary refractive indices of the liquid crystal; however the mixtures
that were investigated using this technique (mixtures 6, 8, 13, and 14) exhibited
self-assembling filaments below TNI . It was believed that the filaments would not
allow one to measure no and ne accurately and hence the Berek compensator was
used instead. A Berek compensator composes of a birefringent material that can
tilt, thus changing the retardance that any light passing through it experiences.
In this thesis, the compensator was used to match the retardance of the liquid
crystal device, and thus the birefringence of the liquid crystal could be obtained.
The compensator was inserted into the polarising optical microscope at 45° to
the crossed polarisers. The liquid crystal device was then orientated such that the
director of the liquid crystal was perpendicular to the fast axis of the compensator.
The tilt α of the compensator was adjusted such that its retardance ∆Γ matched
the retardance due to the liquid crystal device, thus cancelling each other out.













where dBer is the thickness of the compensator, and no and ne are the ordinary
and extraordinary refractive indices of the compensator. no and ne are related to





λ2 − Ci , (3.14)
where i = o or e referring to the ordinary or extraordinary refractive index
respectively. In this case Ao = 5.913, Bo = 2.441× 107, Co = 0.803× 107, Ae =
7.917, Be = 3.322× 107, and Ce = 0.843× 107 with λ in nm. The birefringence
of the liquid crystal device is related to the retardance;
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where dLC is the thickness of the liquid crystal in the device. These measurements
allowed the birefringence to be determined with an accuracy of ∼5% or 0.01
(whichever is larger). All values of the birefringence are quoted for monochromatic
light of wavelength 589 nm. Birefringence measurements were carried out on 5CB,
and mixtures 6, 8, 13, and 14. These results are discussed further in chapter 7.
3.9 High Resolution Microscopy
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, polarising optical microscopy is one of the
fundamental tools used in liquid crystals research to observe textures of liquid
crystal phases. However it can be limited by the resolution achieved using standard
objective lenses such as 10x and 20x lenses. This section introduces two higher
resolution techniques that were used to image the liquid crystals used in this
thesis; atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
The results obtained using these two techniques are discussed further in chapter 7.
This work was carried out at the Merck Chemicals Ltd. Chilworth site with the
help of James Allen (AFM) and Vicki Poole (SEM).
3.9.1 Atomic Force Microscopy
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a type of probing microscopy that allows
imaging of samples down to a resolution of a nanometre. The main components
of an AFM consist of a tip attached to a cantilever, with a laser which illuminates
the end of the cantilever, and a piezoelectric element connected to the other end
of the cantilever. A simple schematic is shown in figure 3.18.
The laser allows the user to determine the position of the tip which typically
rests close to or on top of the surface that is being imaged. The topography of
the sample is determined by analysing the forces between the tip and the surface
of the sample based on the corresponding deflections of the cantilever. There
are typically three types of imaging modes; contact mode, non-contact mode and
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Figure 3.18: Schematic of the components of an AFM with the laser (a), photodiode
(b), cantilever (c), piezoelectric (d), tip (e), sample (f), and stage (g). Diagram
not scale.
tapping mode. The measurements presented in this chapter were taken using the
tapping mode.
In tapping mode, the cantilever is driven to oscillate at its resonance frequency
using the piezoelectric element. The oscillation frequency and amplitude are
calibrated before any interaction between the tip and the sample occurs. When
the tip approaches the surface of the sample a number of forces cause the oscillation
amplitude of the cantilever to change from its initial value. These forces include
Van der Waals forces and dipole-dipole interactions. The change in the oscillations
varies based on the topography of the sample and thus an image of the surface of
the sample can be created.
Tapping mode is generally used to avoid continuous contact between the tip
and the sample, and is appropriate for imaging soft solids such as the filaments
described in this thesis. To obtain the images presented in this chapter the
filaments were grown in planar aligned homogeneous devices. The devices were
then split apart to provide two substrates with filaments on each of them. AFM
was carried out on mixtures 6, 7, and 16.
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3.9.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy is a type of electron microscopy that allows imaging
of samples down to a resolution of a nanometre. The sample is scanned by a
focused beam of electrons which interact with the surface of the sample. The
resulting signal from the sample is detected which is then used to produce an
image. We only want the electron beam to be interacting with the sample, and so
the experiment is carried out under a high vacuum to avoid interactions between
the electron beam and any particles in the air. For imaging the filaments, the
sample preparation was similar to that used for using the AFM; the filaments
were grown in planar aligned homogeneous devices. The devices were then split
apart to provide two substrates with filaments on each of them. For use in the
SEM set up, the samples were then sputter-coated with platinum to avoid any
build-up of charge on the sample when scanning with the electron beam. SEM
was carried out on mixtures 6, 7, and 16.
3.10 Summary
This chapter provides an overview of the experimental methods used within this
thesis. POM was necessary in order to observe the phase behaviour in the bent-core
liquid crystals and their mixtures, and when coupled with specialist equipment
it was possible to obtain information on the elastic behaviour of these samples
(see chapters 4 and 5 for more detail). The X-ray scattering set-up allowed us
to understand the structure that the mixtures exhibited in their various phases,
most importantly showing that the optically isotropic phases in the bent-core
mixtures were indeed DC phases similar to the the DC phase seen in VBG93
(see chapter 6 for more detail). The Berek compensator allowed the birefringence
of the devices to be measured, which allowed us to obtain information on the
order of the filament mixtures. This in turn provided us with data that showed a
time dependency of the birefringence, which will be discussed further in chapter 7.
The high resolution microscopy of AFM and SEM gave two different methods of
detailed imaging of the filaments which in turn gave vital information into the
mechanism in which the filaments form.
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The next chapter will be the first of the results chapters, which will delve into
the elastic behaviour observed and measured in DT12, and how calculations and
theoretical models agree with the experimental results.
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This chapter will go into detail on the elastic behaviour measured in DT12,
an oxadiazole-based bent-core liquid crystal, discussing how computational and
theoretical calculations agree with the experimental results. The experimental
measurements were carried out by myself, whilst the computational work was
carried out by Alberta Ferrarini, and the theoretical calculations by Mikhail Osipov
and Grzegorz Paja¸k. This chapter reproduces the publication by Srigengan et
al.[57] in J. Mater. Chem. C, 6, 980, 2018, and largely follows the format and
content of that paper.
As mentioned in chapter 1, nematic liquid crystals are fluids generally charac-
terised by long range uniaxial, orientational order that manifests as anisotropy
in their optical, electrical and elastic properties. These anisotropic properties
and their responsiveness together make liquid crystals useful in display devices.
The nematic phase that is most commonly used for devices is formed from
calamitic molecules, but markedly different behaviour is observed in the ne-
matic phase formed from bent-core mesogens. The differences include increased
flexoelectricity,[40, 76] and the potential to exhibit exotic phases such as the
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twist-bend nematic (NTB) phase[49, 51, 56, 77, 78] and the dark conglomerate
(DC) phase.[21, 28, 30–32, 79] The remarkable spontaneous segregation of chiral
domains of opposite handedness has also been reported in the nematic phase
formed from bent-core molecules.[60, 61]
The elastic properties of nematic liquid crystals are critical parameters, in-
fluencing their behaviour in devices as they define both the threshold voltage
and steepness of the electro-optic response. The three elastic constants that will
be looked at in this chapter are the splay, twist and bend constants denoted as
K11, K22 and K33 respectively. It is now well established that there is a distinct
difference in the behaviour of the elastic constants in calamitic and bent-core
liquid crystals. Generally for calamitic systems K11 < K33, whereas bent-core
systems exhibit the opposite, ie. K11 > K33,[80–86] a difference which is naturally
explained by the bend angle that arises in bent-core liquid crystals.[73, 80, 87]
Furthermore, it has been shown that for a family of oxadiazole-based bent-core
liquid crystals, all of the elastic constant values are smaller than those measured
in calamitic liquid crystals[63] with VBG93 (see figure 3.1) exhibiting especially
low elastic constant values.[62, 63]
This chapter discusses the elastic constants exhibited by DT12 (see figure
4.1). DT12 was initially chosen as interesting material due to its wide, low
temperature nematic phase, in comparison to other similar oxadiazole-based bent-
core nematics.[63] It was originally believed that the lower transition temperatures
in DT12 would help reduce the temperature at which the DC phase forms in
VBG93; which is justified using simple mixing rules. Knowing that the DC
phase is influenced by the elastic behaviour of the bent-core mesogen,[88, 89]
investigating the elastic behaviour in mixtures of DT12 and VBG93 should lead
to a better understanding into the formation of the DC phase observed in VBG93.
As mentioned earlier the elastic behaviour of VBG93 has already been investigated
thoroughly,[62, 63] however the elastic behaviour in DT12 has yet to be measured.
This chapter aims to introduce the elastic behaviour in DT12 using experimental
results carried out by myself and backed up by computational calculations carried
out by Alberta Ferrarini. A theoretical model using molecular mean-field theory
also confirms the experimental results, which was carried out by Mikhail Osipov
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and Grzegorz Paja¸k. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, all these
results have been published by Srigengan et al.[57]
4.2 Experimental Methodology
4.2.1 Materials and devices
The molecular structure of DT12 along with its phase transition temperatures on
cooling are shown in figure 4.1. The transition temperatures were determined by
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and confirmed using polarising optical
microscopy (POM). The transition temperatures reported in figure 4.1 are from
POM. All electrical and electro-optic measurements were carried out using 5
µm thick devices with wires attached to the electrodes using high-temperature
conducting glue (H21D, Epoxy Technology). The planar devices used a high
temperature (SE130) polyimide for the alignment whilst the homeotropic devices
used C18 silane in hexane.
DT12
Iso 115 N 88 SmX 64 Cr
Figure 4.1: Molecular structure of DT12 with its phase transitions temperatures
on cooling. Temperatures were recorded in °C where Iso = isotropic phase, N =
nematic phase, SmX = smectic phase of unknown type and Cr = crystal phase.
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4.2.2 Measurements of dielectric anisotropy and elastic
constants
Measurements of the dielectric anisotropy ∆ε were taken using the probe voltage
method, as described in section 3.5. Using a probe voltage of 0.1 VRMS, the
perpendicular component of the dielectric permittivity ε⊥ was measured using a
planar device whilst the parallel component ε‖ was measured using a homeotropic
device. The dielectric anisotropy was then calculated using equation 3.3 (repeated
below for clarity) for a number of different temperatures in the nematic phase.
∆ε was then used to calculate the elastic constants K11, K22 and K33, which
were measured using the optical methods described in sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.3.
The transmitted light intensity through a homeotropic device filled with DT12
was measured using a photodiode, with the wavelength of light being 675 nm.
The light intensity was then converted into a retardance δ using the equation
I = Iosin
2(δ/2). This equation allowed δ to be determined as a function of VRMS.
K33 was calculated from the resulting graph by finding the threshold voltage V
K33
th ,
whilst K11 was calculated by measuring the gradient m of the steep section of the
graph. The equations used to measure K33 and K11 respectively are equations
3.5 and 3.10 (repeated below for clarity). K22 was calculated from measuring the
threshold voltage V K22th via an optical Fre´edericksz transition in an IPS device.
K22 was calculated using equation 3.12 (repeated below for clarity);
∆ε = ε‖ − ε⊥, (equation 3.3)
V K33th = pi
√
K33










ε0|∆ε| . (equation 3.12)
where d is the thickness of the liquid crystal device, ν = (n2e−n2o)/n2e, with no and
ne being the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices respectively, λ is the
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wavelength of light (675 nm), and l is the electrode spacing.
These measurements allow the dielectric anisotropy to be measured with an
accuracy of ∼10% or 0.5 (whichever is larger), K11 to ∼15% or 2 pN (whichever
is larger), K22 to ∼20%, and K33 to ∼10% or 0.2 pN (whichever is larger). More
information on how the errors were assigned can be found in appendix A.
4.2.3 Calculations of the elastic constants
The elastic constants of DT12 were calculated (by Alberta Ferrarini) using a
computational methodology based on a molecular field approach with atomistic
modelling. This consisted of three steps;
(i) geometry parameters and torsional potentials were obtained from quantum
chemical calculations for selected conformers of DT12 and for respective
molecular fragments,
(ii) Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC)[90] sampling of the conformational space was
performed, using the energy and geometry parameters determined in the
previous step,
(iii) orientational order parameters and elastic constants, calculated according
to the Surface Interaction (SI) model,[91] were obtained as averages over
conformers.
The whole procedure is described in detail by Greco et al.[92]
Density functional theory (DFT) was used to optimise the molecular geometries
and in the calculation of the torsional potential. The B3LYP functional and 6-
31G** basis set was used for this calculation. The conformers of DT12 were
generated according to the Rotational Isomeric State (RIS) approximation.[93]
Figure 4.2[57] shows the molecular structure with the bonds that were allowed to
rotate (denoted as χi), which were 27 in number.
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Figure 4.2: Molecular structure of DT12 without hydrogen atoms. The labels
show which bonds (χi) are allowed to rotate in the Monte Carlo conformation
sampling. The molecular frame (x, y, z) has the z axis passing through the carbon
atoms of the oxadiazole ring and y perpendicular to the plane of the ring. Figure
taken from the paper by Srigengan et al.[57]
DT12 is similar to other compounds investigated by Addis et al.[76] and Kaur
et al.[63], therefore most of the geometry and energy parameters used in step ii
of the computational procedure were the same as those reported in the previous
studies. The only important difference is the presence of the methyl and methoxy
lateral substituents on the benzoate rings of DT12. The effect of these substituents
on the torsional potentials around the C-C-C=O dihedral angle of the substituted
benzoate group was investigated using DFT calculations. The results obtained by
relaxed scans at the B3LYP/6-31G** level of the theory[94] are shown in figure
4.3.[57]
It can be seen from figure 4.3[57] that the methyl and methoxy groups do not
modify the general shape of the torsional potential, which exhibits two minima for
the planar configurations of the benzoate group, separated by potential barriers
related to the perpendicular geometries of the benzoate group. The methyl and
methoxy groups do affect the height of the barriers, which decrease with increasing
size of the substituents, from the H atom, to the CH3 group and finally the
OCH3 group. However the heights remain sufficiently high to let one assume that
non-planar geometries must give a relatively low contribution to conformational
averages. For this reason, in the sampling of conformers of DT12, planar benzoate
groups were assumed; for the methoxy benzoate the C-C bond was allowed to
shift between two equivalent configurations, with the methoxy group on either
side of the benzoate with respect to the carbonyl group. In the case of the methyl
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Figure 4.3: Torsional potential, Vtors, as a function of the C–C–C=O dihedral
angle, calculated for phenyl benzoate with different substituents in the ortho
position of the benzoate ring: H (green solid line with stars), CH3 (red dotted line
with circles), OCH3 (blue dashed line with diamonds). The chemical structures
on the bottom show the conformation of the benzoate group in correspondence of
the minima of the torsional potential. The yellow sphere is in the position of the
lateral substituent.Figure taken from the paper by Srigengan et al.[57]
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benzoate, due the energy difference between the two minima of the torsional
potential, a single planar conformer was assumed, with the methyl group on the
same side of benzoate with respect to the ester group.
4.3 Results
The magnitude of the dielectric anisotropy in DT12 was found to increase as
the temperature was reduced in the nematic phase regime as seen in figure 4.4.
Such behaviour is similar to that observed in other oxadiazole based bent-core
liquid crystals.[63] The values of ∆ε from figure 4.4 were used in equation 3.5,
3.10 and 3.12 in deducing the elastic constants from measurements of the optical
Fre´edericksz transition. Figure 4.5 presents the experimentally determined values
of K11, K22 and K33 together with values calculated computationally (by Alberta
Ferrarini) as a function of the reduced temperature, T-TNI .
Figure 4.4: Dielectric anisotropy as a function of T-TNI for DT12.
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Figure 4.5: The splay, K11 (crosses), twist, K22 (circles) and bend, K33 (squares)
elastic constants as a function of T-TNI for DT12. The experimental data are
represented by the blue data points and the calculated data by the red data points.
Note the break in the y-axis and the change in scale to make visible the very low
twist and bend elastic constants.
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The experimental data show that K11 takes values between ∼8–14 pN and
increases in magnitude as the temperature decreases. This is common behaviour
and has been observed in many calamitic and bent-core liquid crystals, though
the values for DT12 are higher than those for other oxadiazole based bent-core
liquid crystals which typically exhibit values between ∼3–9 pN.[63] However,
both K22 and K33 take extremely small values and are practically temperature
independent, which is very unusual. The absolute values measured for K22 and
K33 in DT12 (∼0.15 pN and ∼1.2 pN respectively) are significantly lower than
the lowest values reported for other oxadiazole based bent-core liquid crystals,
which exhibit values between ∼0.4-1.3 pN for K22 and ∼2-5 pN for K33.
The calculated elastic constants for DT12, also shown in figure 4.5, were
determined on the basis of the molecular shape within the SI approach.[91] There
is good agreement with the experimental data; the temperature dependence of
the splay elastic constant K11 is reproduced, though the calculated values are
smaller, closer to those exhibited by other oxadiazoles.[63] The calculated values
of K22 and K33 are in excellent quantitative and qualitative agreement with the
experimental values.
4.4 Discussion
Figure 4.5 show that DT12 exhibits low values for K22 and K33, with both
elastic constants being practically temperature independent. The only other
reports of lower values of K33 are very close to TNI in resorcinol-based bent
core materials. Majumdar et al.[81] found K33∼0.9 pN at T-TNI = -2 K in a
chloro-substituted material while Tadapatri et al.[82] reported strong temperature
dependence of K33 with a value of ∼1 pN very close to TNI , increasing to ∼5 pN
deeper in the nematic phase in a cyanosubstituted material. Majumdar et al.[81]
also found K22∼0.3 pN at T-TNI = -2 K in their resorcinol based material,
which is larger by a factor of 2 than the K22 values exhibited by DT12. The
complete set of values measured for DT12 show very low K22 and K33 values
across the whole nematic phase range, at temperatures as low as T-TNI = -27.5 K,
together with clearly temperature independent behaviour. Although temperature
independent behaviour, and small bend and twist elastic constants are also seen in
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VBG93 (K22∼0.4 pN and K33∼2.5 pN), other oxadiazole based bent-core liquid
crystals (compounds 1–3 in ref. [63]) exhibit a significant variation in elastic
constants across even a relatively narrow nematic range (K11 increases from ∼3-
8 pN, K22 increases from ∼0.4-1.3 pN and K33 increases from ∼2-5 pN for these
compounds).
With regards to the computational calculations, the SI approach was able
to provide an explanation for the low bend elastic constant of bent mesogens,
on the basis of the molecular shape. Thus, in comparing DT12 with analogous
bent-core mesogens with unsubstituted benzoates,[63] the changes in molecular
shape induced by the methyl and methoxy substituents have to be considered.
However, the presence of the lateral substituents do not seem to have a direct
effect on the elastic constants of DT12. In fact according to the DFT calculations,
these substituents do not largely change the conformational preferences of the
benzoate groups, as discussed in section 4.2.3. Likewise, geometry optimizations
do not suggest any significant effects of the substituents on the geometry of the
oxadiazole core. On the other hand, the presence of the two lateral substituents
causes a considerable decrease of the nematic–isotropic transition temperature,
and this could have an indirect influence on the elastic constants through a change
in the conformer distribution.
Figure 4.6[57] shows the elastic constants calculated for DT12 as a function
of the orientational order parameter Szz, which quantifies the alignment of the
z molecular axis (see figure 4.2) to the nematic director. Compared with other
bent-core mesogens investigated in previous studies,[63, 90] the results shown in
the figure were obtained by averaging over 1.5 million conformers; a large confor-
mational space had to be sampled due to the length of the terminal alkyl chains
in DT12. Averaging over a large number of conformers showed a magnification of
the fluctuations of conformer shapes, which is particularly important for the bend
elastic constant K33, as there are conformers which are extended and approxi-
mately rod-like. These, more rod-like conformers, give high positive contributions
to K33, whilst more bent conformers give strong negative contributions to K33.
The results for DT12 suggest that more bent conformers exist in the system, which
would reduce the measured K33 shown in figure 4.5. In general, the calculations
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of conformations indicate that extensive sampling is needed to obtain reliable
averages for K22 and K33.
Figure 4.6: Elastic constants calculated for the nematic phase of DT12 as a
function of the orientational order parameter Szz, which quantifies the alignment
of the z molecular axis (see figure 4.2) to the nematic director. Here K11 is
represented by the blue line, K22 by the red, and K33 by the green. Figure taken
from the paper by Srigengan et al.[57]
In summary both the calculations and the experimental measurements reveal
values of both the twist and bend elastic constants that are unusually low and
virtually temperature independent. Low values of K33 have been found in bent-core
liquid crystals above the transition into the twist-bend phase[51, 77, 78, 95, 96] but
such low values of both K22 and K33 over the full nematic phase regime have never
been observed in any other liquid crystal material. The current molecular theory
indicates that all three elastic constants should generally increase with decreasing
temperature as some power of the nematic order parameter, S,[36, 97–100] and
are roughly of the same order of magnitude. The results for DT12 shown in this
chapter contradict this general theory. Indeed if one looks at the elastic behaviour
of VBG93 as a function of order parameter Szz (figure 4.7 contains plots for
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VBG93 and DT12), it can easily be shown that only K11 for DT12 behaves as
one would expect, with both K22 and K33 for DT12 being found to be very small
and practically independent of Szz.
Figure 4.7: Elastic constants calculated for the nematic phases of VBG93 (left,
taken from a paper by Kaur et al.[63]) and DT12 (right, taken from the paper by
Srigengan et al.[57]) as a function of the order parameter Szz. For the VBG93
plot K11 is represented by the solid line, K22 by the dash-dotted line, and K33 by
the dashed line. For the DT12 plot K11 is represented by the blue line, K22 by
the red line, and K33 by the green line.
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This unusual behaviour can be accounted for using an extension to the molecular
field theory that was carried out by Mikhail Osipov and Grzegorz Paja¸k, and this
extension is presented in the next section.
4.5 Molecular Mean Theory
In the context of the molecular mean field theory, the difference between K11 and
K33 is determined by the 4th order orientational order parameter 〈P4〉[101, 102]
which is typically relatively small. Thus K11 is expected to be less than K33 with
the difference not being very large. This is indeed the case for most calamitic
liquid crystals. Recently the strong reduction of K33 observed in bent-core liquid
crystals, just above the transition into the twist–bend nematic phase, has been
explained by the effect of polar intermolecular interactions between bent shaped
molecules.[56] Shamid et al.[47] showed that a coupling between local polarisation
and the bend deformation in bent-core liquid crystals can lead to a negative
correction to K33. This correction is defined as −e2b/2γ where eb is the bend
flexocoefficient and γ is the mean-field susceptibility. This correction can only be
significant if the flexocoefficient eb is sufficiently large or if γ is sufficiently small.
The theory that Shamid et al.[47] put forward has been tested by Osipov
and Paja¸k.[56] This was carried out using a molecular theory which allows one
to calculate all the elastic constants and flexocoefficients using the same model
interaction potential between bent-core molecules. It has been shown that the
effective K33 is significantly reduced using a broad range of model parameters. A
characteristic K33 profile was calculated numerically using equations 57–59 from
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K¯11 = K11 − 1
2




where χ‖ and χ⊥ are the parallel and perpendicular components of the dielectric
susceptibility, S is the nematic order parameter, e11 and e33 are the splay and
bend flexocoefficients respectively, χ0, A0, and α are tuneable parameters, and
K¯11 and K¯33 are the effective splay and bend elastic constants.
The results based on the above equations are presented in figure 4.8,[57]
where reduced temperature is given by τ = (t − tNI)/tNI . It can be seen that,
similar to the experimental data shown in figure 4.5, the effective K33 is very
weakly temperature dependent and is a few factors smaller than the effective K11.
Recently it has been shown that this reduction mechanism is more general and is
not restricted to flexoelectricity or to strongly polar molecules.[101, 103] In fact,
it is the polar molecular shape that is more important as it leads to some polar
interactions and polar corrections to the orientational distribution function which
determine some negative correction to K33. The absolute value of this correction,
however, is very sensitive to the molecular parameters which are different for
different compounds. This explains why a dramatic reduction of K33 compared to
K11 is observed only in some nematic materials. Whilst the reduction in K33 with
respect to K11 is well-established for bent-core liquid crystals, all other reports
show only a factor of two or three difference in the values whereas the reduction
in K33 is larger in DT12, as shown in figures 4.5 and 4.8.[57]
In contrast to K33, the reduction in the twist elastic constant K22 has not
been considered in the literature before. Computational calculations based on
atomistic modelling presented in figures 4.5 and 4.6 indicate that the anomalously
low values of K22 may be related to enhanced flexibility of the oxadiazole com-
pounds. In general, bent-core molecules are known to be flexible and most of
the conformational states are strongly chiral.[58] This observation leads to the
suggestion that one should consider a simple model where the bent-core nematic
can locally exist in two states of opposite chirality. These states can be rotamers,
conformers or chiral molecular ensembles. In the ground state of the nematic
phase, the system is non-chiral with equal probabilities of either states of chirality
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possible. At the same time there are chiral fluctuations in time and space which
may renormalise the twist elastic constant K22. This is analogous to polar fluctu-
ations in a non-polar nematic renormalising the bend elastic constant K33. When
there are chiral fluctuations, the free energy of the corresponding liquid crystal
can be expressed as:











ρ2oULRxRxL + µ(xR − xL)(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ) +
1
2
K22(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ)2,
(4.1)
where ρo is the average number density of bent-core molecules, xR and xL are the
molar fractions of the left and right local chiral states respectively, (nˆ · ∇ × nˆ)
is the twist deformation of the nematic director nˆ, and µ is the helical twisting
power. Here, ULL = URR = U , ULR is the effective coupling constant between
local states of equal and opposite handedness respectively, and ∆U = ULR − U is
the chiral discrimination energy. The first two terms in equation 4.1 describe the
mixing entropy of the two chiral states and the sixth term describes the linear
coupling between the two scalar quantities; the twist deformation (nˆ · ∇ × nˆ) and
the difference in molar fractions between the right and left chiral states, defined
as ∆x = xR − xL. Minimizing the free energy with respect to ∆x and assuming
∆x 1, one obtains;
∆x ∼= 2µ(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ)
kTρo − ρ2o∆U/2
. (4.2)
Substituting equation 4.2 back into equation 4.1 one obtains the following expres-
sion for the renormalised twist elastic constant;
Keff22 = K22 −
µ2
kTρo − ρ2o∆U/2
≡ K22 − A
t− tc , (4.3)
where A = µ2/kTNIρo and tc =
ρo∆U
2kTNI
is a critical temperature. The effective
twist constant Keff22 will become small as long as the second term in equation
4.3 is large. As already mentioned,[58] some conformational states of bent-core
molecules are strongly chiral and chiral molecular ensembles may possess even
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stronger chirality.[60, 61] This may lead to large values of µ and ∆U , which could
be amplified in DT12 by the long terminal alkyl chains. In DT12, the nematic
phase occurs ∼100 °C lower in temperature than VBG93 (see figure 3.1) and
other similar oxadiazole-based bent-core liquid crystals,[63] which means that kT
is smaller and the difference kTρo − ρ2o∆U/2 in equation 4.3 is further reduced.
In this case the negative correction to K22 is expected to be strongly temperature
dependent, which can lead to an overall weak temperature dependence of Keff22 .
A characteristic profile of Keff22 is presented in figure 4.8 using the profile of the
unrenormalised constant K22 from reference [56] and assuming for simplicity that
A = AoS. It can be shown that K22 is very low and practically temperature
independent, in agreement with the experimental measurements using these
assumptions. The ‘unrenormalised K22’ is analogous to the ‘bare K33’ in ref. [56].
It is unlikely that either of these phenomena (larger µ or lower temperature)
alone can account for anomalously low K22, but are instead coupled to reduce
K22 overall.
Figure 4.8: Theoretical profiles of the splay Keff11 , twist K
eff
22 and bend K
eff
33
elastic constants in DT12, calculated as functions of the reduced temperature.
The results shown in this figure take into account the effect of chiral fluctuations





To conclude, the splay, twist and bend elastic constants of DT12 have been reported
in this chapter. K11 was found to be rather high and to exhibit an expected
temperature dependence (see figure 4.7), with K22 and K33 being anomalously
small and almost temperature independent throughout the whole nematic phase
range. Such unusual, simultaneous behaviour of both the bend and twist constants
has not been observed in other bent-core liquid crystals or in other types of
thermotropic liquid crystals. The behaviour of the elastic constants has been
investigated further using two theoretical approaches: a molecular theory based
on atomistic simulations of the real molecular structure of DT12 including its
conformations (carried out by Alberta Ferrarini), and an analytical mean-field
theory which explicitly takes into account polar intermolecular interactions and
chiral fluctuations between bent shaped molecules (carried out by Mikhail Osipov
and Grzegorz Paja¸k).
Atomistic modelling was carried out to calculate the elastic constants of DT12,
showing excellent agreement with the experimental data for both K22 and K33.
Whilst the absolute values of the calculated and experimental results differ for
K11, both sets of data exhibit similar temperature dependence. In the context of
the qualitative mean-field theory the reduction of K33 is related to the existence of
the local polar order of bent-core molecules which is linearly coupled to the bend
deformation vector. This coupling reduces the free energy and results in a negative
correction to the bend constant, which may be sufficiently large for bent-core liquid
crystals. The reduction in K33 is common in bent-core liquid crystals. However,
the results additionally show that in a similar way, the free energy is reduced when
the fluctuations in the population of the two local states of the opposite chirality
is linearly coupled to the fluctuating twist. This yields a negative correction to
K22 which may be large if the bent-core nematic possesses strongly chiral local
states. The results of the theory have been used to calculate the profiles of the
elastic constants, which agree qualitatively with the experimental data shown in
figure 4.5.
This new theoretical approach also gives insight into the low values of K22 that
have been reported for other oxadiazole systems.[63] In that paper by Kaur et al.,
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K22 took values of ∼1.2 pN and the temperature dependence was rather weak; a
variation from ∼0.4-1.0 pN in VBG93 and from ∼0.4-1.2 pN in the other three
considered. This is a weaker temperature dependence than seen for K11 which
varied by a factor of 4 or 5 across the temperature range for each of the materials.
Although the magnitude of the negative correction to K22 will depend on the
material, the correction always leads to a weaker temperature variation of K22 than
that of K11 in relative terms.
Understanding the mechanisms for the dramatic reduction in the twist elastic
constant K22 is important. It is widely accepted that a reduction and vanishing
of the bend elastic constant K33 may induce a transition into the twist-bend
phase, which is locally polar. In a similar way vanishing of the twist constant
may induce a spontaneous chiral symmetry-breaking when the system is split into
macroscopic chiral domains of the opposite handedness, as observed in VBG93 and
other oxadiazole based nematic liquid crystals at low temperatures.[31, 61] This
may provide a long-awaited explanation of why many similar non-chiral bent-core
materials exhibit chiral SmC*-like phases or the dark conglomerate phase, which
are also composed of chiral domains.
After coming closer to understanding the interesting elastic behaviour in both
pure DT12 and VBG93, it seems logical to investigate whether these low twist
and bend elastic constants are still exhibited in liquid crystal mixtures of these
two bent-core materials. One can then use the elastic behaviour of the bent-
core mixtures to understand the phase behaviour in the mixtures, which will be
discussed in chapter 6. Another point of interest is the effect of these low elastic
constants in DT12 and VBG93 on the phase behaviour of calamitic liquid crystals;
bent-core/calamitic liquid crystal mixtures have been of particular interest for a
number of groups,[104–108] but the elastic behaviour of calamitic liquid crystals
doped with DT12 or VBG93 have yet to be investigated. The observations and
results obtained for these bent-core/calamitic mixtures will be discussed in chapter
7.
The next chapter will provide the elastic constant results measured experi-
mentally for both bent-core mixtures and bent-core/calamitic mixtures, and will
discuss the implications of these results on the resulting phase behaviour.
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Chapter 5
Elastic Behaviour in Bent-Core
Liquid Crystal Mixtures
5.1 Introduction
This chapter will go into detail describing the elastic behaviour in mixtures that
include bent-core liquid crystals. This will be detailed in two parts; the first
will introduce how the anomalous elastic constants measured in DT12 (given in
chapter 4) are affected when DT12 is mixed in various concentrations with VBG93.
The second part will show how the elastic constants of calamitic liquid crystals
are affected when they are doped with bent-core liquid crystals. This chapter
reproduces results in two papers; one that has been published in the Journal of
Materials Chemistry C,[57] and the other that is currently in review. As a result,
this chapter largely follows the format and content of these papers. The results for
mixtures of DT12 and VBG93 are reproduced from the paper by Srigengan et al.,
J. Mater. Chem. C, 6, 980, 2018,[57] whilst the results for the bent-core/calamitic
mixtures are reproduced from a paper by Srigengan et al. that is in review.[109]
In both papers the experimental work was carried out mainly by myself, with
the elastic behaviour for pure ZLI 1132 and mixture 9 (ZLI 1132 doped with
10% VBG93) being carried out by Harry Liu.[110] The theoretical work presented
at the end of this chapter was carried out by Mikhail Osipov which has been
reproduced from the paper that is review.[109]
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With regards to the mixtures of DT12 and VBG93, the main structural dif-
ferences between DT12 and VBG93 lie in their lateral substitution and terminal
chains; the former has asymmetric methoxy- and methyl-substitutions with sym-
metrical terminal alkyl chains, while the latter has no lateral substituents but
asymmetric terminal chains (see figure 5.1). The lateral substitution serves to
reduce the temperature at which the nematic phase is exhibited,[59] an important
factor if any practical applications of bent-core mesogens are to be realised. As
mentioned in chapter 4, mixtures of DT12 and VBG93 were created to find a
lower temperature DC phase, and to investigate whether the low twist and bend
constants exhibited by DT12 affect the formation of the DC phase. Section 5.2
of this chapter examines the elastic behaviour of the nematic phases in these
mixtures of DT12 and VBG93, whilst the underlying phases and resulting phase
behaviour will be discussed further in chapter 6. DT12 was found to degrade at
temperatures above 180 °C, which is not important for measurements of the pure
material as all the mesophase behaviour is below that. For mixtures 1-5, however,
all the measurements were constrained to temperatures below 180 °C.
VBG93
Iso 230 N 170 DC 100 Cr
DT12
Iso 115 N 88 SmX 64 Cr
Figure 5.1: Molecular structures and phase transition temperatures for the liquid
crystals used in this chapter. Temperatures are recorded in °C.
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With regards to the bent-core/calamitic mixtures, two of the calamitic liquid
crystals chosen are 5CB and 8CB; both have very well-known elastic behaviour
and 8CB exhibits pretransitional divergence of the twist and bend elastic constants
close to the smectic A phase. Section 5.3 considers the elastic behaviour in the
nematic phases of these bent-core doped liquid crystal mixtures. Section 5.3 also
discusses mixtures of the bent-core materials with a broad temperature-range
nematic mixture known as ZLI 1132 synthesised by Merck. The underlying phases
and resulting phase behaviour exhibited by bent-core doped calamitic mixtures
will be discussed further in chapter 7.
It has been shown that the elastic constants are a driving factor in forming
more exotic phases, such as the NTB phase[49, 51, 77, 78], the dark conglomerate
(DC) phase,[88, 89] and more recently the splay nematic phase, discovered by
Mertelj et al., which exhibits low splay and twist values (K11 and K33∼2 pN).[111]
Indeed, two of the mixtures described in this chapter (mixtures 6 and 7 in table 5.1)
also exhibit unusual behaviour in the nematic phase; filaments form through self-
assembly at temperatures below the isotropic-nematic transition. Mixture 6 has
already been described by Gleeson et al.[112] to demonstrate interesting rheological
and structural properties when the filaments form. The X-ray scattering data
in ref. [112] suggests that the filaments form a rectangular columnar structure,
similar to that observed in the NTB phase described by Chen et al.,[52] which then
evolves into a hexagonal columnar structure. By understanding the behaviour
of the elastic constants in the nematic phase of the mixtures, one can also draw
conclusions regarding whether the formation of this filament phase is analogous to
any of the nematic variant phases. This filament formation will also be discussed
in chapter 7.
The next section will introduce the various mixtures of DT12 and VBG93
investigated and will detail the elastic behaviour measured in the nematic phases
of these mixtures.
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5.2 Mixtures of DT12 and VBG93
5.2.1 Experimental methodology
The molecular structures and phase transition temperatures of the pure bent-core
materials used in this chapter are shown in figure 5.1. Transition temperatures
of the pure materials and the mixtures were determined by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and polarising optical microscopy (POM); the temperatures in
table 5.1 were taken from the DSC measurements. Mixtures were made by melting
the two pure materials in the same vial, giving time for the samples to mix before
cooling back into the crystal phase. The phase diagram of the mixed system is
shown in figure 5.2, determined on cooling at a rate of 5 °C/min. The phase
diagram shows an approximately linear dependence of all of the phase transitions
on concentration. An optically isotropic phase occurs at higher concentrations
of VBG93, while a smectic phase is observed at lower concentrations. The phase
behaviour of the bent-core mixtures will be discussed in further detail in chapter
6.
Mixture Number Composition Phase Transitions T/°C
Mixture 1 10:90 DT12:VBG93 Iso 224 N 164 OI 94 Cr
Mixture 2 25:75 DT12:VBG93 Iso 200 N 144 OI 95 Cr
Mixture 3 50:50 DT12:VBG93 Iso 190 N 140 SmX 90 Cr
Mixture 4 70:30 DT12:VBG93 Iso 170 N 117 SmX 80 Cr
Mixture 5 90:10 DT12:VBG93 Iso 140 N 100 SmX 70 Cr
Table 5.1: Compositions of the bent-core mixtures used in this chapter with
the corresponding phase transitions and transition temperatures determined on
cooling. The elastic constants of the pure materials and the mixtures are all given
in the results section.
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Figure 5.2: The phase diagram of mixtures of DT12 and VBG93. The blue points
mark the isotropic to nematic transition, the red points represent the transition
from the nematic to an unknown smectic phase, the black points represent the
transition from a nematic to an optically isotropic phase, and the orange data
points represent the transition from the mesophase to crystal phase. In the case
of VBG93, the optically isotropic phase is the DC phase.
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The electrical and electro-optic measurements for mixtures 1-5 were carried
out using the same types of devices and same methodology that were used for pure
DT12, described in section 4.2 in chapter 4. Mixtures 1-5 exhibited a negative
dielectric anisotropy and thus homeotropic aligned devices were used to measure
K11 and K33, whilst IPS devices (with rubbing parallel to the electric field) were
used to measure K22. All devices were 5 µm thick. The equations used to measure
the elastic constants are repeated below for clarity;
V K33th = pi
√
K33










ε0|∆ε| . (equation 3.12)
where ν = (n2e − n2o)/n2e.
5.2.2 Results of mixtures of DT12 and VBG93
Figure 5.3 shows the dielectric anisotropy as a function of T-TNI for the mixtures
together with values for the pure compounds as a reference, assuming an uncer-
tainty of ±0.5 in ∆ε. It can be seen that ∆ε for the mixtures is always relatively
small and negative and generally lies in between the values measured for the two
pure compounds, as might be expected. The elastic constant values are shown
in figure 5.4 and are shown separately to provide a clear view of the relationship
with T-TNI .
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Figure 5.3: Dielectric anisotropy, ∆ε as a function of T-TNI for DT12, VBG93, and
mixtures 1-5. As mentioned earlier in the chapter, the mixtures were constrained
to temperatures below 180 °C which explains why some datasets begin at lower
temperatures.
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Figure 5.4: The splay, K11 (a), twist, K22 (b) and bend, K33 (c) elastic constants
as a function of T-TNI for DT12, VBG93, and mixtures 1-5.
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As one would expect, all of the measurements of physical properties of the
mixtures (dielectric anisotropy and elastic constants) lie between the values
measured for pure DT12 and VBG93. However, the differences in absolute
values across the mixture set are relatively small and this fact, together with
the relatively large uncertainties in the measurements means that there isn’t
an experimentally significant difference between each data set. Nonetheless, it
can be said that the splay elastic constant, K11, of the mixtures follow a similar
temperature dependence to that of the pure materials; the magnitude increases
as the temperature increases (see figure 5.4). For the twist elastic constant K22,
where the temperature dependence is practically non-existent in DT12, we see
more of a temperature dependence of K22 as more VBG93 is added to the mixture.
For the bend elastic constant K33, where the values for the pure compounds were
deemed to be effectively temperature independent, the values measured for the
mixtures show a similar temperature independence.
The results show that the very small and temperature-independent values
of the bend and twist elastic constants measured for DT12 are reproduced in
mixtures with a high proportion of DT12.
5.2.3 Discussion of mixtures of DT12 and VBG93
The results shown in figure 5.4 indicate that if the two bent-core materials are
mixed, the values of the elastic constants lie in between the respective values
of the pure bent-core liquid crystals. There does not seem to be any distinct
behaviour in the elastic constants in the nematic phases of the mixtures which
indicate whether the underlying phase is smectic or OI. The standard theoretical
elastic approach predicts that the saddle-splay elastic constant K24≤ 2K11+ K22,
or K24< K22, whichever is smaller.[113–115] The results from figure 5.4 suggest
that only the second inequality applies, as K22 is small in the pure bent-core liquid
crystals and for all the mixtures. The lower K22 values are exhibited by DT12
and mixtures with a larger percentage of this mesogen in the mixtures. However
these samples do not exhibit a DC/OI phase, whilst VBG93 and mixtures 1 and 2
do. Interestingly, mixture 2 and 3 exhibit similar behaviour (within error) for all
three elastic constants in the nematic phase, yet mixture 2 exhibits an underlying
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OI phase and mixture 3 exhibits an underlying smectic phase. Clearly some other
mechanism for driving the formation of the DC/OI phase is at play, and this
will be discussed further in chapter 6 using small angle X-ray scattering data to
determine the nature of the underlying OI and smectic phases in the mixtures.
Next, I will introduce mixtures of calamitic liquid crystals doped with 10%
of DT12 or VBG93. The next section will detail the elastic behaviour measured
in these mixtures, carried out by myself and Harry Liu, along with a theoretical
explanation to the corresponding results, carried out by Mikhail Osipov. The
following work has been reproduced from the publication by Srigengan et al.[109]
5.3 Bent-Core and Calamitic Liquid Crystal Mix-
tures
5.3.1 Experimental methodology
The calamitic liquid crystals used in this section are 5CB and 8CB; their molecular
structures and phase transition temperatures are shown in figure 5.5. The bent-
core liquid crystals used to dope calamitic liquid crystals were DT12 and VBG93;
their molecular structures and phase transition temperatures can be found in
figure 5.1 earlier in this chapter. In addition to the pure materials, a nematic
mixture, ZLI 1132 was also used. ZLI 1132 is a Merck mixture that is nematic
at room temperature, with a nematic to isotropic transition temperature of TNI
= 71.2 °C. The transition temperatures of the pure materials and the mixtures
were determined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and confirmed using
polarising optical microscopy (POM); the temperatures of the mixtures in table
5.2 were taken from the DSC measurements. Mixtures were made by dissolving
the pure compounds in a vial using dichloromethane (DCM) before allowing the
DCM to evaporate completely at a temperature of 50 °C. Figure 5.6 shows a
graphical representation of the transition temperatures for all mixtures from table
5.2.
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5CB
Iso 35 N 18 Cr
8CB
Iso 40 N 33.5 SmA 21.5 Cr
Figure 5.5: Molecular structures and phase transitions temperatures for the liquid
crystals used in this chapter. Temperatures are recorded in °C.
Mixture Number Composition Phase Transitions T/°C
Mixture 6 10:90 VBG93:5CB
N+F 40.5 I+F 51.8 Iso
Iso 49.0 N 26.1 N+F
Mixture 7 10:90 VBG93:8CB
SmA+F 36.0 N+F
45.6 I+F 60.1 Iso
Iso 52.0 N
40.0 N+F 38.4 SmA+F
Mixture 9 10:90 VBG93:ZLI 1132
N 80.7 Iso
Iso 84.9 N
Mixture 10 10:90 DT12:5CB Iso 42.0 N
Mixture 11 10:90 DT12:8CB Iso 46.3 N 29.8 SmA
Mixture 12 10:90 DT12:ZLI 1132 Iso 72.5 N
Table 5.2: Compositions of mixtures used in this chapter with the corresponding
phase transitions and transition temperatures determined on cooling. The elastic
constants of the pure materials and the mixtures are all given in the results section.
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Figure 5.6: Histogram showing the phase transitions with the transition tempera-
tures on cooling for the mixtures discussed in this chapter. Everything above the
bars indicates the isotropic phase, with the dark blue bars representing the nematic
phase, the light blue bar representing the nematic phase with filaments, the orange
bars representing the smectic A phase and the light orange bar representing the
smectic A phase with filaments.
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As mentioned earlier in this chapter, mixtures 6 and 7 (5CB and 8CB re-
spectively doped with 10% VBG93) exhibited the formation of filaments at
temperatures below TNI . Gleeson et al.[112] reported that the filaments caused
the system to become very viscous; the complex viscosity was measured to be
∼ 3.12× 107 mPas at 25 °C in mixture 6, compared to pure 5CB which normally
exhibits a complex viscosity of ∼100 mPas at the same temperature. To avoid this
regime of high viscosity, the measurements were taken in the nematic phases of
the mixtures with the experiment completed before the filaments were observed to
grow. The mechanism of this filament formation and the resulting phase behaviour
will be looked at in further detail in chapter 7.
This mixtures discussed in this section all exhibited a positive dielectric
anisotropy, and thus measurements of the dielectric anisotropy ∆ε were carried
out using the voltage run method, as described in section 3.5 in chapter 3.
The perpendicular component of the dielectric permittivity ε⊥ was measured
at voltages well below the threshold voltage Vth, whilst the parallel component
ε‖ was measured at voltages well above Vth. The dielectric anisotropy was then
calculated using equation 3.3 (repeated below for clarity). The elastic constants
K11 and K33 were measured using the dielectric method described in section 3.6.2
in chapter 3. A fit was applied to the ε-VRMS curve using equation 3.11 from which
the threshold voltage V K11th and the gradient of the steep section of the graph were
calculated. Using these two parameters K11 and K33 were measured, analogous to
the optical method described in section 3.6.1 in chapter 3. K22 for the mixtures
was measured optically by measuring the optical Fre´edericksz transition in an
IPS device, and obtaining the threshold voltage V K22th . K11, K22 and K33 were
calculated using equations 2.8, 3.11, 3.12 (repeated here for clarity);
∆ε = ε‖ − ε⊥, (equation 3.3)
V K11th = pi
√
K11
ε0|∆ε| , (equation 2.8)
V
V K11th















ε0|∆ε| . (equation 3.12)
where Fk(φ) = 1 + ksin
2(φM), Fζ(φ) = 1 − sin2(φM), Fγ(φ) = 1 + γsin2(φM),
k = (K11/K33) − 1, γ = (ε⊥/ε‖) − 1, φM is the director angle in the centre of
the liquid crystal layer,[35] d is the thickness of the device, and l is the electrode
spacing of the IPS device. This methodology allowed K11 and K33 to be deduced
with an accuracy of ∼5%, and K22 with an accuracy of ∼20%. Flexoelectric
contributions were not taken into account for these measurements.
5.3.2 Results of mixtures of calamitic and bent-core meso-
gens
Due to the three different host calamitic liquid crystals used to make the mixtures,
it is appropriate to compare mixtures with the same host liquid crystal. Thus,
the following results section will be discussed in three parts; the first will compare
the mixtures of 5CB, whilst the second and third will do so for mixtures of 8CB
and ZLI 1132 respectively.
5.3.2.1 5CB mixtures; mixtures 6 and 10
The dielectric anisotropy, ∆ε of mixtures 6 and 10 increased as the temperature
decreased, as seen in figure 5.7. The mixtures exhibited reduced ∆ε values
(∼10%) with respect to 5CB,[116, 117] due to the negative dielectric anisotropy
of the bent-core mesogens,[57, 62, 63] varying between ∼6-12 in mixtures 6 and
10 compared to ∼8.5-12.5 in 5CB. Figure 5.7 shows that the datasets for each
bent-core dopant can be considered to be within error of each other. Figure 5.8a,
b, and c respectively show the values of the splay, twist and bend elastic constants
measured for DT12,[57] VBG93[62, 63] and mixtures 6 and 10.
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Figure 5.7: Dielectric anisotropy, ∆ε as a function of T-TNI for 5CB, mixture 6
and 10.
All three plots in figure 5.8 show that the temperature dependence of the
elastic constants is retained when 5CB is doped with the bent-core mesogens.
Interestingly, figure 5.8a shows that the mixtures exhibit no difference in their
values of the splay constant with respect to 5CB; K11 varies from ∼1.5-6.5 pN.
This set of results is surprising given that DT12 exhibits much higher K11 values
(∼8-12 pN) compared to VBG93 (∼3-4 pN), yet there is no difference in the values
of K11 that mixtures 6 and 10 exhibit. In contrast to figure 5.8a, figure 5.8b
and c show that the mixtures exhibit a decrease in values of the twist and bend
constants with respect to 5CB. The values measured vary between ∼2-4 pN and
∼4-10 pN for K22 and K33 in 5CB, to ∼1-3.5 pN and ∼2-9 pN for K22 and K33 in
mixtures 6 and 10. It can also be seen that the K33 values for mixtures 6 and 10
are practically identical across the temperature range measured. However there
is insufficient evidence to suggest that mixture 6 and 10 exhibit different values
for K22 due to the errors assigned to the data points. Thus it can be stated that
mixtures 6 and 10 exhibit K22 values that are similar within error.
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Figure 5.8: The splay, K11 (a), twist, K22 (b) and bend, K33 (c) elastic constants
as a function of T-TNI for DT12, VBG93, 5CB, and mixtures 6 and 10.
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In summary, it can be seen that when 5CB is doped with 10% of DT12 or
VBG93 only the K22 and K33 values are reduced with respect to 5CB by ∼30%
and ∼20% respectively. There is no change in the temperature dependence of all
three elastic constants, and both mixtures 6 and 10 exhibit elastic constant values
that are practically indistinguishable from each other.
The next section will present the elastic behaviour exhibited by mixtures of
8CB.
5.3.2.2 8CB mixtures; mixtures 7 and 11
The values measured for ∆ε for mixtures 7 and 11 (shown in figure 5.9) are lower
than those measured for pure 8CB, the latter of which exhibits ∆ε values varying
between ∼6 and 8.5. However, while mixture 6 and 10 were indistinguishable in
their values of ∆ε, here mixture 7 exhibits an apparently lower dielectric anisotropy
with respect to mixture 11, varying between ∼4-7 in mixture 7 and ∼6-8.5 in
mixture 11 across the temperature range measured. However, as with figure 5.7,
the datasets can be considered to be within error of each other.
Figure 5.9: Dielectric anisotropy, ∆ε as a function of T-TNI for 8CB, and mixtures
7 and 11.
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The values of K11, K22 and K33 as a function of T-TNI are shown in figure
5.10a, b and c respectively for 8CB, DT12, VBG93, and mixtures 7 and 11. It
can be seen from all three plots in figure 5.10 that mixtures 7 and 11 not only
exhibit elastic constant values lower than pure 8CB, but they also don’t quite
follow the same temperature dependence as 8CB. In 8CB one would expect to
observe a divergence of the twist and bend elastic constants as the smectic A
(SmA) transition is approached. This is clearly seen in the K33 measurements for
8CB in figure 5.10c but is less obvious for K22 (figure 5.10b). The divergence of
K33 is retained in mixture 11 but occurs at a lower reduced temperature as the
nematic phase has been broadened in the mixture and the SmA phase occurs at a
lower temperature. It may seem as if the divergence is lost in mixture 7, however
filament growth occurs in this system at lower temperatures which prevents the
measurement of elastic constants at lower reduced temperatures where the critical
divergence would be expected.
In all three plots in figure 5.10, mixture 7 exhibits similar elastic constants
(within error) with respect to mixture 11. With respect to 8CB, figure 5.10a shows
that K11 for mixtures 7 and 11 are both effectively unchanged with respect to
8CB, figure 5.10b shows ∼40% reduction in K22, and figure 5.10c shows ∼15%
reduction in K33. K33 in mixture 7 increases up to ∼20 pN as the SmA transition
is approached, reflecting the critical divergence phenomenon. The large change
in K22 (∼40%) when 8CB is doped with the bent-core mesogens is especially
dramatic when compared to the behaviour in mixtures 6 and 10. Such a dramatic
reduction in K22 in bent-core/calamitic mixtures has not been previously reported
and is discussed further later.
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Figure 5.10: The splay, K11 (a), twist, K22 (b) and bend, K33 (c) elastic constants
as a function of T-TNI for DT12, VBG93, 8CB, and mixtures 7 and 11.
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In summary, when 8CB is doped with 10% of DT12 and VBG93 a different
temperature dependence is observed for all elastic constants with respect to that
of 8CB. Whilst the divergence of K33 at lower temperatures (approaching the
SmA phase) was maintained in mixture 11, it was not measured in mixture 7
due to filament growth. The absolute values of the elastic constants are lower in
the mixtures with respect to 8CB, with K22 being reduced the most, by ∼40%
compared to 8CB.
Next I present the elastic behaviour exhibited by mixtures of the bent-core
compounds with the Merck mixture ZLI 1132. As mentioned at the beginning of
this chapter, the elastic behaviour for pure ZLI 1132 and mixture 9 was investigated
by Harry Liu,[109, 110] whilst the elastic behaviour for DT12, VBG93, and mixture
14 was investigated by myself.
5.3.2.3 ZLI 1132 mixtures; mixtures 9 and 12
The values of K11, K22 and K33 as a function of T-TNI are shown in figure 5.11a,
b and c respectively for ZLI 1132, VBG93, DT12 and mixtures 9 and 12. It can
be seen from all three plots in figure 5.11[109] that mixtures 9 and 12 exhibit
lower K22 and K33 values with respect to ZLI 1132. The K11 values exhibited by
ZLI 1132, and mixtures 9 and 12 can be considered to be similar within error.
The temperature dependence for all three elastic constants can be considered to
have been maintained in the mixture compared with ZLI 1132.
Figure 5.11a shows that K11 varies from ∼3-10 pN in mixtures 9 and 12
compared to ∼3-10 pN in ZLI 1132. Figure 5.11b shows that K22 varies from
∼1-6 pN in mixtures 9 and 12 compared to ∼0.5-10.5 pN in ZLI 1132. Figure
5.11c shows that K33 varies from ∼4-15 pN in mixtures 9 and 12 compared to
∼4.5-20 pN in ZLI 1132. In summary, the changes in the elastic constants with
respect to ZLI 1132 are negligible for K11, approximately 40% for K22 and ∼10%
for K33. Again, the dramatic reduction in K22 is especially noteworthy.
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Figure 5.11: The splay, K11 (a), twist, K22 (b) and bend, K33 (c) elastic constants
as a function of T-TNI for DT12, VBG93, ZLI 1132, and mixtures 9 and 12.[109]
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5.3.3 Discussion of mixtures of calamitic and bent-core
mesogens
There are marked similarities in the behaviour of all of the mixtures studied
in this section. The first, perhaps surprising result is that the splay elastic
constant, K11 is essentially unaffected by doping up to 10% of bent-core material
into calamitic liquid crystals. Indeed, in the systems chosen here, one bent-core
material exhibited relatively low (VBG93) and the other relatively high values
(DT12) of K11 but no difference was observed in the splay elastic constants of any
of the mixtures with respect to the host calamitic. On the other hand, both the
twist and bend behaviour are significantly altered in the mixtures to some degree.
Reductions in K33 in bent-core/calamitic mixtures are well known and have
already been reported by a number of other groups. Kundu et al.[118] doped
8OCB with a bent-core mesogen referred to as BC12[119] and reported that
K33 reduced from ∼6-50 pN in 8OCB to ∼2.5-4 pN in a 11:89 BC12:8OCB
mixture. Sathyanarayana et al.[120] doped 5CB with a bent-core mesogen[121]
and measured K33 to decrease from ∼3.5-9 pN in 5CB to ∼1.5-3.5 pN when they
added 12% of the bent-core mesogen to 5CB. Parthasarathi et al.[108] made a
number of binary mixtures of CB7CB, which exhibits a twist bend (NTB) phase,
with 7OCB. When 7OCB was doped with 10% of CB7CB, K33 was found to
reduce from ∼3-3.5 pN in 7OCB to ∼0.5-2 pN in the mixture. Whilst this section
also discusses reductions in K33 in the mixtures, it provides detail on how K22 is
reduced in the mixtures. K11 is shown to be unaffected by the inclusion of the
bent-core mesogen, something also reported by the aforementioned groups.
An explanation for the reductions in the twist and bend elastic constants is
given in the next section by considering the theory of the elastic constants. It also
details an explanation for the interesting result of K11 being unaffected by the
doping of the host liquid crystal with bent-core mesogens. This theoretical work
was carried out by Mikhail Osipov.[109]
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5.3.4 Theoretical Insight
It was explained in section 4.5 of chapter 4 how theoretically lowK22 andK33 values
can be exhibited by pure bent-core nematic liquid crystals, by considering the
influence of spontaneous chirality and polarity. This section aims to build on that
theory by considering the interesting elastic behaviour exhibited by the doped
calamitic mixtures introduced in this chapter; namely the large reduction (up to
∼40%) in K22 when the calamitic liquid crystals are doped with 10% of bent-core
mesogen.
The influence on the bend constant and the dramatic effect on the twist
constant can be explained as follows. Note first that some time ago it was
observed that the cholesteric pitch in a calamitic compound became shorter
when doped with a relatively small amount of achiral bent-core molecules.[58]
At first sight such behaviour is counter-intuitive and was explained by the twist
deformation inducing some deracemisation in the system of bent-core conformers
which then contributes to the total helical twisting power. However, it is now clear
that the same chiral conformers also reduce the twist elastic constant.[57] Thus,
the increase of the inverse pitch, 1/p = λ/K22 in ref. [58] is due to two factors;
the increase of the helical twisting power (proportional to λ) due to the chiral
conformers of the bent-core molecules, and an additional reduction of K22 also
due to the conformers.
Next consider the influence of the dopants on the elastic constants of a nematic
material. To a first order approximation, the elastic constant of a binary mixture
of bent-core and calamitic nematic can be expressed as;[109]
K = x2cKc + 2xcxbKbc + x
2
bKb, (5.1)
where xb and xc are the molar fractions of bent-core and calamitic molecules,
respectively. Here Kb and Kc are the elastic constants of pure bent-core and
calamitic nematic materials, respectively, and Kbc is determined by interactions
between calamitic and bent-core molecules and is generally different from either
Kb or Kc.
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Note that in the case where 10% of bent-core molecules are added, as in
the experiments described in this section, x2b is of the order of 10
−2 and can be
neglected unless Kb is very large, In fact, for these systems, all Kb are smaller than
the corresponding Kc (except for the splay elastic constant of DT12). Thus the
last term in equation 5.1 can be neglected for all twist and bend elastic constants.
Taking into account that xb + xc = 1 the elastic constant of the mixture can be
expressed in terms of xb only. Neglecting again the quadratic terms (in xb) one
obtains approximately;
K = Kc + 2xb(Kbc −Kc). (5.2)
Thus, it is the second term in equation 5.2 which determines the deviation of the
elastic constant of the mixtures from those of the pure calamitic host. Assuming
that Kbc −Kc is of the order of Kc and xb is of the order of 0.1, one concludes
that Kc can be reduced by the order of 10-20%, offering a crude estimate of the
expected influence of the dopant in the bent-core/calamitic mixtures presented in
this section.
In the above argument, everything depends on Kbc which should be sensitive
to the structure of both calamitic and bent-core molecules. One may assume that
for the splay constant, Kbc is close in value to Kc and then the reduction is small,
as seen experimentally. In contrast, for bend the corresponding difference between
Kbc and Kc may be significant and then one can explain the experimentally
observed reduction in K33 of about 15% in all of the mixtures. However, it is hard
to explain the 40% reduction of K22 using these arguments. Indeed, all elastic
constants are positive and hence, according to 5.2, the maximum reduction is
achieved when Kbc is much smaller than Kc. If we set Kbc to zero for simplicity,
then one obtains K = Kc − 2xbKc, which results in a reduction of ∼20%.
Clearly, some contribution is missing and one can consider the fluctuations
in polar and chiral conformers which also cause very low elastic constants of the
pure bent-core materials. Unfortunately, the corresponding corrections from such
contributions are very small as they are proportional to x2b . Further, the bend
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vector B and the splay vector S induce a local polarisation P and hence there are
additional terms in the free energy to be considered;[47, 57]
e1P · S + e3P ·B + 1
2
AP 2, (5.3)
where the last positive term is the dielectric energy (A is an arbitrary constant).
Minimisation with respect to P yields the standard flexoelectric polarisation
P = Ae1S + Ae3B. Substituting this back into the free energy, one obtains the
negative corrections to the elastic constants considered in the paper by Srigengan







However, that paper[57] referred to pure compounds and for this work one
must consider how e1 and e3 depend on molar fractions. Consider for simplicity
the case of perfect orientational order. In this case bent-core molecules, which
possess only transverse electric and steric dipoles, contribute only to the bend
polarisation, i.e. e3 = e
0
3× b (where b is the number of bent-core molecules). Polar
calamitic molecules contribute only to the splay polarisation and hence e1 = e
0
1× c
(where c is the number of calamitic molecules). Thus, one obtains the following

















We are interested in the corrections which depend on the presence of bent-core
molecules i.e. on xb. Other corrections are already included in the elastic constants
of the pure calamitic material. Note that the negative corrections to both bend
and play constants are quadratic in xb and hence they cannot change anything
dramatically. Interestingly, the correction to the splay constant, which is linear
in xb is positive, i.e. it leads to an increase in the elastic constant. Thus these
corrections lead to weaker reduction of the bend constant compared to the second
term in equation 5.2.
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Calculations are similar in the case of the twist constant. A twist deformation
induces a small enantiomeric excess (δx) in bent-core conformers which is coupled
with the twist = (nˆ · ∇ × nˆ). Neglecting the interaction between bent-core
molecules and the molecules of the host phase, the free energy of the mixture can
be expressed as;[57]











ρ2oULRxRxL + µ(xR − xL)(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ) +
1
2
K22(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ)2,
(5.5)
where ρ0 is the average number density, xR and xL are the molar fractions of the left
and right conformers of the bent-core molecules respectively, xL + xR = xb, and µ
is the helical twisting power. Here ULL = URR = U , ULR is the effective interaction
constant between conformers of equal and opposite handedness respectively, and
∆U = ULR − U is the chiral discrimination energy.
In contrast to the previous paper by Srigengan et al.[57] where a pure bent-
core material has been considered, in the present mixture the molar fractions of
bent-core conformers are of the order of xb which is of the order or 0.1. Thus,
one may neglect the terms quadratic in xR and xL in the first approximation,
i.e. the terms which describe the interaction between the conformers. Expressing
the molar fractions xR and xL in terms of the enantiomeric excess δx, i.e. xL =
xb
2
− δx/2, xR = xb2 + δx/2, and expanding in terms of δx one obtains the following





(δx)2 + µδx(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ). (5.6)
Minimisation of this free energy with respect to δx yields;
δx ∼= µxb(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ)
2kTρ0
. (5.7)
Substituting the expression for the enantiomeric excess back into the free energy,
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one obtains the negative correction to the twist constant −(1/4)xbG, where
G = µ2/kTρ0. It should be noted that the correction to the twist elastic constant
is linear in xb and hence at small xb it is expected to be much larger than the
corresponding negative corrections to the splay and bend constants which are
quadratic in xb. This qualitatively explains why the maximum reduction is
observed for the twist constant.
Taking into account only linear terms in xb the twist constant of the mixture













and hence there are two negative corrections to the twist constant which are
linear in xb. Note that in the pure bent-core nematic, the twist elastic constant,
K22 = K
0
22 − (1/4)G and hence G < 4K022. The correction xb(1/4)G is then less
than xbK
0
22. Thus the last term in equation 5.8 can account for at most a 10%
reduction of the twist constant and the maximum value of the total negative
correction is about 30%. This is already closer to experiment although is still a
bit too low.
Perhaps the full explanation lies in an interesting influence of the system on
chiral conformers of the host materials. Cyanobiphenyls are known to exist in
chiral conformations (twisted about the direct bond between the aromatic rings).
The enantiomeric excess of chiral bent-core conformations may in principle also
induce some deracemisation in the biphenyl matrix which will lead to further
reduction of the total twist constant.
First take into consideration interactions between chiral conformers of bent-
core molecules xR and xL and chiral conformers of cyanobiphenyls xcL and xcR.
Neglecting the quadratic terms in xR and xL the free energy of the mixture in the
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presence of twist deformation can be written in the form;

























cL + µ(xR − xL)(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ)+
µc(xcR − xcL)(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ) + 12K22(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ)2,
(5.9)
where UbLcL, UbLcR, UbRcL, and UbRcR are the interaction constants between bent-
core and cyanobiphenyl conformers and VcRcR, VcLcR, and VcLcL are the corre-
sponding interaction constants between cyanobiphenyl conformers. Note that
UbLcL = UbRcR = Ubc, UbRcL = UbLcR = UbcLR, and VcRcR = VcLcL = Vcc. Here µc is
the helical twisting power of a chiral cyanobiphenyl conformer.
Using the expressions xL =
xb
2




+δxc/2, where δxc is the enantiomeric excess of cyanobiphenyl conformers,
and expanding the free energy in terms of δxc and δx one obtains;








ρ20∆Ubcδxδxc − 14ρ20∆V (δxc)2+
µδx(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ) + µcδxcnˆ · ∇ × nˆ + 12K22(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ)2,
(5.10)
where F0 is independent of δx, δxc and the twist deformation (nˆ · ∇ × nˆ). Here
∆Ubc = UbcLR − Ubc and ∆V = VcLcR − Vcc. Minimisation with respect to δx and





ρ20∆Ubcδxc + µ(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ) = 0,
2ρ0kT
xc
δxc − 14ρ20∆Ubcδxc − 14ρ20∆V δxc + µc(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ).
(5.11)
Taking into account only terms linear in xb the solution of equation 5.11 can be
expressed as;
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δx ∼= −µxb(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ)
2kTρ0
δxc ∼= xbU
∗µ∗(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ)
1− xcV ∗ −
µ∗c(nˆ · ∇ × nˆ)
1− xcV ∗ ,
(5.12)
where V ∗ = ρ0∆V/8kT , U∗ = ρ0∆Ubc/8kT and µ∗ = µ/2ρ0kT , µ∗c = µc/2ρ0kT .
One notes that the enantiomeric excess δx is given approximately by the same
equation as equation 5.7 where the coupling with the cyanobiphenyl molecules has
not been taken into account. In contrast, the enantiomeric excess δxc is induced
both by the twist deformation and by the interaction with chiral conformers of
the bent-core molecules.
Substituting equation 5.12 back into the free energy in equation 5.10 and
keeping only terms linear in xb, one obtains the following correction to the twist
elastic constant;










1 + xcV ∗
(1− xcU∗), (5.13)
where 1 > 2xcU
∗ as generally U∗ << 1.
The first negative correction in equation 5.13 is exactly the same as the one
obtained earlier taking into account the partial deracemisation of the system of
bent-core molecules in the presence of twist deformation. The second correction
in equation 5.13 has already been included in the twist elastic constant of the
cyanobiphenyl host phase. Finally, the third term describes the additional negative
correction (taking into account that generally U∗ > 0) which is determined by a
partial deracemisation in the cyanobiphenyl host induced by chiral conformers of
the bent-core molecules. Thus there are two additional negative corrections to
the twist elastic constant of the mixture which are linear in xb and which may
account for a reduction of the order of 10% each. These corrections are absent
in the expressions for the splay and bend elastic constants of the mixture which
enables one at least qualitatively explain why the twist constant experiences the




In conclusion, the splay, twist and bend (K11, K22 and K33) elastic constants of a
number of bent-core liquid crystal mixtures have been reported. The mixtures
of two bent-core mesogens exhibit a similar temperature dependence to the pure
bent-core compounds for the splay constant K11 as well as a similar temperature
independence for the bend constant K33. Interestingly for the twist constant
K22, the bent-core mixtures exhibited a more marked temperature dependence as
increasing amounts of VBG93 were added to the mixture.
With regards to the doped calamitic mixtures, the results suggest that the
underlying phase behaviour, SmA or filament, doesn’t influence the way in which
the mixed elastic constants combine. The formation and behaviour of the filaments
will be discussed further in chapter 7. Reductions in the twist elastic constant
were measured in all the calamitic and bent-core mixtures, not just those that
exhibited the filament phase.
It has been shown that the influence of a bent-core mesogen on the three elastic
constants, K11, K22, and K33 of a calamitic liquid crystal host is quite distinct.
In the case of the splay constant, in all three mixture sets, the influence of the
bent-core dopant is negligible. By considering the expected influence of a dopant
on the elastic constants of the mixtures, one can draw two conclusions. Firstly,
the splay interaction constant, Kbc11, determined by interactions between calamitic
and bent-core molecules, must be negligible. Further, there can be no additional
contribution that might emerge from fluctuations in the conformers. Splay is
more affected by a wedge-shaped structure; splay instabilities have recently been
reported in the nematic phase of wedge-shaped molecules where there are issues
with space-filling.[111] There is apparently little scope for the bent-core molecules
included in the mixtures here to show any wedge-shaped conformers that might
have significant impact on the splay elastic constant.
The influence of the bent-core dopants on the bend elastic constant leads to
a reduction of 10-20% in K33, in line with the simple mixing rule described by
equation 5.1 and with existing literature. However, the surprising result of this
study was the remarkable reduction in the twist elastic constant, K22 (up to ∼40%)
observed in all of the bent-core/calamitic mixtures. This chapter provides an
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explanation to this reduction that suggests that not only do the fluctuations results
in chiral conformers of the bent-core system have a significant effect, but that
they must also enhance the fluctuations in chiral conformers of the host calamitic
liquid crystal. This surprising result indicates an amplification of fluctuations in
chirality of the system which is important both from the technological point of
view and from understanding how chirality can ’cascade’ in a fluid system.
Both the measurements and explanation of the phenomena suggest how bent-
core/calamitic mixtures could be employed to tune mixtures for devices. The
effect on all three elastic constants, including the dramatic effect on the twist
constant in particular has not previously been reported. As the elastic constants
are related to the threshold voltages in devices, the measurements that are detailed
in this chapter indicate the potential of these mixtures for use in lower threshold
voltage devices. With this in mind the 8CB mixtures seem best suited for these
applications; these mixtures exhibit the largest reductions in K22, as well as
the lowest absolute values of K22 over the whole nematic phase. However one
would have to consider the effect of the underlying SmA phase in the mixtures.
With regards to fundamental science, the dramatic reduction in the twist elastic
constant offers a possible route for designing mixtures that exhibit nematic variant
phases such as the twist-bend phase.
It is important to note that the simple mixing rules that determine the elastic
constants in liquid crystals apply quite well to the bent-core mixtures of DT12 and
VBG93; the elastic constant values for the bent-core mixtures all lie in between the
respective values of the pure bent-core liquid crystals (see figure 5.4). Interestingly
the simple mixing rules apply to the K11 values, which is what one would expect
to happen. However, as shown in figures 5.8, 5.10 and 5.11, the K11 values for
mixtures of calamitics and bent-cores don’t adhere to the standard mixing rules;
there is no change in the K11 values when the calamitic host is doped with 10%
of bent-core mesogen. The reason behind this difference in behaviour of the
K11 values in bent-core mixtures and mixtures of calamitics with bent-cores is still
yet to be fully understood; perhaps full phase diagrams of the calamitics mixed
with the bent-cores, relating to the elastic behaviour (similar to the plots shown
in figure 5.4) need to be investigated? This will be discussed further in the future
work in chapter 8.
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The next chapter will look at the bent-core mixtures of DT12 and VBG93
further, detailing the phase behaviour observed in the these mixtures using small
angle X-ray scattering as a primary technique to characterise the underlying
phases in the mixtures.
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Chapter 6
Phase Behaviour in Bent-Core
Liquid Crystal Mixtures
6.1 Introduction
This chapter will go into detail on the phase behaviour observed in mixtures of
two bent-core nematic liquid crystals, DT12 and VBG93. The elastic behaviour in
the nematic phase of these mixtures have already been discussed in the previous
chapter; this chapter will discuss the phases below the nematic phase in these
bent-core mixtures. The characterisation of these underlying phases was carried
out using small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and POM.
SAXS is an important tool in characterising liquid crystal phases; the raw
X-ray data are distinct for different phases, and the peak positions obtained from
these images provide information about the structure that the phases exhibit.
For example, nematic phases exhibit two crescents at small angles in the raw
X-ray data,[122] whilst the DC exhibits a diffuse ring.[30, 123] By analysing the
X-ray scattering data obtained for the mixtures, as well as the elastic behaviour
measured in the nematic phase of the mixtures, insight can be gained into the
driving factors of the formation of the underlying phases in bent-core systems.
It has been predicted that the DC phase is driven by the saddle-splay constant
K24 which is related to the other elastic constants by the inequalities K24 ≤ 2K11+
K22, and K24 < K22.[113–115] This chapter aims to use these inequalities to relate
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The molecular structures and phase transition temperatures of the pure bent-core
materials used in this chapter are shown in figure 6.1. Transition temperatures
of the pure materials and the mixtures were determined by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and polarising optical microscopy (POM); the temperatures in
table 6.1 were taken from the DSC measurements determined on cooling at a rate
of 5 °C/min. The phase diagram of the mixtures is shown in figure 6.2 (copied
from chapter 5). The phase diagram shows an approximately linear dependence of
all of the phase transitions on concentration. An optically isotropic phase occurs
at higher concentrations of VBG93, while a smectic phase is observed at lower
concentrations.
VBG93
Iso 230 N 170 DC 100 Cr
DT12
Iso 115 N 88 SmX 64 Cr
Figure 6.1: Molecular structures and phase transitions temperatures for the liquid
crystals used in this chapter. Temperatures are recorded in °C.
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Mixture Number Composition Phase Transitions T/°C
Mixture 1 10:90 DT12:VBG93 Iso 224 N 164 OI 94 Cr
Mixture 2 25:75 DT12:VBG93 Iso 200 N 144 OI 95 Cr
Mixture 3 50:50 DT12:VBG93 Iso 190 N 140 SmX 90 Cr
Mixture 4 70:30 DT12:VBG93 Iso 170 N 117 SmX 80 Cr
Mixture 5 90:10 DT12:VBG93 Iso 140 N 100 SmX 70 Cr
Table 6.1: Compositions of the bent-core mixtures used in this chapter with
the corresponding phase transitions and transition temperatures determined on
cooling, where OI = optically isotropic phase.
Figure 6.2: The phase diagram of mixtures of DT12 and VBG93. The blue points
mark the isotropic to nematic transition, the red points represent the transition
from the nematic to an unknown smectic phase, the black points represent the
transition from a nematic to an optically isotropic phase, and the orange data
points represent the transition from the mesophase to crystal phase. In the case




For the materials used in this chapter, SAXS was used to determine the lattice
spacing in the various liquid crystal phases investigated, using the methodology
described in section 3.7 in chapter 3. SAXS was carried out using a Bruker D8
Discover which was equipped with a temperature controlled, bored graphite rod
furnace, custom built at the University of York which allowed the temperature
to be controlled to an accuracy of 0.1 °C. The radiation used was a copper Kα
(wavelength of 0.154 nm) source. Samples were filled into 1 mm diameter capillary
tubes and the system was used in transmission. The detector was placed 127
mm from the sample, which allowed spacings between 4-100 nm to be determined
with an accuracy of 0.1 A˚. The mixtures were heated to the isotropic phase and
readings were taken as the sample was cooled. All the measurements were carried
out under an applied magnetic field of ∼0.7 T.
This methodology allowed the intensity of the X-ray scattering to be measured
as a function of dx, which allows one to understand how the periodicity and
FWHM of the samples varied as a function of temperature. Here dx refers to
the lattice spacing of the sample. With the detector placed 127 mm away from
the sample, the maximum lattice spacing that could be measured was 100 A˚. An
example of the plot of intensity against dx for VBG93 is shown in figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Example plots of intensity as a function of dx for VBG93. For both
bent-core liquid crystals and the mixtures, the red plots represent the isotropic
phase, the blue plots represent the nematic phase, the green plots represent the
underlying phase, and the black plots represent the crystal phase. In the case of
DT12 and mixtures 3-5 the underlying phase is a SmX phase, and for VBG93 it is




The plots of intensity against dx were obtained by integrating an average
over the whole detector i.e. integrating in rings. Using the Bragg equation
2dxsinθ = nλ, the spacings that are of interest can be determined. For the
measurements on the bent-core mixtures described in this chapter, the spacings
that were of interest were ∼30 A˚. The chosen peaks around 30 A˚ were fitted
using MATLAB in order to obtain the peak position and the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the peak. The fit chosen was a Gaussian fit. Figure 6.4
shows an example of this fit applied to an X-ray spectrum taken for VBG93. The
Gaussian fit allowed the spacing to be measured to an accuracy of 0.1 A˚ and the
FWHM to 0.2 A˚, however the instrument limited the resolution to 3 A˚.
Figure 6.4: X-ray scattering intensity as a function of spacing dx for VBG93 5 °C
into the DC phase. The blue data points represent the experimental data and the
red line represents the Gaussian fit applied to the data.
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6.3 X-Ray Scattering in Bent-Core Mixtures
Using POM it was determined that mixture 1 and 2 exhibited optically isotropic
phases below the nematic phase, whilst mixtures 3-5 exhibited smectic phases.
Using the phase diagram (figure 6.2) as a reference, the following results section
will be discussed in two parts; the first will compare the SAXS results obtained
for mixtures 1 and 2 with VBG93, and the second part will compare the SAXS
results obtained for mixture 3-5 with DT12.
6.3.1 Optically isotropic phases; mixtures 1 and 2
Figure 6.5 shows the peak position and FWHM as a function of T-TN−OI (where
N−OI is the transition from the nematic phase into the OI phase) in the optically
isotropic phases observed in mixtures 1 and 2, along with the measurements taken
for the DC phase in VBG93. The peak position for the mixtures as well as the
temperature dependence is clearly maintained compared to VBG93, varying from
∼30.3 A˚ to ∼34.3 A˚ at T-TN−OI = -65 K. The FWHM shows similar behaviour;
the values and temperature dependence are mostly maintained in mixtures 1 and
2 with respect to VBG93, varying from ∼5.2-4.8 A˚ before increasing to ∼8.5 A˚.
Mixture 2 exhibits two data points outside of the general trend; ∼7.5 A˚ just below
the transition, and ∼9.4 A˚ at T-TN−OI = -60 K, however the rest of the data
exhibited by mixture 2 is comparable to VBG93 and mixture 1.
From the results shown in the plots from figure 6.5, it is clear to see that the
optically isotropic phases exhibited by mixture 1 and 2 can be defined as DC
phases, similar to the DC phase in VBG93. One can also use the raw X-ray data
to compare the underlying phases of the mixtures to that of VBG93. The raw
data are shown in figure 6.6. The raw X-ray data show that the underlying phases
in mixtures 1 and 2 exhibit a diffuse ring, also exhibited by the VBG93 sample.
A diffuse ring is characteristic of a DC phase[30, 123] and again gives proof that
the optically isotropic phases observed in mixtures 1 and 2 can be identified as
DC phases. The brightness observed in the images shown in figure 6.6 determines
the intensity of the signal detected; the yellow diffuse ring indicates the highest
intensity peak measured. The closer the features to the centre of the image, the
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Figure 6.5: Spacing (a) and FWHM (b) as a function of T-TN−OI in the optically
isotropic phases for VBG93, and mixtures 1 and 2.
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lower the scattering angle of the peak and thus the larger the spacing. In the data
shown in figure 6.6 the diffuse rings correspond to peaks of ∼30 A˚.
The next section will look at the underlying phases observed in mixtures
3-5 and compares the respective spacings and FWHM of the mixtures to that
measured in the SmX phase of DT12.
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(a) VBG93
(b) Mixture 1: 90% VBG93
(c) Mixture 2: 75% VBG93
Figure 6.6: The raw X-ray data for the DC phases observed in VBG93 (a), mixture
1 (b) and 2 (c) respectively, just below the transition into the DC phases. The
DC phase can be characterised by the bright yellow diffuse ring in the middle of
the images.
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6.3.2 Smectic phases; mixtures 3-5
Figure 6.7 shows the spacing and FWHM as a function of T-TN−SmX (where
N − SmX is the transition from the nematic phase into the SmX phase) in the
smectic phases observed in mixtures 3-5, along with the measurements taken for
the smectic phase in DT12. The temperature dependence of both the spacing and
FWHM in the mixtures is maintained when DT12 is mixed with VBG93. The
values of the spacing for each of the mixtures at the same reduced temperature
increases as more DT12 is added to VBG93; the spacing varies from ∼30-29
A˚ in mixture 3, from ∼31.5-29.5 A˚ in mixture 4, from ∼32-31 A˚ in mixture 5,
and from ∼32.5-32 A˚ in DT12. The FWHM behaves slightly differently from
the spacing; mixtures 3-5 exhibit values that are similar to each other, varying
between ∼3.5-2.8 A˚ compared to DT12 which exhibits a FWHM of ∼4.2 A˚. It
should be noted that the FWHM of the peaks measured in the crystal phases
of DT12 and mixtures 3-5 are comparable to the FWHM values shown in figure
6.7. The FWHM of the crystal peaks should typically be much lower than those
measured in the higher temperature phases. Thus, it cannot be simply stated
that DT12 exhibits higher FWHM values in its smectic phase compared with the
smectic phases of mixtures 3-5, as the resolution of the experiment is close to the
values themselves.
The raw X-ray data for DT12 and mixtures 3-5 (shown in figure 6.8) provide
more information on the underlying smectic phases. The raw X-ray data confirm
that the underlying phases exhibited by DT12 and mixtures 4 and 5 are smectic
phases;[122] they all show the characteristic crescents with images (a), (b) and (c)
being very similar to each other. Figure 6.8d suggests that mixture 3 exhibits an
underlying SmC phase that includes a layer tilt.[122] However another explanation
could be that the director has been aligned by the magnetic field and that the
smectic layers have formed at an angle on cooling from the nematic phase. From
image (d) the angle of the layers can be measured to be approximately 45°.
The angle of the layers is characteristic of the tilt angle of the director in the
smectic layers, which can be obtained from the layer spacings using the equation
cosθt = dx/L where θt is the tilt angle and L is the molecular length of the
liquid crystal. L for mixture 3 can be assumed to be spacing measured in the
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Figure 6.7: Spacing (a) and FWHM (b) as a function of T-TN−SmX in the smectic
phases for DT12, and mixtures 3-5.
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nematic phase, which was measured to be ∼34 A˚. Using the values of the spacing
measured for mixture 3 from figure 6.7, it can be shown that the tilt angle in the
smectic phase in mixture 3 varies from 29.0-32.2° as the temperature reduces to
T-TN−SmX . These values are far off from the 45° layer tilt measured from the raw
X-ray data in figure 6.8.
(a) DT12 (b) Mixture 5: 90% DT12
(c) Mixture 4: 70% DT12 (d) Mixture 3: 50% DT12
Figure 6.8: The raw X-ray data for the smectic phases observed in DT12 (a),
mixture 5 (b), 4 (c) and 3 (d) respectively, just below the transition into the
smectic phases.
Considering the tilt angle in the smectic phases in DT12 and mixtures 4 and
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5 and comparing the values to that obtained for mixture 3 can provide more
information. The plot of tilt angle in the smectic phases of DT12 and mixtures
3-5 are shown in figure 6.9, with the accuracy of the tilt angle to be ±0.1°. The
tilt angle was measured to vary from 19.9-21.5° for DT12, 20.3-23.9° for mixture
5, 21.7-28.5° for mixture 4, and 29.0-32.2° for mixture 3 (as mentioned earlier). It
can be seen that the tilt angle increases as the temperature is reduced through
the smectic phase in DT12 and mixture 3-5. Mixture 3 exhibits the highest tilt
angle in its smectic phase with DT12 exhibiting the lowest out of the four samples.
Whilst there appears to be a significant gap in the behaviour of the tilt angle
between mixture 3 and 4 (which exhibits values closer to mixture 5 and DT12),
there is no conclusive evidence to fully explain why the raw X-ray data for mixture
3 is so different to those obtained for DT12 and mixture 4 and 5.
The next section will discuss the implications of all the data, relating the
emergence of the underlying phases to the elastic behaviour in the nematic phase
of the respective mixtures. From the X-ray scattering data shown in this section it
seems appropriate to compare results for VBG93 with mixtures 1 and 2 separately
from the results for DT12 and mixtures 3-5.
6.4 Discussion
Analysing the X-ray scattering data has determined a number of results on the
underlying phases in the bent-core mixtures investigated in this chapter. The
optically isotropic phases in mixtures 1 and 2 can be characterised as DC phases,
based on the spacing and FWHM measurements. The behaviour of the spacing
measurements in DT12 and mixtures 3-5 can be explained by considering the
spacing of VBG93 and amount of VBG93 in the corresponding mixtures. It is
difficult to compare the FWHM values measured for the smectic phases in DT12
and mixture 3-5 due to the resolution of the apparatus set-up. The tilt angle
measured for the smectic phases show that absolute values of the tilt angle increase
as more VBG93 is added to DT12. Images taken using POM of the smectic phases
show that the textures are different between the smectic phases observed in DT12
and mixture 5, and those observed in mixtures 3 and 4. These results will be
discussed in the following subsections.
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Figure 6.9: The tilt angle measured as a function of T-TN−SmX in the smectic
phases for DT12, and mixtures 3-5
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6.4.1 Characterisation of the optically isotropic phases
It is clear to see from figures 6.5 and 6.6 that mixtures 1 and 2 exhibit DC phases
at temperatures beneath the nematic phases. The spacing and FWHM measured
for the mixtures qualitatively and quantitatively match those values measured for
the DC phase in pure VBG93. The raw X-ray data also show a diffuse ring which
is characteristic and similar to the DC phase observed in VBG93.[30, 123]
6.4.2 Spacing in the smectic phases
The results measured for DT12 and mixtures 3-5 tell a different, more complicated
story. The spacing at set reduced temperatures decrease as more VBG93 is added
to DT12. From simple mixing rules this is to be expected; as the temperature is
reduced to 45 °C below the transition into the underlying phase, VBG93 exhibits
a lower spacing in comparison to DT12. Thus the relationship between the
spacing and composition of the mixture can be explained. VBG93 exhibiting a
lower spacing compared with DT12 can be easily explained by considering the
molecular length of the molecules of the two individual bent-core mesogens. The
molecular length of VBG93 was calculated to be ∼34 A˚.[30, 61] VBG93 contains
asymmetrical terminal alkyl chains; a C5 chain on one end and an OC12 chain on
the other (see figure 6.1). DT12 on the other hand contains an OC12 chain for both
terminal alkyl chains (see figure 6.1), which leads to a larger molecular structure.
One can also use the measurements of spacings from the X-ray scattering in the
nematic phase to obtain an estimate for the average molecular length for DT12;
this was measured to be ∼34.5 A˚, which is still larger than the 34 A˚ measured for
VBG93, if only slightly. Thus the behaviour of the spacings measured for DT12
and mixtures 3-5 with respect to each other can be explained.
6.4.3 FWHM in the smectic phases
The FWHM of mixtures 3-5 exhibit values that are within error of each other,
varying from ∼3.5-2.8 A˚ as the temperature is reduced through the smectic phase,
compared to DT12 which exhibits a FWHM of ∼4.25 A˚. However it is difficult to
make reliable comparisons of the FWHM measurements due to the resolution of
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the apparatus set-up. The FHWM measured for the crystal phases were found to
be comparable to those measured in the smectic phases at ∼3 A˚. One would expect
the FWHM measured in the crystal phase to be much less than that measured
for higher temperature phases, and as such the resolution does not allow reliable
comparison of the FWHM data.
6.4.4 Tilt angle in the smectic phases
The tilt angle of the director in the smectic phases have been measured by
considering the spacing in the nematic phase (shown in figure 6.9). The equation
relating the tilt angle and the spacing is given by cosθt = dx/L, where θt is the
tilt angle, dx is the spacing and L is the molecular length, taken from the spacing
in the nematic phase. From the plot in figure 6.9) it can be seen that as more
VBG93 is added to DT12, the absolute values of the tilt angle increases, with
DT12 exhibiting the lowest tilt (19.9-21.5°) in the smectic phase and mixture 3
exhibiting the highest tilt (29.0-32.2°). Interestingly the tilt angle measured for
the smectic phase in mixture 3 is much less than the layer tilt measured from the
raw X-ray data (figure 6.8d), which was found to be ∼45°. The spacing and tilt
angle measurements in the smectic phases of DT12 and mixtures 3-5 suggest that
there is a tilt to the director within the smectic layers in the samples, and that
the phases differ slightly depending on the concentration of the mixture itself.
6.4.5 POM images of the smectic phases
Investigations into the texture of the smectic phases can provide more information.
The images taken for the smectic phases in DT12 and mixture 3-5 are shown
in figure 6.10. The images were taken from 5 µm thick planar homogeneously
aligned devices. At a first glance, the images in figure 6.10 suggest that DT12
and mixture 5 exhibit a very similar smectic phase to each other; both textures
appear alike and exhibit a similar birefringence of ∆n∼0.18. On the other hand
the textures observed in the smectic phases of mixtures 3 and 4 exhibit a different
birefringent behaviour, with two regions that exhibit two different birefringence
values; one can be seen to be pink in colour with ∆n∼0.20, and the other to be
green in colour with ∆n∼0.15. The textures of the smectic phases in mixtures 3
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and 4 can be seen to very similar to each other with regards to the birefringence
behaviour. There is a clear change in birefringence between the textures seen in
figure 6.10a and b, and the textures in figure 6.10c and d. The spacing/FWHM
measurements obtained from the X-ray scattering (figure 6.8) do not show any
clear distinction between mixtures 3 and 4, and DT12 and mixture 5. Indeed
from the raw X-ray data, only mixture 3 seems to be different, however even that
does not explain the similarity in texture between the smectic phases in mixtures
3 and 4 shown in figure 6.10c and d.
The textures exhibited by DT12 and mixture 5 appear to be similar to
the textures seen in the B6 phase, which typically exhibits similar fan shaped
textures.[124] However from X-ray scattering, the B6 phase typically exhibits a
layer spacing that is half of the molecular length due to the intercolation of the
molecules.[125] The spacing measured for the smectic phases in DT12 and mixture
5 are comparable to the molecular length (taken from the spacing measured in the
nematic phase), thus it is very hard to justify that the textures observed in figure
6.10a and b are due to the B6 phase. From all the data on the smectic phases in
DT12 and mixtures 3-5, it can be concluded that smectic phases are all similar
to each other with slight differences in packing arising due to the concentrations
of the two pure bent-cores. However, it is clear that the X-ray data and POM
images alone cannot fully characterise the underlying smectic phases in DT12 and
mixtures 3-5; more experimentation is required for a full characterisation to be
obtained.
6.4.6 Elastic behaviour in DC phase mixtures
It is known that the DC phase is driven by the K24 elastic constant. It was
discussed in section 5.2.3 in chapter 5 that the inequalities that relate K24 to
the other elastic constants are K24 ≤ 2K11+ K22, and K24 < K22.[113–115] The
inequality that dominates is the one that provides the smaller value for K24. For
VBG93 and mixtures 1 and 2, K22 is always lower than K11 thus the second
inequality is the one that applies to these systems; K24 < K22. The elastic
behaviour exhibited in the nematic phases of these samples are shown in figure
6.11. If we consider the inequality K24 < K22 then the fact that mixtures 1 and 2
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(a) DT12 (b) Mixture 5: 90% DT12
(c) Mixture 4: 70% DT12 (d) Mixture 3: 50% DT12
Figure 6.10: POM images taken for the underlying phases exhibited by (a) DT12,
(b) mixture 5, (c) mixture 4, and (d) mixture 3 respectively. The width of the
images are 0.6 mm.
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exhibit DC phases can be justified; K22 measured for both mixtures 1 and 2 are
lower across the whole nematic range when compared with VBG93.
Figure 6.11: The splay, K11 (a), twist, K22 (b), and bend, K33 (c) elastic constants
as a function of T-TNI for VBG93 and mixtures 1 and 2.
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6.4.7 Elastic behaviour in smectic phase mixtures
Considering the elastic behaviour in the nematic phases of DT12 and mixtures 3-5
(shown in figure 6.12) we find that these samples all exhibit K22 values smaller
than VBG93 across the whole nematic range, yet they do not exhibit a DC
phase. Interestingly mixtures 3-5 exhibit K22 values larger than those exhibited
by mixtures 1 and 2, yet mixtures 3-5 exhibit an underlying smectic phase whilst
mixtures 1 and 2 exhibit underlying DC phases. The elastic behaviour of the
bent-core mixtures suggest that DC phase in mixtures 1 and 2 is not solely driven
by the elastic behaviour in the nematic phase.
Considering the elastic behaviour of just DT12 and mixtures 3-5, we find that
as more VBG93 is added to DT12 that K11 reduces with respect to DT12, whilst
K22 and K33 both increase with respect to DT12. The behaviour of the elastic
constants as a function of concentration is expected and has already been discussed
in section 5.2.3 in chapter 5. In the context of the underlying smectic phases, we
find some interesting results; mixtures 3 and 4 exhibit similar K11 and K33values
across the nematic range, along with similar K11 and K33 values between DT12
and mixture 5. This behaviour is similar to the POM images of the smectic phases
in the mixtures (figure 6.10); the textures observed for DT12 and mixture 5 are
similar to each other, whilst the textures observed for mixtures 3 and 4 are similar,
especially considering the birefringence colours. The plots in figure 6.12 suggest
that the textures of the smectic phases exhibited by DT12 and mixtures 3-5 are
somehow driven by the splay and bend elastic constants. However, given the
behaviour of the spacing and tilt angle in the smectic phases of the mixtures,
there is very little conclusive evidence that the elastic behaviour in the nematic
phase of the mixtures are a driving factor.
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Figure 6.12: The splay, K11 (a), twist, K22 (b), and bend, K33 (c) elastic constants




To summarise, the X-ray scattering measurements for a number of bent-core
liquid crystal mixtures have been reported. The spacing and FWHM for the
mixtures have been compared with those measured for the two pure materials,
and it was found that the mixtures exhibited two different underlying phases
below the nematic phases, dependent on the concentrations of the bent-core liquid
crystals in the respective mixture.
Mixtures 1 and 2 (90% and 75% VBG93 in the mixtures respectively) both
exhibited a DC phase below the nematic phase, similar to VBG93. This was
backed up the POM images which showed the phase being optically isotropic, as
well as the spacing and FWHM values (figure 6.5) which behaved very similar to
the DC phase observed in pure VBG93. Mixtures 3-5 (50%, 70% and 90% DT12
in the mixtures respectively) all exhibited a smectic phase below the nematic
phase. The raw X-ray data taken for the mixtures 4 and 5 were very similar to
that taken for DT12 suggesting the smectic phases in these mixtures were similar
in structure to that observed in DT12. The raw X-ray data taken for mixture 3
suggested that the smectic phase had been aligned by the magnetic field in the
X-ray scattering apparatus. Analysis of the X-ray scattering data was carried out
to confirm these initial observations.
The spacing and FWHM values showed a very similar temperature dependence
between mixtures 3-5 and DT12 (figure 6.7), although the absolute values differed
slightly; the spacing decreased as more VBG93 was added to DT12, whilst the
FWHM values measured for mixtures 3-5 were practically identical to each other,
with the values measured for DT12 being found to be higher. The FWHM of
the scattering peaks in the crystal phases were found to be comparable to those
measured in the mixtures and as such reliable comparison of the FWHM between
DT12 and mixtures 3-5 cannot be carried out due to the relatively low resolution
of the apparatus set-up. The tilt angle of the director in the smectic phases was
measured for these mixtures and it was found that the tilt angle increase as more
VBG93 was added to DT12; DT12 exhibited the lowest tilt angle (19.9-21.5°)
and mixture 3 exhibited the tilt angle (29.0-32.2°) in the smectic phases. The
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behaviour of the tilt angle as a function of concentration was found to be similar
to the behaviour of the spacing which was to be expected.
POM images were taken for the smectic phases in mixtures 3-5 to compare
with the smectic phase observed in pure DT12. Based on the X-ray scattering data,
it was initially believed that mixtures 4 and 5 would exhibit smectic phases that
looked similar to the smectic phase observed in DT12, with mixture 3 exhibiting a
different texture. Instead what was found was that, based on the texture observed
using POM, DT12 and mixture 5 exhibited similar smectic phases to each other,
whilst mixtures 3 and 4 exhibited similar smectic phases. The X-ray data and
POM images suggest that the smectic phases exhibited by DT12 and mixtures
3-5 are similar to each other and that any differences are due to the concentration
of the particular mixture.
It was believed that the elastic behaviour in the nematic phases of the mix-
tures would provide more information on the underlying phases in the mixtures.
Considering VBG93 and mixtures 1 and 2, the results shown in figure 6.11 showed
that the elastic behaviour of the mixtures agreed with the inequality K24 < K22,
with mixtures 1 and 2 exhibiting lower K22 values compared to VBG93 and with
both mixtures exhibiting DC phases. However the results shown in figure 6.12
show that DT12 and mixtures 3-5 also exhibit lower K22 values than VBG93 yet
these samples exhibited underlying smectic phases, suggesting that the formation
of the DC phases in mixtures 1 and 2 are not solely due to the elastic behaviour
in the nematic phase. Figure 6.12 also showed that DT12 and mixture 5 exhibited
similar K11 and K33 values to each other, whilst mixtures 3 and 4 exhibit similar
K11 and K33 values across a similar temperature range. The elastic behaviour,
whilst providing some information on why mixtures 3 and 4 exhibit smectic phases
that look similar optically does not provide enough information to explain why
mixtures 3-5 exhibit the smectic phases, whilst mixtures 1 and 2 exhibit DC
phases.
Clearly, more is needed to fully understand the mechanisms to forming the DC
phase and other exotic phases in bent-core systems. One consideration that would
provide extra information would be to look at a mixture that contains ∼60/65%
DT12 in the mixture. This will be discussed further in the future work section of
chapter 8. The next chapter will look at the self-assembly of filaments in mixtures
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of calamitic liquid crystals doped with bent-core liquid crystals; more specifically
the phase behaviour that the mixtures exhibit, using techniques such as POM,
AFM and SEM to illustrate the formation of the filaments.
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Chapter 7
Phase Behaviour in Calamitic
and Bent-Core Liquid Crystal
Mixtures
7.1 Introduction
This chapter will go into detail on the phase behaviour exhibited by liquid crystal
mixtures that exhibit filaments that form through self-assembly. These filaments
were introduced in chapter 5 and are detailed in the paper by Gleeson et al.[112]
The liquid crystal mixtures were made by doping calamitic liquid crystals with
∼10% VBG93. A number of experimental techniques were used to gain a better
insight into the formation of the filaments. The majority of the experiments were
carried out by myself. The high resolution microscopy was carried out at the
Merck Chemicals Ltd. Chilworth site with help from James Allen (AFM) and
Vicki Poole (SEM). The investigations on the director field behaviour were carried
out with help from another student in the group, Ethan Jull.
Filament structures have been a topic of research for a number of years since the
1990s, most notably in the form of polymer stabilised liquid crystals (PSLCs).[126–
128] These systems were initially investigated for improving the liquid crystalline
properties in devices, such as director field stability and the electro-optic properties.
Filament structures have also been found to be exhibited in bent-core molecules,
more specifically in systems that exhibit the B4 phase which is known to exhibit
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helical nanofilaments.[129] This is an important distinction as the systems that
are described in this chapter contain filaments that have no obvious helicity. More
recently, mixtures of bent-core molecules with calamitic molecules have shown
viscoelastic phase separation analogous to those seen in cellular structures.[130]
These are especially interesting to those investigating morphology and stability in
biological systems and this is noted by Anjali et al.[130] in their paper. Gleeson et
al. have already investigated a novel binary system that includes a small amount
of a bent-core liquid crystal in 5CB.[112] It was discussed in that paper how the
filaments interacted with the bulk nematic, studied using a number techniques
such as X-ray scattering and rheology. Whilst the results shown in this paper
provide a lot of information on the filament structures exhibited by mixture 6
(introduced in chapter 5), there still remain a number of questions that have yet
to be answered;
(i) Do the filaments exhibit any helical structure? It should be noted that
helical structures are observed in almost all other nanofilaments.
(ii) Does the phase in which the filaments grow influence the self-assembly?
(iii) How does the nematic director influence the formation of the filaments?
(iv) What is the influence of the time dependency on the self-assembly of the
filaments?
In this chapter I introduce a number of binary and tertiary mixtures of bent-






The bent-core liquid crystals used to dope calamitic liquid crystals were DT12 and
VBG93; their molecular structures and phase transition temperatures are shown in
figure 7.1. The molecular structures and phase transition temperatures of the pure
calamitic liquid crystals are shown in figure 7.2. In addition to the pure materials
5CB (nematic) and 8CB (nematic and SmA), a chiral nematic/blue phase mixture,
TM 1001 was also used as well as a photo-chromic calamitic liquid crystal, BAAB2
which is an azo-benzene derivative.[66, 67] The transition temperatures of the pure
materials and the mixtures were determined by differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) and confirmed using polarising optical microscopy (POM); the temperatures
of the mixtures in table 7.1 were taken from the DSC measurements. Mixtures
were made by dissolving the pure compounds in a vial using dichloromethane
(DCM) before allowing the DCM to evaporate completely at a temperature of
50 °C. Figure 7.3 shows a graphical representation of the transition temperatures
for all mixtures from table 7.1. Mixtures 13 and 14 both include small amounts of
the bent-core material DT12 in the mixtures. Mixtures of 10% DT12 in calamitic
liquid crystals showed no evidence of filament growth. However mixtures 13 and
14 do exhibit filament growth. Theses mixtures were investigated to gain an
insight into the inclusion of DT12 into the filament mixtures. The birefringence





Iso 230 N 170 DC 100 Cr
DT12
Iso 115 N 88 SmX 64 Cr
Figure 7.1: Molecular structures and phase transitions temperatures for the liquid
crystals used in this chapter. Temperatures are recorded in °C.
5CB
Iso 35 N 18 Cr
8CB
Iso 40 N 33.5 SmA 21.5 Cr
BAAB2
Iso 83 N 33 Cr
Figure 7.2: Molecular structures and phase transitions temperatures for the liquid
crystals used in this chapter. Temperatures are recorded in °C.
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Mixture Number Composition Phase Transitions T/°C
Mixture 6 10:90 VBG93:5CB
N+F 40.5 I+F 51.8 Iso
Iso 49.0 N 26.1 N+F
Mixture 7 10:90 VBG93:8CB
SmA+F 36.0 N+F
45.6 I+F 60.1 Iso
Iso 52.0 N
40.0 N+F 38.4 SmA+F
Mixture 8 5:95 VBG93:5CB
N+F 39.7 I+F 49.1 Iso
Iso 41.9 N 28.0 N+F
Mixture 13
10.4:1.2:88.4 N+F 42.7 I+F 53.7 Iso
VBG93:DT12:5CB Iso 51.6 N 28.4 N+F
Mixture 14
9.9:3.3:86.8 N+F 44.5 I+F 55.1 Iso
VBG93:DT12:5CB Iso 54.3 N 30.6 N+F
Mixture 15
10:10:80 N+F 48.8 I+F 58.4 Iso
VBG93:BAAB2:5CB Iso 56.2 N 30.6 N+F
Mixture 16 8:92 VBG93:TM 1001
SmA+F 24.6 N*+F 32.0
BPII+F 42.6 BPI+F
45.5 Iso+F 68.1 Iso
Iso 52.6 BPI 49.3
BPII 45.5 N* 35.4
N*+F 26.4 SmA+F
Table 7.1: Compositions of mixtures used in this chapter with the corresponding
phase transitions and transition temperatures determined on cooling, where N* =
chiral nematic phase, N*+F = chiral nematic phase with filaments, BPI = blue
phase 1, BPI+F = blue phase 1 with filaments, BPII = blue phase 2, and BPII+F
= blue phase 2 with filaments.
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Figure 7.3: Histogram showing the phase transitions with the transition temper-
atures on cooling for the mixtures discussed in this chapter. Everything above
the bars indicates the isotropic phase, with the dark blue bars representing the
nematic phase, the light blue bars representing the nematic phase with filaments,
the light orange bars representing the smectic A phase with filaments, the dark
green bar representing the chiral nematic phase, the light green bar representing
the chiral nematic phase with filaments, the gold bar representing the blue phase
1 phase, and the light gold bar representing the blue phase 2 phase.
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7.2.2 High Resolution Microscopy
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were
used to obtain high resolution images of the filament structures. The methodology
for these experiments can be found in section 3.9 of chapter 3.
7.2.3 Measurments of birefringence
The birefringence ∆n of the nematic phase (with filaments growing) was mea-
sured using a Berek compensator, as described in section 3.8 in chapter 3. The
compensator was inserted into the polarising optical microscope at 45° to the
crossed polarisers. The liquid crystal device was then orientated such that the
director of the liquid crystal was perpendicular to the fast axis of the compensator.
The tilt α of the compensator was adjusted such that its retardance ∆Γ matched
the retardance due to the liquid crystal device, thus cancelling each other out.
The equations used to measure the tilt and thus calculate the birefringence of
the liquid crystal in the device (equations 3.13, 3.14, and 3.15) can be found
in section 3.8 in chapter 3. These equations allowed the birefringence to be
determined with an accuracy of ∼5% or 0.01 (whichever is larger). All values
of the birefringence are quoted for monochromatic light of wavelength 589 nm.
Birefringence measurements were carried out on 5CB, and mixtures 6, 8, 13, and
14.
7.3 High Resolution Microscopy Measurements
High resolution microscopy (AFM and SEM) was carried out in order to find if
there was any helical nano structure exhibited by the filaments. There have been
a number of groups who have extensively investigated the helical nano-filament
(HNF) phase in bent-core mesogens.[129, 131–134] It is thus important to check
helicity within the filaments, to confirm whether or not the filaments are indeed
the HNF phase observed in other bent-core systems. It has been shown that
the filaments observed in the HNF phase exhibit SmA type ordering.[129] Initial
X-ray scattering results of the filaments exhibited by mixture 6 (10% VBG93 in
5CB) suggest that the filaments investigated here grow in a columnar fashion.
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The X-ray scattering data provide initial proof that the filaments in our mixtures
are not similar to those observed in the HNF phase.
The measurements were carried out on three different filament mixtures, these
being mixtures 6, 7, and 16. The two high resolution techniques used were AFM
and SEM. The mixtures used were chosen as they each exhibit filament growth
in different phases; mixture 6 exhibits filament growth in the nematic phase,
whilst filament growth can be observed in the SmA phase in mixture 7, and in
the N* phase in mixture 16. These measurements also provided information on
the filament formation in phases besides the nematic phase. Standard POM was
unable to determine whether the filament structure is the same irrespective of
the phase it grows in. It was believed that AFM and SEM would provide more
answers.
Due to the three different mixtures investigated using the high resolution
microscopy techniques, it is appropriate to present the results for each mixture
individually, comparing the results from AFM and SEM for each mixture with
each other. Thus this results section will be discussed in three parts; the first will
detail the results obtained for mixture 6 (filaments grown in the nematic phase),
whilst the second and third parts will detail the results obtained for mixtures 7
(filaments grown in the SmA phase) and 16 (filaments grown in the N* phase)
respectively.
The high resolution microscopy (AFM and SEM) measurements were carried
out at the Merck Chemicals Ltd. Chilworth site.
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7.3.1 5CB mixture; mixture 6
SEM images have been taken before on this mixture, shown in the paper by
Gleeson et al.[112] However AFM had not been carried out so it is appropriate to
compare the AFM and SEM images with each other. Not only was this mixture
used to check for any helicity in the filaments, but also as a reference to investigate
if the filaments grow differently if they are formed in a different phase from the
nematic phase. The SEM images taken for mixture 6 are shown in figure 7.4.
(a) 10kx (b) 50kx
(c) 100kx (d) 150kx
Figure 7.4: SEM images of mixture 6 (10% VBG93 in 5CB) taken at 10kx (a),
50kx (b), 100kx (c), and 150kx (d) magnifications.
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It can be seen from the images shown in figure 7.4 that even filaments of thick-
ness ∼50 nm show no evidence of a helical structure. Comparatively, the helical
fibres observed in HNF phases exhibit clear helicity at these length scales.[129]
The images give clear proof that the filament structures formed in mixture 6 are
not part of the HNF phase, and suggest that the columnar structure proposed by
Gleeson et al.[112] is more correct. The images taken of the filaments using AFM
(shown in figure 7.5) also show no obvious helicity in the filaments. However, it is
interesting to note the ”weaving” structure that the filaments exhibit as well as
the apparent bifurcations in the structure.
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Figure 7.5: AFM images of mixture 6 (10% VBG93 in 5CB). The left hand images
show the 2D images and the right hand images show the corresponding 3D images
taken. The magnification increases from top to bottom.
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7.3.2 8CB mixture; mixture 7
This section will show the AFM and SEM measurements taken for mixture 7
which is a mixture of 10% VBG93 in 8CB. The filaments were formed in the SmA
phase of the mixture. The SEM and AFM images taken for mixture 7 are shown
in figures 7.6 and 7.7 respectively. Similar to mixture 6, there is no evidence of
helicity observed by the filaments grown in the SmA phase. Interestingly there is
no discernible difference in the way the filaments have formed in the SmA phase
of mixture 7, compared with the way the filaments formed in the nematic phase
of mixture 6.
(a) 10kx (b) 50kx
(c) 100kx (d) 150kx
Figure 7.6: SEM images of mixture 7 (10% VBG93 in 8CB) taken at 10kx (a),
50kx (b), 100kx (c), and 150kx (d) magnifications.
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Figure 7.7: AFM images of mixture 7 (10% VBG93 in 8CB). The left hand images
show the 2D images and the right hand images show the corresponding 3D images
taken. The magnification increases from top to bottom.
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7.3.3 TM 1001 mixture; mixture 16
The final mixture that was investigated using AFM and SEM was mixture 16
which is a mixture of 8% VBG93 in TM 1001. The filaments were formed in the
N* phase of the mixture. The SEM and AFM images taken for mixture 16 are
shown in figures 7.8 and 7.9 respectively. As with mixture 6 and 7, the images
show no evidence of helical structure within the filaments grown in mixture 16.
There is also no evidence that the filaments have grown in a specific manner due to
the N* phase; the filaments seem to grow in an undefined manner in the nematic,
SmA and N* phases, with no correlation on what phase the filaments have been
grown in.
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(a) 1kx (b) 5kx
(c) 10kx
Figure 7.8: SEM images of mixture 16 (8% VBG93 in TM 1001) taken at 10kx
(a), 50kx (b), 100kx (c), and 150kx (d) magnifications.
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Figure 7.9: AFM images of mixture 16 (8% VBG93 in TM 1001). The left hand
images show the 2D images and the right hand images show the corresponding
3D images taken. The magnification increases from top to bottom.
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7.3.4 Discussion
This section has answered one of the questions that Gleeson et al.[112] had yet
to answer; the filaments do not exhibit any helical structure, even down to a
length scale of ∼50 nm. The AFM and SEM also seem to have answered the
question on whether the phase in which the filaments grow in affects the manner
of the filament growth. However these results have been obtained by observing
the behaviour of the filaments on the nanoscale; observations of the filaments on
the macro-scale have shown different behaviour, and this will be discussed in the
next section.
7.4 Director Field Behaviour in Filament Mix-
tures
This section details the results on the director field behaviour in the filament
mixtures. This work aims to answer the question of whether the nematic director
has any influence on the self-assembly of the filaments.
7.4.1 Initial observations in the photo-chromic mixture
Mixture 15 was used for the measurements of understanding the director field
behaviour. This mixture included 10% of BAAB2 which is an azo-benzene
derivative photo-chromic. This material was included to allow more control over
the nematic phase as the photo-chromic can induce iso-thermal phase transitions
of the background nematic to an isotropic phase. It was believed that if the azo-
benzene also forms part of the filaments, then the filaments might also undergo a
phase change when illuminated. However no change in the filaments was observed
when the system was illuminated and the iso-thermal phase transition was induced.
Instead this nematic system allowed a clear observation of the direction of growth
of the filament structures, which was found to be at ∼60° either side of the director.
This is shown in figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.10: Growth of the filaments as the system is cooled through the nematic
phase. The orange arrow shows the direction of the nematic director, with the
red arrows showing the orientations of the polariser and analyser.
It is important to note that the filaments do deviate from this average angle,
generally curving slightly as they grow larger. The image in figure 7.10 is a
surprising result given that one would expect the filaments to grow along the
director.
7.4.2 Observations in the SmA mixture
Investigations were also taken using mixture 7 (10% VBG93 in 8CB) to gain an
insight into how the the filaments grew in the SmA phase. Figure 7.11 shows
an image of how the filaments appeared in the I+F phase. It is clear from the
image that the filaments grown in the SmA phase of 8CB have grown in very
straight lines perpendicular to the director. The image suggests that filaments
have grown along the smectic layers, in contrast to the SEM images taken for
mixture 7 (figure 7.6) which showed very little orientation of the filament growth.
Figures 7.10 and 7.11 suggest that the self-assembly of the filaments is affected
by the bulk liquid crystal phase; in the nematic phase of 5CB the filaments grow
at ∼60° either side of the director, whilst in the SmA phase the filaments grow
along the smectic layers.
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Figure 7.11: Mixture 7 heated to the isotropic phase with filaments. Filaments
were grown in the SmA phase. The red arrows represent the polariser orientations
and the orange arrow represents the director orientation.
7.4.3 Investigations using a waveplate
Further investigations into the optical properties of the filaments in mixture 15
have yielded interesting results. From standard POM it can be seen that the
filaments growing to the left of the director appear blue in colour, whilst those
growing to the right appear more yellow (see figure 7.12a).
(a) (b)
Figure 7.12: Sample in the isotropic phase with filaments, (a) without the wave-
plate, and (b) with the waveplate.
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By using a waveplate orientated at 45° to the left of the director this discrep-
ancy can be observed more clearly. The sample shown in figure 7.12 is planar
homoegeneously aligned, thus the change in colour under a waveplate is not due
to the calamitic mesogens, but rather the bent-core liquid crystal. When using a
waveplate on an aligned sample the change in colour would be uniform across the
sample, as the long axis of the molecules are aligned. However, as can be seen
from figure 7.12b the filaments are exhibiting two different colours. This indicates
that the long axes of the bent-core molecules are orientated along the fibres at
different angles to each other. This suggests that the filaments are comprised of
the bent-core molecules aligning in two different orientations, depending on which
side of the director the filament has grown.
To investigate the properties of the filaments further, an un-rubbed planar
device filled with mixture 15 (BAAB2 mixture) was also used. The alignment
being un-rubbed in a preferential direction results in a schlieren nematic liquid
crystal texture. As with figure 7.12, a waveplate was inserted into the POM setup.
An image was taken when the sample was cooled to 42 °C (nematic phase) from
the isotropic phase and another when the sample was heated to 50 °C from room
temperature (isotropic phase with filaments). These are shown in figure 7.13.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.13: Mixture 15 in an un-rubbed planar aligned device with a waveplate
in the optical set-up, (a) when the sample was cooled into the nematic phase at
42 °C from the isotropic phase, and (b) when the sample was heated to isotropic
phase with filaments still present at 50 °C. The white arrows in (b) denote the
direction of the nematic director in the two different regions, one blue in colour
with the other orange in colour.
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It can be seen in figure 7.13a that the director is tilted in opposite directions
between the domains with respect to the polariser orientation. This is inferred
by one region being green in colour and the other region being yellow in colour.
When the system is heated to the isotropic phase with filaments these two different
regions remain separate, shown in figure 7.13b by the blue and orange regions
respectively. It can be seen in figure 7.13b that the filaments in all regions grow
at approximately 120° to each other (60° either side of the director), as seen
by the filaments crossing one another. This suggests that the nematic director
in the green regions (from figure 7.13a) were aligned at ∼45° to the left of the
vertical direction, whilst the yellow regions were at ∼45° to the right of the vertical
direction. This result is inferred using the knowledge that the filaments grow
at 60° either side of the director. The approximate director of the background
nematic is thus labelled, whilst the filament angle to each other is shown. It should
be noted that the filaments seem to have templated the nematic structure in some
way. This indicates that the filaments retain some of the calamitic mesogens which
resulted in the domains observed in figure 7.13b being similar to those observed
in figure 7.13a.
7.4.4 Proposed structure within the filaments
The results presented in this section provide more proof that the filaments are
comprised mostly of the bent-core mesogen with a small amount of the calamitic
host. A representation of the proposed structure in the nematic phase is shown in
figure 7.14. The structure includes the fact that the filaments grow at ∼60° either
side of the nematic director. The diagram also indicates how the molecules in
the filaments stay locked within the filaments even when the bulk nematic has
undergone the transition into the isotropic phase.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.14: Proposed structure of the filaments in a bulk calamitic host, (a) in
the nematic phase with filaments, and (b) in the isotropic phase with filaments.
The right hand images show how the filaments are usually viewed using POM,
with the left hand images showing the formation of the bent-core and calamitic
liquid crystal molecules within the filaments.
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7.4.5 Investigations under illumination of 405 nm light
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the addition of BAAB2 in the mixture allowed
direct control over the nematic phase without needing to change the temperature.
By illuminating the sample using a blue laser of wavelength 405 nm, a trans-cis
reversible isomerisation occurred for the BAAB2 molecules. This disrupted the
packing of the 5CB molecules preventing the formation of the nematic phase. It is
known that that the filaments grow in phases below the isotropic phase, with the
liquid crystal director having a major effect of the self-assembly of the filaments.
Thus by having the system in the isotropic phase at a lower temperature, one can
gain insight into how the filament growth is affected by the lack of the director.
The images presented in figure 7.15 were taken when the sample was cooled from
the isotropic phase to 30 °C whilst under the illumination of the blue light. During
illumination the BAAB2 undergoes the trans-cis isomerisation, meaning that
the system investigated was in an induced isotropic phase from the start of the
experiment.
It can be seen from figure 7.15 that the filaments nucleate in a much more
random process to that observed when they grow in the nematic phase. There are
multiple nucleation zones, instead of the filaments growing through the system
in a more uniform manner. It is also important to note that the filaments are
much smaller and fainter, resulting in a high camera exposure time being required
to capture the images in figure 7.15. The images provide further proof that the
director is an influential component of the self-assembly of the filaments; without
the director (be it in the nematic phase or smectic phase), the filaments grow
randomly throughout the system. When the director is present, the filaments
grow in a much more orderly fashion with the direction determined by the liquid
crystal phase itself.
The next section will detail the work on understanding the time-dependency
of the self-assembly of the filaments. This work was carried out by investigating
the birefringence of the filament systems in order to gain an insight into how the
order of the system is affected by the filaments.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.15: Growth of the filaments though mixture 15 whilst under the ilumina-
tion of a 405 nm blue laser, whilst the sample was held at 30 °C.
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7.5 Birefringence Behaviour in Filament Mix-
tures
Two sets of experiments were carried out by measuring the birefringence of
the mixtures that exhibit filament formation. Measuring the birefringence as a
function of temperature provides information on how the system changes as the
temperature changes. In the filament mixtures it can give an insight into how
the system changes as the filaments grow through the system. With regards to
time dependent studies, Gleeson et al.[112] found that particular peaks measured
via X-ray scattering merged over a time period of ∼30 mins as the filaments
formed. The results presented in that paper suggested a degree of time-dependent
self-assembly of the filaments. Thus it seemed appropriate to measure ∆n as a
function of time as the filaments formed to gain an insight into how the system is
affected by the filament growth. In this results section the temperature dependent
measurements will be detailed first, with the time dependent measurements being
shown after.
7.5.1 Temperature dependent studies
The birefringence was measured as a function of reduced temperature T-TNI
throughout the whole nematic range until room temperature. The results are
shown in figure 7.16a for mixtures 6 (10% VBG93), 8 (5% VBG93), 11 (10.4%
VBG93 and 1.2% DT12), and 12 (9.9% VBG93 and 3.3% DT12), with 5CB being
the calamitic host. The data for the pure compounds are also included in figure
7.16 for reference. It was shown by Kaur et al.[63] that oxadiazole based bent-core
liquid crystals, such as VBG93 and DT12, have indistinguishable birefringence
behaviour at the same reduced temperature. Hence in figure 7.16 I only include
the birefringence measured for VBG93.
It can be seen, as expected, that the birefringence measured for the mixtures
lie between that measured for the pure compounds, with the results being closer to
those measured for 5CB. What is also clear to see is that the birefringence increases
as the temperature of the systems decreased. All mixtures exhibited ∆n ∼0.14
near T-TNI increasing to ∼0.20 for mixture 6, ∼0.21 for mixture 8, ∼0.20 for
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Figure 7.16: The birefringence ∆n as a function of T-TNI for VBG93,[63] 5CB,
and mixtures 6, 8, 13 and 14. It should be noted that the lower temperature
results for VBG93 have not been included for better clarity of the data taken for
the mixtures.
mixture 11, and ∼0.21 for mixture 12 as room temperature is approached. These
results are consistent with what is observed in other nematic materials. However
on closer inspection of the relationship between the birefringence and T-TNI there
appears to be a ”plateau” at T-TNI ∼-15 K, which continues for a few degrees
before the birefringence begins to increase again. Figure 7.17 shows this ”plateau”
better, using the data for mixture 6 as an example.
For normal nematic systems (e.g. 5CB and VBG93) one would expect a
smooth curve with the birefringence increasing as the temperature decreases, so
the ”plateau” seen in figure 7.16 is unexpected. However it is important to note
that the ”plateau” occurs around the temperature that the filaments begin to
grow within the systems for this rate of cooling. Through observations using POM
it can be seen that there is a distinct colour change when the filaments grow (see
figure 7.18) which indicates a change in the birefringence. The images in figure
7.18 were taken at a set temperature (T-TNI = -15 K) and will be discussed in
the next section on the time dependent measurements of ∆n.
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Figure 7.17: The birefringence ∆n as a function of T-TNI for mixture 6 (black
squares). The red circle highlights the ”plateau” in the trend.
7.5.2 Time dependent studies
Gleeson et al.[112] showed that the filament growth was both temperature and
time dependent. If the filament growth is indeed time dependent then it would
be possible to measure the change in birefringence as a function of time when
held at a specific temperature. Based on the data shown in figures 7.16 and 7.18,
the time dependent measurements were carried out at a reduced temperature
T-TNI = -15 K with the birefringence being measured every minute for a period
of 1 hour. Figure 7.19 shows the data taken for mixtures 6, 13 and 14, which are
shown separately to provide a clear view of the relationship with time.
It can be seen that for all three sets of data shown in figure 7.19 that the
birefringence decreases as a function of time. The decrease was measured to
be 0.017 for mixture 6, 0.015 for mixture 11, and 0.014 for mixture 12. The
magnitude of this change in ∆n is an order of magnitude smaller than that
measured across the whole nematic range of the mixtures. However considering
that the change in birefringence occurs with the sample is held at one temperature,
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Figure 7.18: POM images of mixture 6 held at T-TNI = -15 K whilst filaments
grow through the sample. The times at which the images were taken were (a) 0
mins, (b) 1 min, (c) 2 mins, (d) 3 mins, (e) 4 mins, (f) 5 mins, (g) 6 mins, and (h)
60 mins.
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Figure 7.19: The birefringence ∆n as a function of time for mixtures 6, 13 and 14.
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this is a considerable difference to measure. The observations shown in figure
7.18 indicate that a decrease in birefringence is to be expected, as the colour
change corresponds to a lower birefringence on the Michel-Le´vy chart. It is known
that the bent-core liquid crystals exhibit a lower birefringence compared to that
measured for 5CB.[63] The decrease in ∆n shown in figure 7.19 can be explained
in two ways; first we can consider the filaments to be comprised of mainly the
bent-core liquid crystal that is coming out of solution from the bulk 5CB. Thus
when using POM, an increase in the amount of bent-core in the field of view
is observed and hence a drop in the birefringence is measured when using the
Berek compensator. The second explanation is based on the direction of the
filament growth in the bulk nematic; the filaments grow at ∼60° either side of the
director, thus when they grow the effective birefringence that the system exhibits
is lowered as the ∆n values of the filaments acts against the birefringence of the
bulk nematic. Considering the reduction in ∆n overall, if the system is undergoing
cooling then the drop in ∆n due to growth of the filaments would counter-act the
increase in ∆n that naturally occurs in the bulk nematic. This helps explain the
”plateau” seen in figure 7.16. Once the filaments have fully grown throughout the
system the increase in birefringence, due to cooling, dominates over the decrease
in birefringence due filament growth thus exhibiting an overall effective increase
in ∆n as the system cools further.
Time dependent behaviour has been reported before in liquid crystals by
Collings et al.[135] and Bertrand et al.[136] The time dependent measurements
carried out by these two groups were on chromonic liquid crystals that exhibited
aggregation in the form of fibres and bundles (much like the systems shown in this
paper). Using dynamic light scattering they found that the correlation function
followed a e−t
1/2
function. The birefringence data shown in figure 7.19 follows a
similar relationship so it is interesting to note an analogy between the chromonic
systems investigated by Collings et al.[135] and Bertrand et al.[136] and the
thermotropic systems presented in this chapter with regards to self-assembly of
soft matter structures. Figure 7.20 shows a fit using the e−t
1/2
function applied to
the data for mixture 6 (10% VBG93 in 5CB), showing good qualitative agreement
between the experimental data and the fit.
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Figure 7.20: The birefringence ∆n as a function of time for mixture 6 (black




To summarise, the phase behaviour of mixtures of calamitic liquid crystals doped
with bent-core mesogens have been investigated. These mixtures exhibited self-
assembly of filaments and a number of experiments were carried out to understand
the behaviour of the filaments in relation to the bulk liquid crystal. The aim of this
chapter was to answer a number questions that arose from initial investigations
carried out by Gleeson et al.;[112]
(i) Do the filaments exhibit any helical structure? It should be noted that
helical structures are observed in almost all other nanofilaments.
(ii) Does the phase in which the filaments grow influence the self-assembly?
(iii) How does the nematic director influence the formation of the filaments?




Initial investigations presented by Gleeson et al.[112] showed that the filaments
grew only in the nematic phase of a mixture of 10% VBG93 in 5CB. These
filaments showed no sign of helical structure so high resolution AFM and SEM
was carried out to confirm whether the filaments exhibited any helicity. Three
mixtures were investigated; the original 5CB host mixture along with an 8CB
mixture in which the filaments grew in the SmA phase, and a TM 1001 mixture
in which the filaments grew in the N* phase. No helical structure was observed
in any of the mixtures using AFM or SEM, providing proof that these filaments
are not those observed in HNF phases in other bent-core systems. The images
also suggested that the phase in which the filaments grew in had no effect on the
self-assembly at the nanoscale.
In order to understand the effect of the nematic director on the filament growth,
a mixture containing 10% photo-chromic BAAB2 was used. The photo-chromic
allowed better control over the nematic phase. Initial observations in a planar
aligned homogeneous device showed that in the nematic phase, the filaments
grew at an angle of ∼60° either side of the director (figure 7.10). Observations
of the 8CB mixture showed that filaments grown in the SmA phase grew along
the smectic layers and were found to be practically parallel to each other (figure
7.11). These measurements showed that the director was a major component in
the self-assembly of the filaments in the bulk liquid crystal, in contrast to the
how the filaments grow on the nanometre scale which was found to be in a more
random fashion (section 7.3).
The time-dependency of the filament self-assembly was investigated by mea-
suring the birefringence of a number of mixtures that exhibited the filaments. The
temperature dependent results showed that the systems behaved as they should;
∆n increased as the temperature reduced through the nematic phase with values
being closer to that measured for calamitic host 5CB compared with the bent-core
dopants VBG93 and DT12. However a ”plateau” in the trend was observed at
the temperature when the filaments began to grow. Further investigations of
the birefringence showed that as the filaments grew ∆n decreased over a time
period of about 1 hour, when the mixtures where held at a set temperature of
T-TNI = -15 K. The reduction in ∆n followed an exponential trend similar to that
measured in chromic liquid crystals that also exhibited nanoscale self-assembly
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that aggregated.[135, 136] It is interesting to find thermotropic systems exhibit
self-assembling time dependent structures similar to those exhibited by lyotropic
systems. Chromic liquid crystals in particular tend to form columnar phases, and
so an analogy can be drawn between those systems and the filaments discussed in
this chapter, based on the X-ray scattering results obtained by Gleeson et al.[112]
which suggested the filaments grew in a columnar fashion.
The next chapter summarises and concludes all of the results presented in this
thesis, and will provide context to how this project impacts the field of liquid
crystals and soft matter, along with introducing potential future work that could
be carried out following these experiments.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
8.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, investigations of the phase behaviour of bent-core nematic liquid
crystals and their mixtures have been presented. The elastic behaviour of the pure
bent-core materials and their mixtures were introduced first in chapters 4 and 5
respectively. The underlying phases in the bent-core mixtures were discussed in
chapter 6 using results obtained from X-ray scattering. Phase behaviour in the
calamitic and bent-core mixtures were discussed in chapter 7, more specifically
the filament structures that formed in a number of mixtures. This section aims to
provide a summary on the results presented in each of these chapters.
Chapter 4 presented the elastic behaviour measured in the nematic phase of
the bent-core liquid crystal DT12. K11 was found to be rather high and to exhibit
an expected temperature dependence, whilst K22 and K33 were both measured
to be anomalously small and almost temperature independent thoughout the
whole nematic phase regime. Such unusual behaviour of both the twist and
bend elastic constants has not been observed in other bent-core liquid crystals.
The elastic behaviour of DT12 was further investigated using two theoretical
approaches; a molecular theory based on atomistic simulations of the real molecular
structure of DT12 including its conformations (carried out by Alberta Ferrarini),
and an analytical mean-field theory which explicitly takes into account polar
intermolecular interactions and chiral fluctuations between the bent molecules
(carried out by Mikhail Osipov and Grzegorz Paja´k).
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The atomistic modelling of DT12 showed excellent agreement both qualitatively
and quantitatively with the experimental data for both K22 and K33. For K11 the
absolute values of the calculated and experimental results differed, however both
sets of data exhibited similar temperature dependence. In the context of the
mean-field theory, the reduction in K33 is related to the existence of local polar
order in the bent-core molecules which is linearly coupled to the bend deformation
vector. The coupling reduces the free energy and results in a negative correction
to the bend constant which was found to be large in DT12. In a similar way the
free energy is reduced due to fluctuations in chirality due to chiral conformers
of the molecules, which is linearly coupled to the fluctuating twist. This yields
a negative correction to K22 in DT12, but can also apply to other bent-core
nematic liquid crystals that possess strongly chiral local states (or conformers).
The theory was then used to calculate values for the three elastic constants which
agreed qualitatively with the experimental data. The theory also provides an
insight into the low values of K22 measured for other oxadiazole based bent-core
materials. Although the magnitude of the negative correction to K22 will depend
on the material, the correction always leads to a weaker temperature variation of
K22 than that of K11 in relative terms.
Chapter 5 presented results obtained for the elastic behaviour in the nematic
phases of bent-core mixtures of DT12 and another bent-core material VBG93, as
well as for mixtures of the bent-core mesogens with three calamitic materials 5CB,
8CB, and ZLI 1132.
For the mixtures of two bent-core liquid crystals, K11 in all of the mixtures
was found to exhibit a similar temperature dependence with respect to the pure
materials. Similarly, K33 was found to exhibit a similar temperature independence
in all mixtures. Interestingly for K22 the bent-core mixtures exhibited a more
marked temperature dependence as increasing amounts of VBG93 were added
to the mixtures. The results suggest that simple mixing rules that determine
the elastic constants in liquid crystal mixtures apply quite well in the bent-core
mixtures; the elastic constant values for the bent-core mixtures all lie in between
the respective values of the pure bent-core liquid crystals.
For the mixtures of calamitic and bent-core liquid crystals, it was shown
that the influence of a bent-core mesogen on the three elastic constants K11,
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K22, and K33 of a calamitic liquid crystals host is quite distinct. For K11, in
all three mixture sets, the influence of the bent-core mesogen is negligible. This
suggests that the splay interaction constant Kbc11 (determined by interactions
between the calamitic and bent-core molecules) must be negligible. There can
also be no additional contribution from fluctuations in the conformers; splay is
affected by a wedge-shaped structure and so there is apparently little scope for
the bent-core mesogens included in the mixtures here to show any wedge-shaped
conformers that might have significant impact on the splay elastic constant. For
the K33 results, a reduction of 10-20% was measured due to the influence of the
bent-core dopants, which is in line with simple mixing rules and existing literature.
The surprising result from this work was the remarkable reduction in K22 (up to
∼40%) observed in all of the calamitic and bent-core mixtures. The results suggest
that the fluctuations in the chiral conformers in the bent-core mesogens have a
significant effect on the values of K22 in the mixtures, but that they also enhance
the fluctuations in the chiral conformers of the host calamitic liquid crystal. This
is an important result as it suggests an amplification of fluctuations in chirality
of a system and provides an insight into how chirality can ”cascade” in a fluid
system.
Chapter 6 investigated the underlying phase behaviour in the bent-core mix-
tures of DT12 and VBG93. It was found that the mixtures exhibited two different
underlying phases below the nematic phase, dependent on the concentration of
the bent-core liquid crystals in the mixture.
Mixtures 1 and 2 (90% and 75% VBG93 in the mixtures respectively) both
exhibited a DC phase below the nematic phase, similar to VBG93. POM images
showed the underlying phases being optically isotropic, and the spacing and
FWHM measurements behaved very similar to the DC observed in pure VBG93.
Mixtures 3-5 (50%, 70% and 90% DT12 in the mixtures respectively) all exhibited
a smectic phase below the nematic phase. The raw X-ray data taken for the
mixtures 4 and 5 were very similar to that taken for DT12 suggesting the smectic
phases in these mixtures were similar in structure to that observed in DT12. The




The spacing and FWHM values showed a very similar temperature dependence
between mixtures 3-5 and DT12 (figure 6.7), although the absolute values differed
slightly; the spacing decreased as more VBG93 was added to DT12, whilst the
FWHM values measured for mixtures 3-5 were practically identical to each other,
with the values measured for DT12 being found to be higher. The FWHM of
the scattering peaks in the crystal phases were found to be comparable to those
measured in the mixtures and as such reliable comparison of the FWHM between
DT12 and mixtures 3-5 cannot be carried out due to the relatively low resolution
of the apparatus set-up. The tilt angle of the director in the smectic phases was
measured for these mixtures and it was found that the tilt angle increases as more
VBG93 was added to DT12; DT12 exhibited the lowest tilt angle (19.9-21.5°)
and mixture 3 exhibited the tilt angle (29.0-32.2°) in the smectic phases. The
behaviour of the tilt angle as a function of concentration was found to be similar
to the behaviour of the spacing which was to be expected. It should be noted that
from the raw X-ray data, an estimate of the tilt angle for mixture 3 was found to
be ∼45 °.
It was believed that the elastic behaviour in the nematic phases of the mix-
tures might provide more information on the underlying phases in the mixtures.
Considering VBG93 and mixtures 1 and 2, the results showed that the elastic
behaviour of the mixtures agreed with the inequality K24 < K22, with mixtures 1
and 2 exhibiting lower K22 values compared to VBG93 and with both mixtures
exhibiting DC phases. However the results also show that DT12 and mixtures
3-5 exhibit lower K22 values than VBG93 yet these samples exhibited underlying
smectic phases, suggesting that the formation of the DC phases in mixtures 1
and 2 is not solely due to the elastic behaviour in the nematic phase. DT12
and mixture 5 were found to exhibit similar K11 and K33 values to each other,
whilst mixtures 3 and 4 exhibited similar K11 and K33 values across a similar
temperature range. The elastic behaviour, whilst providing some information does
not provide enough information to explain why mixtures 3-5 exhibit the smectic
phases whilst mixtures 1 and 2 exhibit DC phases. Clearly there is more needed
to fully understand the mechanisms to forming the DC phase and other exotic
phases in bent-core systems.
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Chapter 7 investigated the filament structures exhibited by mixtures of
calamitic liquid crystals doped with bent-core mesogens. The aim of this chapter
was to answer a number questions that arose from initial investigations carried
out by Gleeson et al.;[112]
(i) Do the filaments exhibit any helical structure? It should be noted that
helical structures are observed in almost all other nanofilaments.
(ii) Does the phase in which the filaments grow influence the self-assembly?
(iii) How does the nematic director influence the formation of the filaments?
(iv) What is the influence of the time dependency on the self-assembly of the
filaments?
To investigate if the filaments exhibited any helical structure high resolution
microscopy was carried out using AFM and SEM. Three mixtures were investigated;
the original 5CB host mixture along with an 8CB mixture in which the filaments
grew in the SmA phase, and a TM 1001 mixture in which the filaments grew in
the N* phase. No helical structure was observed in any of the mixtures using
AFM or SEM, providing proof that these filaments are not those observed in HNF
phases in other bent-core systems. The images also suggested that the phase in
which the filaments grew in had no effect on the self-assembly of the filaments at
the nanoscale.
In order to understand the effect of the nematic director on the filament growth,
a mixture containing 10% photo-chromic BAAB2 was used. The photo-chromic
allowed better control over the nematic phase. Initial observations in a planar
aligned homogeneous device showed that in the nematic phase, the filaments grew
at an angle of ∼60° either side of the director. Observations of the 8CB mixture
showed that filaments grown in the SmA phase grew along the smectic layers
and were found to be practically parallel to each other. These measurements
showed that the director was a major component in the self-assembly of the
filaments in the bulk liquid crystal, in contrast to the how the filaments grow on
the nanometre scale which was found to be in a more random fashion. These
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results also suggested that the phase in which the filaments grew in did indeed
affect the self-assembly.
The time-dependency of the filament self-assembly was investigated by mea-
suring the birefringence of a number of mixtures that exhibited the filaments. The
temperature dependent results showed that the systems behaved as they should;
∆n increased as the temperature reduced through the nematic phase with values
being closer to that measured for calamitic host 5CB compared with the bent-core
dopants VBG93 and DT12. However a ”plateau” in the trend was observed at
the temperature when the filaments began to grow. Further investigations of
the birefringence showed that as the filaments grew ∆n decreased over a time
period of about 1 hour, when the mixtures where held at a set temperature of
T-TNI = -15 K. The reduction in ∆n followed an exponential trend similar to that
measured in chromic liquid crystals that also exhibited nanoscale self-assembly
that aggregated.[135, 136] It is interesting to find thermotropic systems exhibit
self-assembling time dependent structures similar to those exhibited by lyotropic
systems. Chromic liquid crystals in particular tend to form columnar phases, and
so an analogy can be drawn between those systems and the filaments discussed in
this chapter, based on the X-ray scattering results obtained by Gleeson et al.[112]
which suggested the filaments grew in a columnar fashion.
8.2 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis has provided a detailed study on the the phase
behaviour in bent-core liquid crystals and their mixtures. There are a number of
directions that can come out of this work for further research.
Firstly we have found that lower temperature DC phases can be achieved
through bent-core liquid crystal mixtures. Investigations of the DC phase in
pure VBG93 have brought forward interesting results; in particular there is a
decrease in the refractive index in the DC phase (∼0.05) under the effect of an
electric field.[31, 32] Measurements of the refractive index in the DC phases of
the bent-core mixtures were not carried out as part of this thesis, and so it would
be interesting to find out if the DC phases in the mixtures also exhibit a similar
change in refractive index of ∼0.05. An electrically tuneable refractive index in
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an optically isotropic liquid crystal phase is useful for applications such as for
optical waveguides and in liquid crystal lenses. Finding a lower temperature DC
phase with similar tuneable refractive indices is thus desirable for these potential
applications.
The investigations of the elastic behaviour in calamitic and bent-core mixtures
have shown that there is the possibility of tuning mixtures. More specifically the
results suggest that the elastic constants can be tuned using small amounts of
bent-core dopant. In this thesis only two bent-core dopants were considered and
thus considering other bent-core mesogens for mixtures would provide a library
for tuning the elastic constants. This is also relevant to other liquid crystal phases
beyond the nematic phase that might be of use in device, such as blue phases
where the stability is known to depend on the elastic constants.[58]
With regards to the filaments structures in the calamitic and bent-core liquid
crystal mixtures, there is a lot of potential for future work. Gleeson et al.[112] found
that the filaments exhibits polymer-like structure by considering very small angle X-
ray scattering. Detailed studies at the time could not be carried out at these small
angles, and as such investigating the nature of the scattering is of great interest.
One method in investigating the potential polymer structure of the filaments is to
carry out resonant X-ray scattering on the filaments. Whilst it is believed that
the filaments self-assemble in a columnar fashion, Resonant X-ray scattering will
probe the order of the filaments in much more details. Resonant X-ray scattering
measurements have already been carried out to investigate polymer structures[137–
140] and indeed on helical nanofilaments to great effect.[141] Measuring the
behaviour of the filaments using resonant X-ray scattering can provide an insight
into the structure of the filaments.
In summary, this thesis has presented new results on bent-core liquid crystals
and their mixtures, providing corrections to the elastic theory that applies to bent-
core liquid crystals, as well as more information on the nature of self-assembling
filaments in mixtures of calamitic liquid crystals doped with bent-core mesogens.
This thesis has also highlighted directions for future work which can allow insight
to be gained on the potential of bent-core materials in applications, as well as




In chapter 3, errors were assigned to values measured for the splay (K11), twist
(K22), and bend (K33) elastic constants. The errors were based on the methodology
of obtaining the elastic constants optically, by measuring the transmitted light
intensity through the liquid crystal device. How the errors were calculated is
discussed in this appendix. First consider the plot of retardance against RMS
voltage VRMS. An example of the plot is shown in figure A.1.
Figure A.1: δ as a function of VRMS for DT12 at T-TNI = -2.5 K.
K33 is measured by considering the threshold voltage, Vth. Vth is the point
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when the retardance starts to rise and can be obtained from the intersection of
two straight lines as shown in figure A.2.
Figure A.2: δ as a function of VRMS for DT12 at T-TNI = -2.5 K, denoting where
Vth is obtained.
It can be seen from figure A.2 that the gradient of line 1 can vary based on
the interpretation of the person analysing the data. Figure A.3 shows how the
gradient can vary, resulting in a different Vth being calculated.
The fact that Vth can vary based on how the gradient of line 1 can be assigned
means that the measurement of K33 can vary as well; K33 is directly related to
the threshold voltage (see equation 3.5 in chapter 3). This variation in K33 is
incorporated into the error assigned to K33 which was determined to be ∼10% or
0.2 pN (whichever was larger). Similarly, the measurement of K11 is related to the
gradient of the straight line part just above the threhold; taken from line 1, and
as such the variation in how line 1 can be assigned varies the value of K11 that is
measured. K11 is also dependent on the value measured for K33 obtained from
the threshold voltage (see equation 3.10 from chapter 3). Thus the error assigned
to K33 is also incorporated into the error assigned to K11 which was determined
to be ∼15% or 2 pN (whichever was larger).
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Figure A.3: δ as a function of VRMS for DT12 at T-TNI = -2.5 K, denoting where
Vth 3 and Vth 4 are obtained.
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